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GOD'S ACHING HEART

O God, our Father, we look to You,
And Him Who died on the cursed tree.
Steadfast in faith and honor true.

He kept Your word obediently.

For eons long You looked with dread.
Till the fulness of time had come.
Your Son of love in tomb laid dead.
The world about'in woe struck dumb.

He did all You had bid Him do.

The Son ofYour heartfelt delight.
But oh the loss it meant to You,

Your Son made sin in day turned night.

Your perfect Son, so marred, so bent.
The sun itself refused to shine.

The earthquake shook, the curtain rent.
And tombs were opened as a sign.
He died, but now alive again.
You roused Him from the silent tomb;
He did it all for mortal men.

To save from sin and deaths dark gloom.
Tony Nimgesser

UNSEARCHABLE RICHES, FIRST QUARTER 2018
BEING THE FIRST NUMBER OF VOLUME ONE HUNDRED NINE

EDITORIAL

We have been presenting revisions of Pauls four "Pre
paratory Epistles"(Romans through Galatians) in recent
issues of Unsearchable Riches, and conclude here with

2 Corinthians. Often neglected, yet rich for what it says
about God s grace and Christ's love, especially in chapters
3-5, and the way it can affect our lives, it is, as A. E. Knoch
puts it,"An epistle for the Heart"(see pages 5-11).
Throughout his ministry. Brother Knoch gave much
attention to the subject of the conciliation, as it is devel
oped in 2 Corinthians 5:18-21. He writes concerning the
present administration that the keynote is: "Not the sin
ner conciliating God by penance or prayers, but God con
ciliating the sinner.... God insists on being at peace with
the world, no matter how they treated His Son, or Paul,
or any of His ambassadors .... What a marvelous token
of His grace and love that God (not the sinner) does the
beseeching now!"(see pages 9 and 10). This is the prin
cipal theme of Brother Knochs book. The Mystery of
THE Gospel, available from our office.

It was early on in his preparation of the first edition of
the Concordant Version (Greek Scriptures, 1926)that
A. E. Knoch became convinced that the phrase,"faith of

Jesus Christ," in Romans 3:22, is a reference to the evangel
of Christ's death for sinners and resurrection. God's right

eousness is made manifest through Jesus Christ's faith. To
translate this phrase as though it spoke of the believer's
faith in Christ Jesus is not only contrary to "concordant
principles," but misleading and harmful to our faith.
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The Faith of Christ

Through the years this theme of the faith of Christ has
been carried forward in various articles published in this
magazine. But recently, these have multiplied, as the sub
ject of Christ's own personal faith has become recognized
by many others outside of our own small circle, and we
ourselves have grown in appreciation of its importance
and centrality to the Scriptures as a whole. Justification
is achieved through the faith of Jesus Christ in obedience
to the death of the cross. It is reckoned to those who are

believing this evangel(Rom.4:23-25), but it is based entirely
on Christ's faith and faithfulness in dying for sinners.
Now while working on a revision of the CLNT we have
come to see how many other passages, especially in Romans
and Galatians, carry this reference to the evangel forward
simply by the words "the faith" or even the word "faith"
alone. And this has affected our translation as we have

previously noted, regarding, for example, Romans 3:25.
Further, in connection to this, and without changing the
CV rendering, Paul's use of Psalm 116:10a in 2 Corinthi
ans 4:13 can be readily appreciated for our edification as a
reference to Christ's "spirit of faith," the same spirit given
to the believer as an earnest (see pages 31-38).
That we see the evangel dispensed by Paul as a message
concerning what God has done through His Son, rather
than instruction about what we must do is fundamental

to our walk and spiritual growth. It is a message entirely
of grace. Yet this grace is not fully grasped unless we see
that what God achieves through Christ encompasses all
humanity, for all are sinners. This is an important point
made in Paul's presentation of the evangel in 2 Corinthi
ans 5:14,15, a powerful passage for any believer's careful
attention. My own thoughts on the passage, especially as it
relates to "all" is reprinted in this issue, starting on page 39.
D.H.H.

Studies in 2 Corinthians

AN EPISTLE FOR THE HEART

Second Corinthians is an epistle for the heart It engages
us with the fond solicitude which stirs the affections of the

apostle for his much loved Corinth. It was written because
he wished to spare them and dreaded the severity which
his presence might demand.
This loving epistle reveals an aspect ofthe evangel which
is well-nigh lost. This is the conciliation. God is love. He
will not rest satisfied in merely justifying us. He wishes
to clasp us to His heart. To restore His creatures to right
eousness may indeed erase the stain of sin, but offers no
valid reason or excuse for sins intrusion into the universe.

But if the entrance of sin is to bear the precious fruit of
reconciliation, if it is to bring us infinitely nearer to God
than is possible without it, if it is the means of revealing
God s love to us, then may we give thanks even for the sin
which is the source ofour sorrows. Sin made man not only
a sinner, but an enemy of God. It brought in estrangement.
The mediation of Christ not only saves and justifies, but
removes every barrier for the free outflow of Gods love.
God now condescends to beseech the sinner to be concili

ated to Him. What can be more gracious than this?
Such is the aspect ofthe truth in this epistle. More than
anything else he has written, this reveals the personal expe
riences and inward emotions of Paul during one of the
most fruitful periods of his ministry. Instead of the smil
ing, complacent, comfortable existence which is usually
supposed to be the ideal of Christianity, we find him full
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Our Afflictions Cause us

of fears within, distracted with fightings without, restless,
sick, and despondent. Yet all of this was in perfect accord
with his fervent love for the saints and his vehement desire

to lead them on into an appreciation of Gods love. The
consolation and comfort he received in his afflictions fit
ted him to console and comfort others. It reveals God in

the light of His affections.
One short verse in the book of Acts (Acts 20:2) hurries

us over the whole period referred to in this epistle. This
alone should suggest the total divergence of their respec
tive themes. Acts deals with Ghrist after the flesh, as the

Messiah of Israel, and always gives the other nations a
place subordinate. At the juncture when this epistle was
written Paul first made known the truth of the concilia

tion, that God,in Ghrist, is beseeching all men to be rec
onciled to Him. Physical relationship to Ghrist no longer
counted with Paul after this.
THE SUFFERINGS OF CHRIST

Pauls afflictions were, in a very real sense,"the suffer
ings of Ghrist"(2 Gor.l:5), for they came, not as the result
of his misdeeds, but because he proclaimed Ghrists evan
gel. Not long before he had been in danger of death at
the hands of a mob in Ephesus. He was suffering from
some physical ailment. He was in much suspense about
the Gorinthians and their reception of his previous epis
tle. When he finds that they, too, have suffered, though it
be for their own wrong doing, he is swift to console them,
and sees in his own afflictions the means used by God to
prepare him for this ministry. All this should be an object
lesson to us to show how sin and suffering is being used
by God to bring our hearts into closer union with Himself
and with one another. And affliction is the surest means

of ridding us of confidence in ourselves and of placing our
reliance in God. Suffering for Ghrists sake is the highest

to Rely on God
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honor which can be accorded to mortal man. Just as His
sufferings are the basis of the glories that shall follow, so
our sufferings for His sake are sure to yield an untold har
vest of happiness and exultation when He appears.
god's spirit

The operation of God s Spirit is here seen under three
distinct figures: the anointing, the seal, and the earnest
(2 Cor.l:21,22). Prophets and priests and kings were
anointed for their office. They were anointed with oil. We
are anointed with the spirit, as Christ, the Anointed, was at

His baptism. This qualifies us for service. The seal is the
sign of possession. We belong to God. The earnest is that
small instalment of the spirit which we have received,
which is the pledge ofits fullness in the day of deliverance.
FROM GLORY TO GLORY

The account of Moses'reception, after his forty-day ses
sion on Sinai,is found in Exodus 34:28-35 {cp 2 Cor.3:7-16).
It is evident that they saw Moses'face even though they
could not look intently at it. Moses did not hide the glory
from them. He did not put the covering on his face till he
had done speaking with them, but when he had finished
(Ex.34:33). Later he put it on again ''until he entered to
speak with Him"(v.34). He hid the nullifying (2 Cor.3:7)
of the glory, which indicated the transient, fading char
acter of the law. As Paul says (2 Cor.3:13), it was done so
that the sons of Israel should not observe the consum

mation of that which is being nullified. Now, instead of
a covering on Moses'face, there is one on Jewish hearts,
which hides from them the true character of the covenant

of Sinai. It had a glory once, but it has long since been
eclipsed in Christ. This they will not discover until they
turn back to the Lord.

A bright torch, which will illuminate the night, becomes
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Christ: The Image of God

black when held up to the noonday sun. So the law, a bright
exhibition ofthe righteous character of God,turns to black
ness before the transcendent effulgence of grace which is
now revealed. It had a glory but lost it all by contrast to
the glory excelling. Since, then, the laws glory is darkened
by a greater glory, how much greater must be the glory of

this administration of grace!
The ancient mirror was a burnished metal surface which

reflected the light as well as the image ofthe one who used
it. Paul did not climb the steeps of Sinai and bring back a
transient reflection of the Lord s glory, as Moses did. He
beheld Him continually, as we behold our faces in a mir
ror. The glory of the Lord irradiated him. It did not fade,
but became brighter and brighter. Contemplation of the
Lord led to likeness to Him. This is a beautiful epitome
of Pauls ministries. He began with grace on the road to
Damascus. He dispenses justification at Pisidian Antioch.
He reveals the conciliation to the Corinthians. He teaches

the truth transcendent from his Roman prison. Grace upon
grace and glory upon glory!(2 Cor.3:17,18).
THE IMAGE OF GOD

Few subjects for meditation will be found so full of bless

ing as that ofthe Image of Cod(2 Cor.4:4; Col.l:15). John
presents Him to us as the Word of Cod, through Whom
we hear Him; Paul shows us the One in Whom we can
see Cod. Cod Himself cannot be seen, for He is invis

ible. Hence it is tbat He has given us an Image of Him
self which we can discern. And just as we give the picture
or statue of a person the same place in our minds and in
our speech as the person himself, so Christ is seen in the
Scriptures, addressed as Cod as if equal to Cod. Unlike

the inflexible image of a lifeless photograph. He is instinct
with the life of Cod,and changes to accord with the divine
assumptions (Heb.l:3).

The Heart of the Evangel
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THE EVANGEL OF THE GLORY OF CHRIST

"The evangel of the glory of Christ!"(2 Cor.4:4). Would
that our evangelism reached to this altitude! And why are
Christ's glories so lacking in the gospel efforts of today?
Because the god of this eon not only blinds the minds of
the unbelievers, but he centers the gospel on sin and self
and sanitation—anything except Christ and His glories.
MOMENTARY AFFLICTIONS

How shall we characterize our trials if Paul's were

only momentary and light(2 Cor.4:17)? At times he even
despaired oflife. Just before this he had been crying to God
to remove the splinter in the flesh. But what is all this to
him in view of the transcendent revelations of the future

of which he had become the depository and dispenser?
We would speak of our present burdens and of the light
ness of our load in the resurrection, but he reverses this.

The glory of that day would be an unbearable burden to
our present bodies. Our burdens are light indeed in view
of that transcendent outcome.
THE WORD OF THE CONCILIATION

"All is of God!" This is the key to real evangelism. Here
we have, in brief, the heart of the true evangel for the
world in this administration of grace. The keynote is con
ciliation. Not the sinner conciliating God by penance or
prayers, but God conciliating the sinner. The sinner may
be most offensive and insulting, but God does not reckon
these offenses against him. Let this be clear. God is not
charging men with sins, for Christ died for sins. He is
not pressing their offenses, for He is bent on conciliation.
The evangel is not concerned with the sinner at all, but
with God's attitude toward him and with the sufferings of
Christ. He has placed in us, not the message ofjudgment,
but the word of conciliation.
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God is Beseeching Mankind
BE CONCILIATED TO GOD

God insists on being at peace with the world, no matter
how they treated His Son, or Paul, or any of His ambas
sadors. He will withdraw us. His ambassadors, before He

declares war. What a marvelous token of His grace and
love that God (not the sinner) does the beseeching now!
We are ambassadors for the high court of heaven, pro
claiming peace and conciliation. When the sinner receives
the conciliation there is mutual reconciliation between

bim and God. Sinner, God is beseeching you, through us,
"Be conciliated to God!"(2 Cor.5:20). Your sins are no

hindrance, for He has made Christ a Sin Offering for our
sakes that we may become Gods righteousness in Him.
There is nothing for you to do but to accept His proffered
love. Simply thank and adore Him for His grace.
THE WEAPONS OF OUR WARFARE

By a bold figure of speech Paul likens his spiritual war
fare to the pulling down ofthe forts ofthe enemy,and lead
ing all opposition into captivity(2 Cor.10:3-6). The most
powerful weapons are not material but spiritual. Neither
are place and prestige as potent as truth.
The unspiritual fleshly minded man looks only on the
surface. But nowhere are appearances so deceiving as in
things spiritual. Our Lord Himself had none ofthe superfi
cial marks of greatness. Paul seems to have been especially
deficient in tbose qualities which were demanded from
those who aspired to leadership in the world. His public
speaking seems to have been the special point on which his
enemies attacked him. Greek orators were probably tbe
most accomplished the world has ever seen. By compar
ison Pauls presence was weak and his delivery contempt
ible. But what has become of all those masters of forensic

art? They are dead, and their efforts have died with them.

Infirmity, a Basis of Gods Power
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The few that remain are models of beauty but are devoid
of all spiritual power. Pauls words transformed his hearers,

not by his mode of delivery, but by their truth and potency.
SUFFICIENT IS GOD'S GRACE

Who would not be elated beyond measure at such reve
lations as had been confided to Paul(2 Cor.12:7)? But he

had good reason to refrain from boasting. A painful physi
cal infirmity was given him to keep him humble. A thorn
in the flesh is hardly adequate, a splinter is nearer, but
still too weak an expression, for Paul would not entreat
thrice for the removal of some minor distress. But it was
not removed.

Instead, he received grace and the assurance that God s
power finds infirmity its fittest tool. He needs none of mans
strength. It hinders the manifestation of His power.
O, that we could learn this lesson! We repine and are

dejected when infirmity and persecution and necessity
press upon us, when we should rejoice. Paul delighted in
them, not for their own sake, but that the power of Christ

may be manifested through them. May His grace be our
sole sufficiency!
TOKENS OF AFFECTION

The epistle closes with characteristic tokens of affection
(2 Cor.l3:ll-14). Throughout the appeal is to the feelings.
This is especially true of the evangel and its proclamation.
God on His part beseeches the sinner to be conciliated. The
saint is reconciled. He is not merely righteous, but at per
fect peace with God.
This is the fruit of the evangel which is so delicious to
Gods heart and to ours. Let us not fail to appreciate the
marvelous affection of His message!
A. E. Knoch

The Concordant Version

PAUL TO THE CORINTHIANS (II)
1 Paul, an apostle of Christ Jesus, through God's will,
and brother Timothy, to the eeclesia of God which 'is
in Corinth, together with all the saints 'who 'are in the
whole of Aehaia:

^ Grace to "you and peace from God,our Father, and
the Lord Jesus Christ.
^ Blessed is the God and Father of our Lord Jesus
Christ, the Father of pities and God of ^all consolation,
^'Who is consoling us'^"in our every affliction to 'enable®
us to be consoling those in every affliction, through the
consolation with which we ^ourselves are being consoled®

by God,^ seeing that,according as the sufferings of Christ
are superabounding'^in us,thus through Christ our con
solation also is superabounding.
® J/Now whether we are being afflicted® ''^for "your con
solation and salvation,or whether we are being consoled®
''^for "your consolation, which is operating® in the endur
ance of the same sufferings which we' also are suffer
ing, ^ our expectation also is confirmed over ""you, being

°aware that, as "you 'are participants of the sufferings,
thus of the consolation also.

^ For we do not 'want "you to be 'ignorant, brethren,
concerning our affliction which ^comes® to us in the prov
ince of Asia,that we are inordinately burdened over our
ability,so that we despair of'life also. ^ But ^we'°have the
sentence of death in ourselves, that we may be having
no confidence '"'in ourselves, but ""in God, Who 'rouses

2 Corinthians 1:10-1:24

the dead ones,
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Who rescues® us 'from a death of such

proportions, and will be rescuing®; "'on Whom we °rely
that He will still be rescuing® also; "you also assisting
together by a petition '"'for us, in order that,"from many
faces He may be thanked ^^'by many ""for us for the gra
cious gift given '"to us.
For our boasting 'is this, the testimony of our con
science: that in holiness and sincerity of'God, not in
fleshly wisdom, but in the grace of God, we behave our
selves in the world, yet more superabundantly toward
"you. For no^ other things are we writing to "you than
what"you are reading or recognizing also. J' Now I am ex
pecting that"you will 'recognize® ultimately, according
as"you also recognize us fin part,'for we 'are "your glory
ing(even as"you also are ours)in the day ofour'Lord Jesus.
And in this confidence I'intended® formerly to come
to"' "you, that "you should have a second grace, and
through "you to pass through into Macedonia, and to
come again from Macedonia to"'"you,and by "you to be
sent forward into Judea. Intending® this then, conse
quently do I use® lightness? Or what I am planning®,
am I planning® according to the flesh,that it may'be''with
me:"'Yes, yes," and:"'No', no'"?
'/Now God is faithful,'for our word toward "you 'is
not:"Yes" and "No'," for the Son of God,Jesus Christ,

Who is heralded among "you through us—through me
and Silvanus and Timothy—^becomes® not'Tes"and "No',"
but in Him has become "Yes." For whatever promises
are of God, are in Him"Yes." Wherefore through Him
also is the"Amen"to God,'"'for glory,through us. '/Now
He Who is confirming us together with "you "'in Christ
and anoints us is God, Who also seals® us and gives the
earnest of the spirit in our hearts.
23.'/Now I' am invoking® God as a witness on my soul,
that to 'spare® "you,I come no'longer "'to Corinth. Not
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2 Corinthians 2:1-2:15

that we are lording it over "your faith, but 'are fellow
workers of"your Joy, for "you stand fast in the faith.
2 Yet I decide this with myself, not again to come to^
"you in sorrow. ^ For if F am making "you sorry,"who
also is gladdening me,except he 'who is made 'sorry® "by
me? ^ And I write this same thing to "you,lest "coming I
may have sorrow from those on whom it was binding to
be causing me to 'rejoice; having confidence ""in "you all,
^for my joy 'is that of"you all. ^ For out of much affiiction and pressure of heart I write to "you,through many
tears, not that "you may be made sorrowful, but that
"you may know the love which I 'have '"for "you more
superabundantly.
^ ^Now if anyone has caused sorrow, he has not made
me sorry, but An part (lest I may he burdening)"you all.
® Enough to such is this rebuke, which is by the majority.
^ So that,on the contrary,"you are rather to deal graciously®
and console, lest somehow such may he swallowed up by
the more excessive sorrow. ^ Wherefore I am entreating
"you to ratify your love '"to him.
^ For I write also '"for this, that I may know "your
testedness, if"you 'are obedient '"in all things. ^^Now
with whom "you are dealing graciously® in anything, I also.
For in what F also have dealt graciously® (if I have dealt
graciously® in anything), it is because of"you in the face of
Christ, lest we may be overreached by Satan,for we
are not 'ignorant of the things he apprehends.
12{/Now on "coming'"to'Troas'"for the evangel of Christ,
and a door being °open® for me in the Lord, I °have no^
ease in my spirit at my not'finding Titus, my brother, but
"taking leave® of them,I come away into Macedonia.
^Now thanks be to God, Who always gives us a 'tri
umph in Christ,and is manifesting the odor ofHis knowl
edge through us in every place, Tor we 'are a fragrance
of Christ to God,among those who are being saved® and

2 Corinthians 2:16-3:13
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among those who are perishing^:
these indeed an
odorof death "'for death, yet to '"those an odor"of life
"'for life. And ^"'for "this"who is competent? For we 'are

not as the majority, who are peddling the word of'God,
but as" of sincerity, but as" of God,in the sight of'God
in Christ are we speaking.

3 Are we beginning° again to'commend ourselves? Or
'"' do we 'need, even as "some,commendatory letters to"^

"you or "from "you? ^"You''are our letter, °engraven° in
our hearts,'known° and 'read° by allpeople,^ ^for "you
'are manifesting® a letter of Christ, dispensed by us, and
"engraven®, not with ink, but with the spirit of the living
God,not'on stone tablets, but'on the fleshly tablets ofthe
"heart. ^ ^^Now such is the confidence we 'have through

Christ toward God ^(not that we 'are competent fof
ourselves, to reckon® anything as" of ourselves, but our
competency is"of God), ® Who also makes us competent

dispensers of a new covenant, not of the letter, but of the
spirit, for the letter is killing, yet the spirit is vivifying.
^(yNow if the dispensation of death,'by letters "chis
eled® in "stone,^comes in glory, so that the sons of Israel
are not 'able® to look intently into the face of Moses,
because ofthe glory of his face, which is being nullified®,
^ how shall not rather the dispensation of the spirit 'be
in glory? ^ For if in the dispensation of condemnation is
glory, much rather the dispensation of righteousness is
exceeding in glory. For that also which 'has been glori
fied® has not been glorified® in this particular, on account

ofthe glory'transcendent. For if that which is being nul
lified® is nullified through glory, much rather 'that which is
remaining, remains in glory.

Having then such an expectation, we are using® much
boldness, and are not even as Moses. He 'placed a cov

ering"'over his face, ^"'so that the sons of Israel were not
to look intently "'to the consummation of that which is
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2 Corinthians 3:14-4:9

being nullified''. But their apprehensions are calloused,
for until this very day the same covering is remaining
'^"at the reading of the old covenant, not being uncov
ered", ^for only in Christ is it being nullified". But till
today, if ever the reading" of Moses should be reached,
a covering is lying on their heart. Yet if ever it should
reach a turning back
the Lord,the covering is 'taken"
from about it.)

^' ^Now the Lord 'is the spirit; yet where the spirit of
the Lord is, there is freedom. ^/Now we'all, with °uncov-

ered" face, mirroring" the Lord's glory, are being trans
formed" into the same image,from glory "'to glory, even
as from the Lord, the spirit.
4 Therefore, having this dispensation, according as
we are shown mercy, we are not 'despondent. ^ But we
spurn" the hidden things of shame, not walking in crafti
ness, nor yet adulterating the word of God,hut by"man
ifestation of the truth, commending ourselves to^' every
human being's conscience in "God's sight.
^!^Now if also our "evangel 'is covered", it 'is covered"
in "those who are perishing",^ in whom the god of this "eon
blinds the apprehensions of the unbelieving "'so that the
illumination ofthe evangel ofthe glory of"Christ, Who is
the Image of the invisible "God, does not "irradiate them.

^ For we are not heralding ourselves, but Christ Jesus
the Lord, yet ourselves ""your slaves because of Jesus,
® Tor the God "Who says that, out of darkness light shall
be shining,^" is He Who shines in our "hearts, with a
view to'^' the illumination of the knowledge of the glory
of"God in the face of Jesus Christ.
^'^Now we 'have this "treasure in earthen vessels, that

the transcendence of the power may 'be of "God and
not'of us. ^ In everything, being afflicted", but not 'dis
tressed";'perplexed", but not despairing"; ^'persecuted",
but not 'forsaken";'knocked down", but not perishing"—

2 Corinthians 4:10-5:6
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always carrying about in the body the deadening of
Jesus, that the life also of Jesus may he manifested in
our body. For we' who are living are ever being given°
up '^to death because of Jesus, that the life also of Jesus
may he manifested in our mortal 'flesh. So that death
is operating® in us, yet life in "you.
!/Now we having the same spirit of faith,in accord with
what is "written®,"I believe, wherefore I speak also,"^'^^''^^
we'also are believing, wherefore we are speaking also,
being "aware that He'Who rouses the Lord Jesus will
he rousing us also, through Jesus, and will he present
ing us together with "you. For all is because of ^you,
that the grace,"increasing through the majority, should
superahound in thanksgiving '^to the glory of'God.
Wherefore we are not'despondent, hut "^even if our
outward human is decaying®, ^^nevertheless that within
us is being renewed® day """hy day. For the momentary
lightness of our affliction is producing® for us a transcendently transcendent eonian burden of glory, at
our not noting what is being observed®, hut what is not
being observed®,for what is being observed® is tempo
rary, yet what is not being observed® is eonian.
5

For we are "aware that if our terrestrial taberna

cle house should be demolished, we 'have a buildingof
God,a house not made by hands, eonian,in the heavens.
^ For in this also we are groaning,longing to be dressed®
in our habitation which is out of heaven, ^ if so be that,

"being dressed® also, we shall not be 'found naked. ^ For
we also, who 'are in the tabernacle, are groaning, being
burdened®,on which we are not wanting to be stripped®,
but to be dressed®,that the mortal may be swallowed up
by life. ^ ^/Now He Who produces® us '''for this same long
ing is God, Who is also "giving us the earnest ofthe spirit.
^ Being then courageous always,and "aware that, being
at home in the body, we are 'away from home from the
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2 Corinthians 5:7-5:20

Lord ^(for
faith are we walking, not ^^'by perception),
^ yet we are 'encouraged, and are delighting rather to he
away from home out ofthe body and to he at home ^^with
the Lord.^ Wherefore we are 'amhitious° also, whether at

'home or away from 'home,to he well pleasing to Him.
^^For all of us 'must he manifested in front of the

dais of Christ, that each should he requited° ^^for that
which he puts into practice through the body, whether
good or had.
Being °aware then ofthe fear ofthe Lord,we are per
suading human beings, yet we are manifest® to God.J/Now
I am expecting to he manifest® in ^your consciences also.
Not again are we commending ourselves to "you,hut
are giving an incentive to ""you by boasting over "you,that
""you may'have it ^^for those who are boasting® in personal
appearance and not in heart. For whether we are beside
ourselves, it is to God,whether we are 'sane, it is to ^you.
For the love of Christ is constraining us,"judging this,
that if One dies '"^for the sake of all, consequently all die.
And He dies ''^for the sake of all that those who are liv

ing should by no means still he living to themselves, hut
to the One Who dies and is roused ''^for their sakes.

So that we', from now on, are acquainted with no^
one according to flesh. Yet "^even if we have known Christ
according to flesh, ^^nevertheless now we 'know Him so
no^ longer. So that, if anyone is in Christ, there is a
new creation: the "primitive passed by. /^Look®! there
has ^'come "new!

i«Yet all is " of'God,'Who conciliates us to Himself

through Christ, and Who gives us the dispensation ofthe
conciliation, how that God 'was,in Christ, conciliating
the world to Himself, not reckoning® their offenses to
them,and Who places® in us the word ofthe conciliation.
20

Christ then are we 'ambassadors, as of God

entreating through us. We are beseeching® ''^for Christ's
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For the One not"know

ing sin, He makes to be sin ''^for our sakes that we' may
hecome° God's righteousness in Him.
6 ^/Now, working together, we are also entreating =you
not to receive® the grace of God "For naught. ^ For He
is saying.

In a season acceptable I reply to you.
And in a day of salvation I help you.^^^^ "^
^Look®! Now is a most acceptable era! /^Look®! Now is
a day of salvation!
^ We are giving no one cause to stumble in "anything,
lest flaws he found with the service,^ hut in everything we
are commending ourselves as servants of God,in much
endurance,in afflictions, in necessities,in distresses, ^ in

blows,in jails, in turbulences, in "toil, in vigils, in fasts,
® in pureness,in knowledge,in patience,in kindness,in
holy spirit, in love unfeigned, ^ in the word of truth, in
the power of God,through the implements of righteous
ness of the right hand and of the left, ^ through glory and
dishonor, through defamation and renown, as deceiv
ers and true, ® as 'unknown® and 'recognized®, as dying,
and ^4ook®! we are living, as 'disciplined® and not put to
'death®, as sorrowing®, yet ever rejoicing, as poor, yet
enriching many, as having nothing and retaining all.
Our'mouth is °open toward "^you, Corinthians: Has
"your heart "broadened®? Not 'distressed® are "you in
us, yet"you are 'distressed® in "your compassions. J' Now
as a recompense in *^kind (as to children am I saying this),
"you' also be broadened!
Do not 'become® diversely 'yoked with unbelievers.
For "what partnership have righteousness and lawless
ness? Or "what communion has light ^'^'with darkness?
yNow "what agreement has Christ ^'^'with Belial? Or"what
part a believer with an unbeliever? ?/Now "what concur-
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rence has a temple of God with idols? For ^^you''are the
temple ofthe living God,according as God says,that:I will
be making My home'and will be walking'in them,and I
will be their God,and they' shall be My people.^"^^^^^-^jr24:7 17 Wherefore,Come out of their midst and be sev

ered,the Lord is saying. And 'touch® not the unclean,and
F will 'admit® =you,^^
and I will 'be "like a Father
to "^you, and "you' shall 'be "like sons and daughters to
Me,the Lord Almighty is saying.^
7 Having then these promises, beloved, we should
cleanse ourselves from every pollution offlesh and spirit,
completing holiness in the fear of God.
^ Make room for us. We injure no^ one; we corrupt no^
one; we overreach no^ one. ^ I am not saying this with a
view to^ condemnation,for I have declared before that

"you are in our hearts to die together and to be living
together. ^ Much is my boldness toward "you; much is my
boasting over "you. I am °filled® full with consolation, I
am superexceeding® in joy '"'in ^all our affliction. ^ For
■^even at our "coming into Macedonia, our 'flesh °has no^^'
ease, hut we are 'afflicted® in everything: outside fight
ings; inside fears.
® But 'God, Who is consoling the humble, consoles us
'by the presence of Titus, ^ yet not only 'by his pres
ence, but 'by the consolation also with which he is con
soled ""over "you, informing us of "your longing, "your
anguish, "your 'zeal ""for my sake; so that I rather rejoice
^ that ^even if I make "you sorry 'by an epistle, I am not
regretting® it, ^even if I did 'regret®. For I am observing
that that epistle makes "you sorry, "^even if it is ^"^^for an
hour. ^ Now I am rejoicing, not that "you are made sorry,
but that "you are made sorry '"to repentance. For "you
are made sorry according to God, that in nothing "you
may suffer forfeit "by us. For sorrow according to God
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is producing® repentance '^for unregretted salvation, yet
the sorrow of the world is producing® death.
11 For ^look®! this same thing—for "^you to be made sorry
according to God—how much it produces® in ^you of dil
igence, but also defense, but also resentment, but also
fear, hut also longing, but also zeal, but also avenging!
In everything "you commend yourselves to 'be pure in
this matter. Consequently,"^even if I write to "^you, it
is not on account of the one who injures, but neither on
account of the one injured, but on account of'manifest
ing to^"you "your diligence ''^^for our sake in God's sight.
Therefore we are consoled®, yet '"in our consola
tion we rather are rejoiced more exceedingly '"'in the

joy of Titus, Tor his spirit has been soothed® fby"you all.
Tor if I have boasted® any to him over "you,I am not
disgraced, but as we speak all in truth to "you,thus also
our boasting '""before Titus comes to be truth. And his
compassions "Tor "you 'are superabundantly more,hav
ing a recollection® of the obedience of"you all, as with
fear and trembling "you receive® him. I am rejoicing
that in everything I am 'encouraged in "you.
8 ^' Now we are making known to "you, brethren, the
grace of God which 'has been bestowed® in the ecclesias
of'Macedonia,^ Tor in a test of much affliction,the super

abundance of their joy and the ""corresponding depth
of their poverty superabounds '"to the riches of their
generosity, ^ Tor according to their ability, I am testify
ing, and ^beyond their ability, of their own accord, ^ with
much entreaty beseeching of us the grace and the fel
lowship of the service "Tor the saints; ^ and not accord
ing as we expect, but themselves they give first to the
Lord,and to us through God's will. ® '"So that we entreat
Titus that, according as he undertakes® before,thus also
should he complete '"in "you this grace also. ^ But even
as "you are superabounding in everything—in faith and
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word and knowledge and ^all diligence and the love that
flows out of^you into us—^that ^you may be superabounding in this grace also. ^ I am not saying this '''^as an injunc
tion, but through the diligence of ^'others, testing also
the genuineness of this love of yours.
^ For ^you 'know the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ,
that being rich, because of"you He becomes poor, that
"you', by ^His poverty, should be rich. And in this I am

giving an opinion, for this is 'expedient for "you, who",
ffor a year past, undertake® before, not only the doing
but the willing also. Yet now complete the doing also,
so that, even as the eagerness to 'will, thus also may be
the completion out of what you 'have. For if eagerness
'lies® before, it is most acceptable according to whatever
'f one may 'have, not according to what he 'has not.
For it is not that to others ease, yet to "you afflic
tion, but"by an equality,in the current occasion,"your
superabundance is '"for ^their want, that ^their super
abundance also may come® to be '"for "your want, so
that there may come® to be an equality, according as it
is "written®; the one with'much increases not, and the one
with few lessens not.^^^'^^^

16 j/Now thanks be to 'God,'Who imparts the same dil
igence ""for "you 'to the heart of Titus, Tor he indeed
receives® the entreaty, yet being 'inherently more dil
igent, of his own accord he comes out to^ "you. J' Now
we send together with him the brother whose applause
in the evangel is through all the ecclesias, yet not only
so, but who is selected also by the ecclesias to be our fel
low traveler ^^with this grace which is being dispensed®
by us to'^' the glory of the Lord ^Himself; our eagerness
also, putting this so that no "one should flnd flaws® in
us in this exuberance which is being dispensed® by us,
for we are providing the ideal, not only in the sight of
the Lord, but in the sight of human beings also.
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22'/Now we send together with them our brother,
whom we test in many things, often, being diligent, yet
now much more diligent, yet with much confidence *'^in
"you, whether ''^for the sake of Titus, my mate and fel
low worker ''Tor ^you, or our brethren, the apostles of
the ecclesias, the glory of Christ. Then the display of
"your love and our boasting over "you "'to them is being
displayed° "'in the face of the ecclesias.
9 For indeed, concerning the dispensation '"'for the
saints,it is superfluous for me "to be writing to "you.^ For
I am °aware of"your eagerness, of which I am boasting"
over "you to the Macedonians, that: ^'Achaia has been
prepared"f a year past." And "your 'zeal provokes the
majority. ^ Yet I send the brethren,lest our boasting over
"you may be made void in this particular, that "you may
be "prepared" according as I 'said, ^ lest somehow, if the
Macedonians should come together with me and should
find "you unprepared, we' may be disgraced (not that
we should 'say "you!) in this assumption of boasting.
^ I deem" it necessary then, to entreat the brethren
that they may come before "'to "you and should adjust
beforehand "your bounty as "promised" before. This to'be
ready thus,as a bounty and not as greed, ® yet as this: who
is sowing sparingly, sparingly shall be reaping also,^'^^^^^
and who is sowing "" bountifully, "" bountifully shall be
reaping also,"each according as he has proposed" in his
heart, not" sorrowfully, nor"of compulsion,for the glee
ful giver is 'loved by'God.
^ J/Now God is 'able to lavish ''all grace "'on "you, that
having "all contentment in everything always,"you may
be superabounding "'in every good work,^ according as
it is "written","He scatters; He gives to the drudges; His
righteousness 'remains "'for the eon."^^^^-^ ^^^J/Now He
'Who is supplying seed to the 'sower,and bread "'for food,
will be furnishing and multiplying"your seed and be mak-
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ing the product of ^your righteousness grow, being
enriched" in everything,'^for ^all the generosity, which"
is producing" through us thanksgiving to'God; ^for the
dispensation ofthis "ministry not only is replenishing the
wants of the saints, but is superabounding also through
much "thanksgiving to'God, through the testedness of
this dispensation, glorifying God ""at the subjection of
"your avowal '"to the evangel of Christ, and in the gen
erosity of the contribution '"for them and '"for all, and
in their petition ""for ^you,longing to he acquainted with
"you,because ofthe 'transcendent grace of God on "you.
15 j/Now thanks be to God ""for His indescribable gratuity!
10 J/Now Paul, ^myself am entreating ^you, through
the meekness and leniency of Christ, who,""as to per
sonal appearance indeed am humble among "you, yet
being absent, have 'courage '"toward "you. ^Yet I am
beseeching" that I may not, being present, have to have
courage with the confidence with which I am reckoning"
to dare "" any who 'reckon" us as walking according to the
flesh. ^ For walking in flesh, we are not warring" accord
ing to the flesh. ^ For the weapons of our warfare are not

fleshly, hut powerful to God toward the pulling down of
bulwarks;^ pulling down reckonings and every height ele
vating" itself against the knowledge of God,and leading
into captivity every apprehension into the obedience of
Christ, ® and having all in readiness to avenge every dis
obedience,whenever"your obedience may be completed.
^ Are "you looking at that ""on the surface? If anyone is
presuming to have confidence in himself to 'be Christ's,
let him be reckoning" this again ""with himself, that
according as he is Christ's thus also are we. ^ For if ever
I, besides,should also boast""somewhat more excessively

concerning our authority(which the Lord gives us '"for
building you up and not '"for pulling "you down),I shall
not be put to 'shame, ^ lest I should seem as ever terri-
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fying =you through epistles, seeing that he is averring,
"His epistles indeed are weighty and strong, yet his bod
ily presence is weak and his expression to be °scomed°."
Let such a one be reckoning® this, that such as we 'are
in 'word,through epistles, being absent,such also, being
present, are we in act. For we are not daring to judge
ourselves by, or compare ourselves with,"some who are
commending themselves. But they', measuring them
selves 'by themselves, and comparing themselves with
themselves, do not 'understand.

vNow we'shall not he boasting® immeasurably, but
according to the measure of our range—^which measure
'God parts to us—to reach® on as far as "you also (for
it is not as though, not reaching® on '"to ^you, we are
overstretching ourselves, for we outstrip others "^even
as far as "you in the evangel of Christ), not boasting®
immeasurably in others' toils, yet having the expecta
tion,"your faith growing®,to he magnified among "you
superabundantly, according to our range, so as to bring
the evangel® beyond ^you, not to boast in another's
range over 'that which is ready. J' Now he 'who is boast
ing®, in the Lord let him be boasting®.
For not he
who is commending himself * 'is quafified, hut whom the
Lord is commending.

11 Would that "you had 'borne® with any little impru
dence of mine! But also he hearing® vidth me,^ for I am

'jealous over "you with a jealousy of God. For I betroth®
"you to one Man, to present a chaste virgin to Christ.
Yet I 'fear® lest somehow,as the serpent deludes Eve'by
its craftiness,"your apprehensions should he corrupted
from the singleness and pureness which is '"in Christ.
^ For if indeed he who is coming® is heralding another
Jesus whom we do not herald, or "you are obtaining a
different spirit which "you do not obtain, or a different
evangel which "you do not receive®,"you are bearing®
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with him ideally. ^ For I am reckoning" to be "deficient in
nothing pertaining to the paramount apostles. ® Yet ^even if
I am plain in expression,^^nevertheless I am not in knowl
edge, but in everything made manifest in all '""for =you.
^ Or do I sin in humbling myself that ^you' may be
exalted, seeing that I evangelize the evangel" of God
to ^you gratuitously? ^ Other eeelesias I despoil, "get
ting rations ^^for dispensing to ^you. ^ And being pres
ent ^'^with "you and in want,I am not an encumherance
to "^anyone (for the brethren "coming from Macedonia
replenish my wants), and in everything I keep and shall
be keeping myself that I be not burdensome to "you.
The truth of Christ 'is in me,Tor this boasting shall
not be 'barred" 'Trom me in the regions of Achaia.
Wherefore? Seeing that I am not loving "you?'God is
"aware! J' Now what I am doing and will be doing is that
I should strike off the incentive from those wanting an
incentive, that in what they are boasting" they may be
found according as we also. For such are false apos
tles, fraudulent workers, being transfigured" into apos
tles of Christ.

And no^ marvel, for 'Satan himself is

being transfigured" into a messenger of light. It is no^
great thing, then,if his servants also are being transfig
ured" as dispensers of righteousness—whose consum
mation shall he according to their acts.
Again I am saying, no ^one should presume me to
'be imprudent. Otherwise surely,"^even if it should be as
imprudent, receive" me,that T also should boast""some
little! What I'speak,I am not speaking in accord with the
Lord,but as in imprudence,in this assumption of boast
ing. Since many are boasting" according to the flesh, T
also shall be boasting". For with relish are "you bear
ing" with the imprudent, being prudent. For "you are
bearing" with it if anyone is enslaving "you, if anyone is
devouring, if anyone is obtaining, if anyone is elevating"
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himself, if anyone is lashing "^you '^in the face. "^By way
of dishonor am I saying this, as that we'are "weakened.
yNow in whatever anyone should be daring (in impru
dence am I saying it), I' also am daring. Hebrews 'are
they? I also! Israelites 'are they? I also! The seed of Abra
ham 'are they? I also! Servants of Christ 'are they?
(Being insane, I am speaking.) Above them am I! In
"weariness more exceedingly, in jails more exceedingly,
in blows inordinately,in deaths often. By Jews five times
I get forty ^save one. Thrice am I flogged with rods,once
am I stoned, thrice am I shipwrecked, a night and a day
have I ^''spent in a swamp, in journeys often,in dangers
of rivers, in dangers of robbers, in dangers ^ of my race,
in dangers of the nations, in dangers in the city, in dan
gers in the wilderness, in dangers in the sea, in dangers
among false brethren; in toil and labor,in vigils often,
in famine and thirst, in fasts often, in cold and naked

ness; apart from "what is outside, that which is coming
upon me daily, the solicitude for all the ecclesias.
29 rt\ylio is 'weak and I am not 'weak?"Who is 'snared®

and T am not on 'fire®? ^®If I 'must 'boast®, I will be

boasting® in that which is of my weakness. The God
and Father of the Lord Jesus, Who 'is blessed '"for the
eons, is "aware that I am not lying®. In Damascus the
ethnarch of Aretas, the king,'garrisoned the city of the
Damascenes, wanting to arrest me, and I am lowered
in a wicker basket through a window through the wall,
and escape his hands.
12 If boasting® 'must be, though it is not 'expedient in
deed, yet I shall also be coming® '"to apparitions and rev
elations of the Lord. ^ I am "acquainted with a human in
Christ,fourteen years before this(whether in a body I am

not"aware,or outside ofthe body I am not"aware—God
is "aware), such a one is snatched away to the third heaven.
^ And I am "acquainted with such a human (whether in
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a body or outside of the body I am not aware—'God is
°aware),^ that he is snatched away into'paradise and hears
ineffable declarations, which it is not 'allowed a human

to speak. ^ Over such a one I shall be boasting°; yet over
myself I shall not be boasting®, except in my infirmi
ties. ® For if ever I should want to boast®, I shall not 'be

imprudent, for I shall be declaring the truth. Yet I am
'reticent®. No"one should reckon®

me to be above what

he is observing of me or anything he is hearing" of me.
^ Wherefore also, lest I '"should be 'lifted up by the
transcendence of the revelations, there is given to me a

splinter in the flesh, a messenger of Satan, that he may
be buffeting me,lest I may be 'lifted® up. ^'"^For this I
entreat the Lord thrice,that it should withdraw from me.

® And He has protested to me:"'Sufficient for you is My
grace, for My power in infirmity is being perfected®."
With the greatest relish, then, will I rather be glory
ing® in my infirmities, that the power of'Christ should
tabernacle over me. Wherefore I 'delight in infirmi
ties, in outrages, in necessities, in persecutions, in dis
tresses,"^for Christ's sake,for whenever I may be 'weak,
then I'am powerful.
I have become imprudent;"you'compel me. For I'
'ought to be 'commended® by "you,for I am not^^' defi
cient in anything pertaining to the paramount apostles,
"^even if I'am nothing. Indeed,the signs of an apostle
are produced among "you in "all endurance, besides in
signs and miracles and powerful deeds. For 'is there any
thing in which "you are discomfited above the rest of the
ecclesias,except that I'^myselfam not an encumbrance to
"you? Deal graciously® with me for this unrighteousness!
/^Look® I this third time I'hold myselfready to come to^
"you, and I shall not be an 'encumberance,for I am not
seeking "yours but "you. For the children 'ought not to
be hoarding for the parents, but the parents for the chil-
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dren. Yet with the greatest relish shall T 'spend and be
'bankrupted® '^for the sake of"your souls, ^even if loving
"you more exceedingly diminishes your 'love® for me.
16 i/Now let 'be, I' do not overburden "you, but being
'inherently crafty,I get"you by guile! Does not anyone of
those whom I have dispatched to*^"you? Through him do I
overreach "you? I entreat Titus, and dispatch together
with him a brother. Does Titus overreach "you? Walk
we not in the same spirit? Not in the same footprints?
Again "you are presuming® that we are defending
ourselves to "you. Facing 'God,in Christ, are we speak
ing, yet all, beloved, 'Tor the sake of"your edification.
For I 'fear®, lest somehow, on "coming, I may not find
"you such as I 'want, and T may be found by "you such
as "you do not 'want; lest somehow there be strife,jeal
ousy,"fury, factions, vilifications, whisperings,"puffing
up,turbulences.
Not again at my "coming may my 'God humble me
toward "you and may I mourn for many who'have sinned
before and are not "repenting '"'of the uncleanness and
prostitution and wantonness which they commit.
13 ^'Look®! This is the third time I am coming® to*^ "you.
""At the mouth of two witnesses, and three, shall every
declaration be made to 'stand. ^ I have declared before,

and am predicting as when being present the second time,
and now,being absent,to those having sinned before and
to all the rest, that if I should come again, I shall not
'spare®, ^ since "you are seeking a test of Christ speak
ing in me. Who is not 'weak '"for "you, but 'powerful
among "you. ^ For "^even if He is crucified out of weak
ness,^^nevertheless He is living"by the power of God.For
we'also are 'weak together with Him,but we shall be liv
ing together with Him "by the power of God '"for "you.
^'Try yourselves, if "you 'are in the faith; 'test your
selves. Or are"you not recognizing yourselves that Christ
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Jesus 'is in "you,except"you 'are'^somewhat disqualified?
® yNow I am expecting that "you will 'know° that we''are
not disqualified!"J/Now we are wishing® to^ God that"you
do not do "anything evil, not that we' may appear quali
fied, but that "you' may be doing that which is ideal, yet
we' may 'be as disqualified. ^ For we are not 'able® for
anything against the truth, but "^for the sake of the truth.
^ For we are rejoicing whenever we' may be 'weak, yet
"you' may 'be powerful. J' Now this are we wishing® also:
"your adjustment. Therefore I am writing these things,
being absent,that, being present,I should not use® sever
ity, according to the authority which the Lord gives me
'"for building up and not '"for pulling down.
Furthermore, brethren, 'rejoice, 'adjust®, be 'en
treated®, be '^mutually 'disposed, be at 'peace, and the
God of love and of peace will 'be with "you. Greet®
one another 'with a holy kiss. All the saints are greet
ing® "you.
The grace of the Lord Jesus Christ and the love of
God and the communion of the holy spirit be with "you
all! Amen!

THE NEW COVENANT

The new covenant ofJeremiah 31:32-34 is not a covenant or contract
at all. It is called a "covenant" merely because it replaces the former
one. In this new relationship ofYahweh to His earthly people, noth
ing is dependent upon them. There is no "we will" in it at all. It is all
"I will." The same figure is used by Paul in describing our relationship
to God, because he contrasts it with the law of Sinai(2 Cor.3:6-II). It

is like the new "covenant" of Israel in this, that it is not dependent on
us, but on God. Nevertheless it is utterly unlike Israel in the kingdom
who will still remain under the literal law, even though it is written on
their hearts and apprehensions. Paul does not dispense a literal law,
as Moses did, which led to transgression and death. He dispensed a
spiritual "law" which gives life.
A. E. Knocli

Studies in 2 Corinthians

IN ACCORD WITH THE SCRIPTURES

The apostle Paul tells us that the evangel concerning the
death of Christ and God s rousing of Him on the third day
is in accord with the scriptures(1 Cor.15:3,4)- This is borne
out in Romans 1:17,for example, where he cites Habakkuk
2:4 in reference to Christ as the Righteous One Who lives
by faith, facing death, through which God s righteousness
is revealed {cp Rom.3:21-26). Similarly, Paul uses Gene
sis 1:2,3 in 2 Corinthians 4:6 as a pattern of Gods ways in
dealing with evil, set at the very beginning, and now most
gloriously carried forth in God s dealing with sin in the
giving of His Son. Then, a few verses later, in 2 Corinthi
ans 4:13,14, he quotes words from Psalm 116:10, which in
the highest meaning ofthe psalm center on Christ and His
faith. There truly is a central theme throughout God s Word,
one which points to God s glory through His beloved Son.
In the following pages I offer some thoughts on these
two passages in 2 Corinthians, not at all as though final and
exhaustive, but hopefully that they may open up a greater
appreciation of the evangel of the glory of God which is
made known through the faith of Jesus Christ.
LIGHT SHALL BE SHINING

The evangel ofthe glory of Christ(2 Cor.4:4)illuminates
those who are believing it. Christ, Who is the Image ofthe
invisible God,loves all, in that He dies for the sake of all

(literally,"over all," 2 Cor.5:14), while they are still sinners
(Rom.5:8). In this evangel the knowledge of the glory of
God is illuminated in the face of Jesus Christ(2 Cor.4:7).
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Light out of Darkness

The face of Moses glowed with great glory, expressing

the glory of the law which he received. It was to bring the
fear of God over the faces of the people of Israel to dispel
the darkness of sin which covered them (cfExodus 20:20).

But it was a fading glory, being nullified (2 Cor.3:6,7). Yet
now the face ofJesus Christ, along with His whole appear
ance, ruined in His rejection by human beings, glows with
the illumination ofthe glory of God in the evangel. In this,
the evangel of the glory of God, we come to know God s
righteousness (2 Gor.3:9-Il; Rom.3:21,22), and His wis
dom and power, and His love above all, shining out from
the darkness of sin and death.

At the very beginning of God s word He says in effect:
Out ofdarkness light shall he shining (2 Gor.5:6):
...creates Elohim The heavens and The earth.

^ And the earth becomes a chaos and vacant,and dark

ness is over the face of the abyss.
And the spirit of Elohim is vibrating over the face of
the waters.

^ And saying is Elohim: Light is coming to be! And light
is coming to 'be.

As expressed in Hebrew, two fundamental facts come
before us: God creates the heavens and the earth, and the

earth becomes a chaos and vacant with darkness spread
over theface of this lifeless sea of chaos. This is followed
by the vibrant, ongoing action of God s spirit vibrating
over the face of these dark and deep waters of chaos.
Then, as action in progress, God is saying words of great
power for deliverance out of darkness: "Light is coming
to be!" And exactly in accord with what He is saying, thus
"it is coming to be."
The evil is necessary in order for the good to be known.
Light is coming out of darkness. A separating of elemen
tary provisions for life is coming out of chaos. And life is
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being brought forth out ofthe vacancy."And seeing is Elohim all that He makes; and behold, it is very good''(Gen.
1:31). In this the pattern of God's ways is set before us:
Greation; Darkness; Light; Good.
Then once again, God's very good act of creating is
disrupted by chaos, the chaos of sin, and by vacancy, the
vacancy of death, all covered by darkness. This is expressed
in Romans 5:12 by three fact verbs:"... through one human
sin enters into the world, and through sin death, and thus
death passes through into all humanity, on which all sin"
As with Paul, the "sentence^ of death"(2 Gor.l:9) is in us

all, for "in Adam all are dying"(1 Gor.l5:22a). Neverthe
less, once again God is saying (as He speaks to us in His
evangel),"Out of darkness light shall be shining," for "in
Ghrist shall all be vivified"(1 Cor.l5:22b).

So we see that this light which is coming to be illumi
nated in the face ofJesus Ghrist tells us not only ofthe end
ofthe darkness of sin and death, but it begins and rests on
one tremendous sin and one most horrible of deaths."One

dies over all"(2 Gor.5:14). And "the One not knowing sin"
is made to be sin (2 Gor.5:21). This is the very foundation
of the evangel, the well-message, which God is speaking.
Here is light shining in the face of Jesus Ghrist, the face
of an abyss of sorrow and suffering, which is the face of
love: "For the love of Ghrist is constraining us, judging
this, that if One dies for the sake of all, consequently all
die"(2 Gor.5:14).

The goodness oflife and righteousness and joy and peace
and love constituting the glory of God cannot be known
until the evil of sin and death is known. Accordingly, the
enjoyment of the goodness of life and righteousness and
1. Here the former CV word,"rescript," is replaced by the more famil
iar word,"sentence." The Greek term is literally FROU-jUDGE-effect.
The effect ofjudging is "judgment," and that which results from judg
ment is a "sentence."
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joy and peace and love and all that brings glory to God
rests on the death of Christ. His death is the means by
which sin and death are put to death and righteousness
and life are enthroned everywhere.
THE SAME SPIRIT OF FAITH

Along with Paul and the Corinthians Cod has given us
a measure of the same spirit offaith that is manifested by
Jesus Christ(2 Cor.4:13). Through all His days in the like
ness ofsin s flesh, our Lord held fast in faith to the purpose
for which Cod sent Him concerning sin (Rom.8:3), hum
bling Himselfto the death ofthe cross (Phil.2:6-8). So also
we are walking by faith and not by perception(2 Cor.5:7).
And what we are believing is that Christ, in faith, dies over
our sins and is roused from among the dead.
Cod gives us the earnest ofthe spirit in our hearts(2 Cor.
1:22). Spirit is "imperceptible, intangible power,"^ and at
present we have a foretaste of the spirit we shall enjoy in
the future, placed within us (in our hearts). Preeminently,
we have received the blessing ofthe spiritual endowments
offaith, expectation and love(1 Cor.13:13). We have heard
the evangel, and Cod has granted us the spirit offaith. As
with the Corinthians, the "letter of Christ," the evangel,
is engraven "not with ink, but with the spirit of the living
Cod" on our hearts (2 Cor.3:3).
CHRIST AND BELIEVERS BELIEVE

Yet the spirit offaith is not only a power which we share
with other believers, but, as Paul presents it here in 2 Co
rinthians it is imperceptible power which we have together
with Christ until faith is turned to sight. The evangel is a
message sourced and centered in Christ's faith, for faith
(Rom.l:17).
2. Keyword Concordance, p.282.

A Messianic Psalm
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It has not been much recognized, but Psalm 116 is
"Messianic," that is, like Psalm 22, its highest application
is to the Messiah, to the Anointed One, to Christ. This is

surely what Paul has in view here in 2 Corinthians 4:13
when he quotes the words of Psalm 116:10a as rendered
in the Septuagint Version, "I believe, wherefore I speak
also." The apostle and those with him believed the evan
gel of Christ's death and resurrection, and therefore that
is what they spoke. Yet also we believe this message from
God, and we speak it. Yet again, and even more basic to
Pauls thought here, Christ Himself believed He was to
suffer and to die and be roused, for this was His Fathers

will, and He spoke of it openly.
And even now, exalted on high. He lives to God in faith
and expectation of His future reign. Wherefore, as an ear
nest, the same spirit offaith which operates in Christ oper
ates in our hearts, so that we believe this message from
God,and testify to it as true and vibrant and critical to us
all. In this there is grace upon grace.
WHAT IS WRITTEN

In the following translation of Psalm 116 we have made
two principal changes from the current CV.(1) All verbs
appear in what seems to be present tenses, but in reality
are intended to represent the two aspects of Hebrew verbs,
neither of which identify the time of the action (which is
determined by the context). The two aspects are: the fact
form which gives stress to the fact of the action, and the
progressive form which draws attention to the action in
progress, continuing before us. And (2) nouns and per
sonal pronouns referring, on the first level, to the psalmist
are capitalized in order to show that in their highest appli
cation they refer to Christ, and those referring to Yahweh
now are seen in reference to the God and Father of our

Lord Jesus Christ.
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Parallels between Psalm 116
PSALM 110

^ I love Him ^because Yahweh is hearing ^My voice,
My supplications;
^ For He stretches out His ear to Me,

And I am calling on Him 'throughout all My days.
^ The cables of death envelop Me,
And the constrictions of the unseen,

^
^

^
^

^

^

12

13

they converge upon Me;
I am finding distress and affliction.
■'"And I am calling 'on the Name of Yahweh,
Oh Yahweh, do make a way of escape for My soul.
Gracious is Yahweh and righteous.
And our Elohim is compassionate';
The One guarding the simple is Yahweh;
I am impoverished, and He is saving ^ Me.
Return to your rest. My soul.
For Yahweh, He deals bountifully ""with you.
Tndeed, You extricate My soul from death,
'My eye from tears,
'My foot from foundering.
I am walking before Yahweh
In the lands of the living.
I believe; ^wherefore I am speaking:
I' am very much humbled;
I' say in My consternation".
Every human is a liar'.
What can I he restoring to Yahweh
For all His bountiful dealings ""toward Me?
I am taking up the cup of salvation
And call 'on the Name of Yahweh.

I am paying My vows to Yahweh
15

'^'^Indeed in^' front \>f all His people.
Precious in the eyes of Yahweh
Is the death ^of His benign ones.

and 2 Corinthians
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Oh Yahweh, seeing that I am Your Servant,
I am Your Servant, Son of Your maidservant.

You open ^up My bonds;
^' I am sacrificing to You a sacrifice of acclamation
And call'on the Name of Yahweh.

I am paying My vows to Yahweh

Straight in^ front ^of all His people.
In the courts of Yahweh's house.

In your midst,Jerusalem.
Praise Yah!
THE PSALM AND THE EPISTLE

Throughout 2 Corinthians Paul relates his sufferings
and the dangers he endured to the sufferings and death
of Christ as proclaimed in the evangel. But also he points
ahead in expectation to the future life when he and his fel
low believers will be living to God,even as Christ, in resur
rection, is living. In marvelous accord, the experiences of
the psalmist in Psalm 116 foreshadow Christ's afflictions,
death and rescue unto a life of service to Cod, service of

One Who has experienced suffering and death. Not only

the words of Psalm 116:10a resound in the apostle's mind,
but many other lines of the psalm seem to be reflected in
what he writes—reflected,that is, in the way its words con
cerning Christ foreshadow the words of this epistle con
cerning Him and their significance to us in our lives.
Thus,in the words ofthe psalmist, Christ speaks offind
ing distress and afflictions, but more than these, the cables
of death envelop Him and the constrictions of the unseen
converge upon Him. Yet Cod is compassionate, and He
saves Him,extricating His soul from death. Every human
is a liar, counseling different paths, but Christ believes Cod
and places His reliance on His will.
Again, the words of Psalm 116:6h in relation to Christ
match those of2 Corinthians 8:9 concerning the grace of
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our Lord in relation to us. "I am impoverished, and He

is saving Me." So Paul writes,"For you know the grace of
our Lord Jesus Christ, that, being rich, because of you He
becomes poor, that you by His poverty, should be rich."
EXTRICATED FROM DEATH

The extrication of Christ from death is the extrication of

His soul by His God and Father(Psa.ll6:8). In death there
is no sensation. Christ's soul had been in the "Unseen," the

place (or state) in which there is no perception, no aware
ness. Yet God rouses Him from among the dead in that,
instead of the tears of sorrow His eye looks ahead to the

happiness of God's glory, and instead of the downward
path to humiliation His foot is directed to the service of
living to God in the lands of the living (Psa.ll6:8,9).
Now in 2 Corinthians, Paul is speaking of what he is
believing, and is filled with expectation of extrication from
death:"Wherefore we are speaking also, being aware that
He Who rouses the Lord Jesus will be rousing us also,
through Jesus, and will be presenting us together with
you"(2 Gor.4:14).
The life of Jesus out of death has a present application
in spirit while we are still in our mortal flesh(2 Gor.4:ll),
but when we are roused and presented together in the
future life our present momentary affliction will be suc
ceeded by "a transcendently, transcendent, eonian burden
of glory"(2 Gor.4:17).
"For we are aware that ifour terrestrial tabernacle house

should be demolished, we have a building of God,a house
not made by hands, eonian in the heavens"(2 Gor.5:l).
In our present bodies we are groaning, not wanting to
be stripped in death, but that "this mortal may be swal
lowed up by life"(2 Gor.5:4). Then we will be fully living
to God, taking up "the cup of salvation" (c/Psa.ll6:13)
with our Lord.

D.H.H.

Studies in 2 Corinthians

THE DEATH OF ALL
IN THE DEATH OF CHRIST

God's evangel concerns His Son, Jesus Christ our Lord
(Rom.1:1-5), and it is God's power for salvation to every
one who is believing(Rom.1:16). In 2 Corinthians 5:14,15,
we find this evangel stated in especially striking terms and
see its powerfully saving effects on the apostle Paul and
the believers to whom he wrote:

"For the love of Christ is constraining us,judging this,
that, if One dies for the sake of all, consequently all die.
And He dies for the sake of all that those who are living
should by no means still be living to themselves, but to the
One Who dies and is roused for their sakes."

Here the evangel is presented in terms of Christ's love.
To humanity in general it would seem odd, at the very
least, to speak of the death of the One Who is loving and
the death of those who are being loved as an evangel. But
the evangel brought by Paul centers, as here, on death.
Most essentially the evangel speaks of the death of Christ
(e.g. Rom.5:6-lI; 1 Cor.l5:l-4; 1 Tim.1:15), but His death
leads to the death of sinners, and in that often overlooked

fact lies a blessing of matchless value.
A LIVING FAITH

From the context of 2 Corinthians 5 we perceive that
Paul's life is constrained and shaped in every detail by the
love of Christ as revealed in His death for sinners. He lives
what he believes. Paul endures affliction and sorrow and

the slanders that continually seemed to plague his minis
try in order to bring the evangel to the Corinthians and
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encourage their spiritual growth. "In everything being
afflicted, but not distressed; perplexed, but not despair
ing; persecuted, but not forsaken; knocked down, but not
perishing . . . being aware that He Who rouses the Lord
Jesus will be rousing us also, through Jesus, and will be
presenting us together with you. For all is because of you,
that the grace, increasing through the majority, should
be superabounding in thanksgiving to the glory of God''
(2 Cor.4:8,9,14,15).

If the Corinthians think Paul has some ulterior purpose

for personal gain in any particular action (such as boast
ing over the Corinthians), they will be far off the mark {cf
2 Cor.5:12,13). He is motivated and directed by that love
which leads Christ to die for sinners like Saul of Tarsus
and which embraces the entire human race.
Indeed it is more than the fact that Christ dies for him

that invigorates Paul to labor and suffer to bring this mes
sage oflove to others. It is Christ's love in dying for everyone
with the result that the entirety of the old, corrupt human
race dies in the death of Christ, that leads the apostle in
his toil and afflictions to love and encourage, admonish
and commend people he formerly would have despised
and shunned. Paul does not say here that if One dies for
us (who are the elect), consequently die, though that
would be a true statement and even appropriate to the
context. Yet it would not sufficiently express the motiva

tions and genuine concerns that are in the apostle's heart.
Therefore, in speaking of what constrains him in his
actions, Paul has to point to the all-encompassing scope
of the evangel of Christ's love. It is only after this associa
tion of all sinners with the love of Christ in His death that

Paul distinguishes the believers as "those who are living."
All are identified with Christ in His death, though only
some, called out from the whole, are now being invigor
ated in new life by the evangel. The grace enjoyed in spirit

Christ Dies for All Humanity
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by some at present and in fulness in the oncoming eons
does not make Christ s death of no effect for the rest.
THE LOVE OF CHRIST

It is soon before writing here of the love of Christ that
Paul reminds the Corinthians that his message illuminates
"the evangel of the glory of Christ, Who is the Image of
the invisible God"(2 Cor.4:4). The glorious love of Christ
is paramount in this evangel, and in loving us by dying for
us Jesus Christ is illuminating "the knowledge of the glory
of God"(4:6). As the Image of the invisible God, Christ is
making known the glory of God, and as the One Who dies
for all, Christ is making known the love of God.
The love of Christ, illuminating the love of God,is very
real. It is not only an emotion of good will, affection and
commiseration, but is also a preeminently wise and right
eous and powerfully active seeking of good for its object.
Christ's death cannot illuminate the glory of God if it is
merely a picture of the intensity of His love. The death
of Christ is not a sort of ultimate gesture but is a des
perately needed action leading surely and effectively to
the desired good.
Therefore, it is love that cannot fail. Not only does it act
in accord with its goal of good, but it is certain to achieve
that goal.
Divine love faces the problem of human sin and death
and does the very thing needed in order to solve that prob
lem. It expresses the deepest of affection but does so by
faithfully carrying out and gaining the good that is so direly
needed. This is a love that can never envision nor ever

allow defeat. It can never clash with God's power,for God's
power is great enough to achieve what His love desires. It
can never be in competition with God's righteousness, for
God's righteousness is revealed in the very evangel which
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declares His love. It can never stand in opposition to any
aspect of the character of God,for He is love.
ONE DIES

The death of Christ is required by the terrible corrup
tion that engulfs humanity. Nothing else can end this cor
ruption, and no one else can do it. The old humanity must
be put to death, effectively and finally.
How is this to be done? The testimony of the evan
gel shows us it has to be done by the death of the One
Who is responsible for humanity, in Whom we have our
origin. Paul reminds us in Colossians 1:16 that "in Him,
is all created." There is a vital connection between Christ

and humanity that goes back to Genesis 2:7, before sin and
death corrupts the race, when Yahweh Elohim forms Adam
and breathes into his nostrils the breath of life. Hence we

read in 1 Timothy 2:5,6, of Christ as the one Mediator of
Cod and humanity. Who,as a Human,is giving Himself a
correspondent Ransom for all.
In both 2 Corinthians 5:14 and 1 Timothy 2:5, Christ is
referred to as "One" in contrast to "all." This is a reflec

tion of the fuller development of this contrast in Romans
5:12-19. Like Adam, but in a greater way, Christ is One
Whose actions affect all humanity,including Adam. In the
final analysis, the destiny of the human race is dependent
on the work ofthe One,Jesus Christ, rather than on all the
various activities, good and bad, of the many individuals.
In accord with the principle of"sin for sin"("an eye for
an eye and a tooth for a tooth"), the sin ofthe death ofour
sinless Lord puts to death the sin-corrupted human race.
Christ is made to be Sin, or the Sin Offering, for the sake
of sinners, as Paul expresses it at the end of our chapter
(2 Cor.5:21). As the Sin Offering Christ dies for all human
ity since all are sinners. He cannot die for me as a sinner
unless He dies for us all. But now, having done so, the way

In that Christ Dies, All Die
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is opened up for my salvation, and of necessity for the ulti
mate deliverance of all.

The more we learn from Scripture concerning the death
of Christ, the more firmly we understand what Paul means
when he writes, "Now may it not be mine to be boast
ing, except in the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ, through
which the world has been crucified to me, and I to the
world"(Gal.6:14).

The death of Christ on Golgotha, nearly two thousand
years ago, is the darkest event of history. Yet it is our glory,
our boast, because of what it accomplishes.
We must be willing to acknowledge and prepare ourselves
to exult in the fact that we would not have the blessings
of faith, expectation and love in our lives if Christ has not
died for sinners. The evangel tells us ofsomething that has
happened. It occurs long before we believe. Our believing
that Christ dies for our sins does not make Christ s death

for our sins happen. Our believing does not make what
we believe true. It has been true for nearly two thousand
years. To be sure, our believing does bring the power of
the evangel into our lives, and by its means God seals us
with the holy spirit of promise to the deliverance of that
which has been procured (Eph.l:13,14). This unique and
special salvation for our present lives and into the oncom
ing eons is not promised to the unbeliever. Nevertheless,
as important as our believing is, it does not in any mea
sure take away from what Christ has done for all and must
surely be enjoyed by all in God s own time.
ONE DIES FOR THE SAKE OF ALL

We have come to know "the grace of our Lord Jesus
Christ," that, being rich, because of us He becomes poor,
that we, by His poverty, should be rich"(2 Cor.8:9). The
difficulty, however, comes not simply in realizing that the
death ofChrist proves to be a good thing for us, vital to our
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present lives and our future salvation, but also seeing that
it is a good thing for all and vital to the glory of God. This
death of Christ on the cross, so shameful, so evil in itself,
so base and miserable and abhorrent, has come to mean

to us power for our present lives and the solid basis of our
expectation for the future. But how much more is this so
for us when we come to realize that Christ's death is for all.
This is stated twice in 2 Corinthians 5."One dies for the

sake of all" (v.l4), and "He dies for the sake of all" (v.l5).

It is a matter to he emphasized. It should never be diluted
by conclusions about human sinfulness and stubbornness
that do not take Christ's death for sinners into account.

Even less should it be qualified and altered by traditional
ideas about divine wrath and judgment which place Cod's
righteousness and love in separate compartments. What
Christ has done for all must have the final say about the
destiny of all. Our understanding of the words "One dies
for all" must correspond with the revelation of the love of
Christ and accord with the evangel which we believe.
ALL DIE

Seeing that Christ dies, all die. That is, the old human
ity is put to death. In saying this we are indeed speaking
of what is objectively true and not yet of what is true sub
jectively, or experientially. We are pointing to an accom
plishment that has not yet become realized subjectively,
in experience. Even for the believer the old humanity is
still with us, though in believing that we are identified
with the death of Christ we are spiritually strengthened
to be putting away the acts of the old humanity. But the
point we must make here is that what Cod has declared
is objectively true must and certainly will become wholly,
subjectively so.
How then, can the death of all be a good thing? Only as
it is a real and final elimination of the old dying and sinful

Christ's Association with Humanity
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race. Paul had been writing of the operation of death in
our bodies in the preceding paragraphs of2 Corinthians:
"our outward man is decaying"(4:16);"we are groaning"
(5:2); ".. . being burdened"(5:4). In love, Christ dies, and
He dies for all so that their sinfulness and suffering and
weakness and dying might be put to death. This is an act
of supreme love, requiring drastic sacrifice and produc
ing transcendent benefit.
The apostle Paul clearly apprehends our death in the
death of Christ as beneficial. He uses much the same lan

guage as 2 Corinthians 5:14 elsewhere in speaking of the
believers involvement in the death of Christ. "We, who

die to sin, how shall we still be living in it? Or are you
ignorant that whoever are baptized into Christ Jesus, are
baptized into His death? We,then, are entombed together
with Him through baptism into death . . . planted together
in the likeness of His death . . . our old humanity is cruci
fied together with Him ... we die together with Christ. .."
(Rom.6:2-8). "If, then, you die together with Christ from
the elements of the world ... for you die, and your life is
hid together with Christ in God"(Col.2:20; 3:1-3). "With
Christ have I been crucified''(Gal.2:20).
Tbe involvement of all in tbe death of Christ must ulti

mately be beneficial to all, even as in such rich ways it has
begun to benefit us.
THOSE WHO ARE LIVING

Tbe passages just quoted show that identification with
Christ in His death is followed by identification with Him
in His life. "Thus you also, be reckoning yourselves to be
dead indeed to Sin, yet living to God in Christ Jesus, our
Lord"(Rom.6:11).

For the apostle Paul the conviction that Christ dies for all,
and that consequently all die, changes his life. Once full of
bitterness and bate toward Gentiles and even toward tbose
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Jews who were less law-minded and law-enslaved than he
was,Paul is now expecting good things ofthe fleshly Corin
thians (v.11) and even boasting over them (v.12). This is
the love of Christ in action in Pauls own life.

This sort of behavior is not something forced. It is not
something motivated by a desire for commendation, nor
even by a sense of obligation. It is simply the operation of
the evangel of Gods love within us. Paul genuinely seeks
the good ofthe Corinthians and finds every opportunity to
encourage them in their faith. This is the kind ofliving that
is unto "the One dying and being roused" for our sakes.
The fact that Christ dies for me, and that I die in the

death of Christ brings love for Christ into my life, so that
I am not living to myself but to Him {cp Gal.2:20). The
further evangel that Christ dies for those chosen in Christ,
and that the old humanity of my fellow believers is put to
death in the death of Christ, increases my love for Christ
and is reflected in my concern for these brothers and sis
ters in Christ. Furthermore, the revelation that Christ dies

for all, and that all die in the death of Christ can only

multiply and widen this love for my Lord and become
reflected in my outlook toward the human race of which
I am a part. Of such an evangel, who could be ashamed?
(c/Rom.l:14-16).
OBJECTIONS

There are a number of theories, all too popular within
Christianity,that oppose this testimony to the love ofChrist.
Often these objections are mutually exclusive; they contra
dict each other as well as obscure the evangel.
One theory is that Paul is speaking only of a restrictive
"all" in passages such as 2 Corinthians 5:14,15. This view
sees Paul as thinking of believers only, of "all the elect"
and of no other individuals. But, to their credit, those who

Terminology that Distorts Truth
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take this view still acknowledge that what Christ has done,
even though for a select few, cannot fail to be realized.
Another concept is that while Christ dies for every
one, without exception, not everyone will enjoy the bene
fits of His love. This, it is explained, is because the human
has the free and independent power to reject what Christ
has done, and so His death actually gains nothing of last
ing value for many sinners. While recognizing that Gods
Word teaches that Christ dies for everyone, this message
is drastically distorted by claiming that Christ's death for
the sinner is not sufficient in itself for the sinner's salva

tion. Exactly what the sinner must do is in dispute and
often kept vague. But the result is that in the final analy
sis salvation is dependent on us.
Certain terminology is sometimes used in order to give
the impression that the evangel of 2 Corinthians 5:14,15,
is not as glorious as it appears to be. We are to understand
the word "all" as "all kinds of people," that is, "all without
distinction" but not "all without exception." Or, alterna
tively, we must see the verb "die" at the end of verse 14 as
speaking of a "potential" identification with the death of
Christ. And this potentiality is to be understood as some
thing that indeed will never become an actuality for all.
Such explanations are traitorous to the evangel. They
constrict the love of Christ. They obscure the contrast
between the One and the all They limit the value and
effects of the death of Christ. They distort the character
of Christ's life now in resurrection and exaltation, and in

so doing they lessen the power ofthe evangel in the believ
er's present life. Above all else they hide the glory of God
that is illuminated in the death of Christ for all.
AN APPEAL

No one would use these arguments unless there is a con
viction that many sinners suffer everlasting condemnation.
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The idea of eternal hell is set against the revelation that
all are identified in the death of Christ. My appeal is to
reverse this line of thought and set the scriptural teaching
concerning the significance of Christ's death and resurrec
tion against these traditional concepts of everlasting loss.
The Word of God does not contradict itself. It certainly

does not oppose a portion of itself to its highest revela
tion of glory and victory in Christ. The evangel concern
ing our Lord Jesus Christ must be the final arbiter of all
controversies concerning human destiny. The identifica
tion of sinners in the death of Christ is evangelical truth
ofthe highest order. It does not eliminate the biblical rev
elations concerning God's wrath and judgment but helps
make them meaningful as processes along the way rather
than final goals. There have been mistakes in traditional
interpretations and in the translation of certain scriptural
terms. But there is no mistake in what the Scriptures say
about the purpose and results of Christ's obedience to the
death of the cross.

If Christ dies for the sake of all, and if the consequence
of this is that all die, then it must be true, as we read in
1 Corinthians 15:22-28, that all shall be vivified in Christ,
and God shall become Ail in all.
D.H.H.

REPOSING

Our good friend Kenneth Jones of Seattle, Washington was put
to repose August 27, 2017, age 99. His daughter, Janice Thompsen,
wrote,"It was a great boon when Dad received a 'Concordant'under
standing of the Bible after reading God's Eonian Purpose." We
ourselves remember Ken's steady good cheer at several fellowship
conferences in Seattle in the past.
My own brother in the flesh as well as spirit, Thomas Hough of
Almont, Michigan was put to repose March 12, age 78. Tom was a
great encouragement to us in his quiet and steadfast faith. We will
miss him very much.

UNSEARCHABLE RICHES,SECOND QUARTER 2018
BEING THE SECOND NUMBER OF VOLUME ONE HUNDRED NINE

EDITORIAL

In this issue we give special attention to Romans 3:21-

26,in the article of this same name by Dean Hough,which
begins on page 51:''God's righteousness plus Jesus Christ's
faith equals the justification of all. This is the formula of
Romans 3:21-26 as rendered in the Concordant Version."

Following the article itself, we feature the rendering ofthe
Concordant Version of Romans 3:21-26 as it is worded in

four editions: 1926/1930; 1942/1944; 1966/1976; and the
tentative Concordant Version, 2018.

Our second article, also by Dean Hough (page 57),
emphasizes that the evangel stands on the foundation of
Gods righteousness:"The evangel defines this righteous
ness of God as that which demands and brings about the
good outcome of salvation from the expected sentence of
condemnation to the assured achievement ofjustification
for irreverent sinners (c/Rom.4:5). We need to focus on
this righteousness which is God s own righteousness if we
are to appreciate the full significance of our justification
(i.e., righteous-ification)."
Next is the writing,"Apprehending the Word that God
Declares," by Robert Edwards (page 71). "In its Scrip
tural signification,'apprehend' means 'mentally perceive'
{ned, mind). This accords with one of the definitions of

the English 'apprehend' which is, 'to grasp the mean
ing of; understand, especially intuitively; perceive'....
For believers, (scriptural)'apprehension' is the state of
mind that one enjoys when one has become familiar with
the correctly partitioned truth of God's Word {cp 2 Tim.
2:15). This speaks ofthe faithful understanding which the
Lord gives to us:'Apprehend what I say, for the Lord will
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be giving you understanding in it all'(2 Tim.2:7; cp John
3:27; Col.2:2,3)."

In my article beginning on page 79,1 give special atten
tion to the words of Paul in Romans 12:3, "[the] disposi
tion [which] must be." Paul entreats us "not to be over

weening beyond what your disposition must be, but to be
of a sane disposition, as God parts to each the measure of
faith"(Rom.12:3).

To be "overweening"is to be "ou^r-disposed," which is to
say "excessively attentive." While we need to be attentive to
our duties as opposed to neglecting them, very often, it is
when we "try too hard" to do right, that we end up doing
wrong, even if, in some cases, in some new and different
way. We may indeed conquer a certain failing (for exam
ple, that of drinking too much wine), only to add a new
failing to our repertoire in its place (for example, being
boastful—^whether inwardly or outwardly—about the fact
that we no longer drink too much wine).
What may well be within the scope of our general abil
ity to do,in a certain state of mind even as in the particu
lar and unique circumstances in which we find ourselves
may also be beyond the purview of our present prefer
ences and prevailing powers to perform.
The final article in our current issue is entitled,"Grace

and Obedience"(page 87). In the early part ofthis article I
address the importance of—and the difference between—
"the allotment of eonian life''(Titus 3:7), and,"the allot
ment of the reign of God"(Gal.5:21). The former endow
ment is granted as a gracious gift, outright; the latter is

granted as a reward for faithful service, yet in a way that
nonetheless debars all human boasting. This is all to say,
"so that no flesh at all should be boasting in God's sight,"
let us declare, sanely, consistently, and from the heart,
"He who is boasting, in the Lord let him be boasting"
(lGor.l:29,31).

J.R.C.

Gods Evangel

ROMANS 3:21-26

God's righteousness plus Jesus Christ's faith equals the
justification of all. This is the formula of Romans 3:21-26
as rendered in the Concordant Version. It can be arranged
as follows:

A. Yet now, apart from law, God's righteousness is
manifest(being attested by the law and the prophets), yet
God's righteousness

B. through Jesus Christ's faith,
C. for ["into"] all

(and on all who are believing),
for there is no distinction, for all sin

and are wanting of the glory of Cod,
C. being justified ["righteous-ified"] gratuitously
in His grace,

B.through the deliverance which is in Christ Jesus
(Whom Cod purposes for a Propitiatory,
through (His)faith,in His blood,

A. for a display of His [Cod's] righteousness because
ofthe passing over of the penalties of sins which occurred
before in the forbearance of Cod), toward the display of
His righteousness in the current era,
D.for Him [Cod]to be righteous and a Justifier [Righteous-ifier] of the (human)by [out of] Jesus's faith.
The passage begins and ends by drawing attention to
Cod's righteousness (sections A). Next, in sections B,the
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First, Gods Righteousness

emphasis is on Christ Jesus s faith (that is, His obedience
to the death of the cross, the shedding of His blood). He,
in His faith in what God had willed for Him to do, and in

His faithfulness to that will, is presented as the means by
which God s righteousness is made manifest. Then,in third
place, the way in which Gods righteousness, now mani
fested through Jesus Christs faith, affects human beings
is set forth (the middle sections G). Finally, in verse 26
which is section D,this whole evangel as it concerns God
and Jesus and the individual human being(now referred
to simply by a definite article in the genitive case singu
lar, "of the"), is summed up. God righteously righteousifies you and me and each sinner by means ofthe obedient
Jesus (cf Rom.5:19), the One humbled to the death of the
cross in faith and faithfulness.

Romans 1:18-3:20 has made it clear that in one way or
another, or rather, in many, many ways, all human beings
are unrighteous. All are under sin. Not one is righteous, not
even one! As our Bible is divided into verses, this section is

composed ofsixty-four verses, the equivalent oftwo whole
chapters. There is no way in which a human being can be
mad£ righteous by acts required by righteous standards of
righteous behavior. This is the third reason why Paul was
not ashamed of the evangel.(1) It is Gods power for sal
vation to everyone who is believing.(2) In it Gods right
eousness is revealed, by means of("out of"] Christs faith,
for our faith (Rom.1:16,17).(3)We all desperately need it.

The evangel which reveals God s righteousness by means
of Christ Jesus s faith tells us of the only way to justifica
tion (or, to use an invented word so that the relationship
to the word "righteousness" is shown: righteousAjication).
This righteous-ification by means of Christs obedience
to the death of the cross, is for all human beings. Since
this is so, it is for those human beings who are presently
believing this astounding message ofjoy and peace. But it

Second, Jesus Christ's Faith
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is not exclusively for us. It is for us because it is for all, and
we are part of all humanity.(Yet this message manifesting
Gods righteousness through Christ Jesuss faith is already
a spiritual power placed on us, day by day through our

present lives. We are sealed with the earnest of the spirit
unto the future deliverance of that which is procured, as
Paul tells us in Ephesians 1:13,14. Indeed Paul writes of
us in Romans 8:30 as those whom God designates before
hand, and calls, Sindjustifies, so that also we look forward
to a special future glorification.)

God is the Saviour of all humanity, but especially of
believers (1 Tim.4:10). All shall be vivified in Christ, but

each in his own class (1 Cor.15:22-28). All are being jus
tified in a proleptic sense; the battle has been won, but
what has been gained has not come into effect. Never

theless already righteous-ification has been put to the
account of those who are believing. Justification is a mat
ter in progress and is certain to be enjoyed by all, for all
shall be constituted righteous (Rom.5:19), and when God
is All in all(1 Cor.15:28), His righteousness shall be real
ized and praised with joy throughout the universe.
In the current edition of the GV we indicate the dis

tinction in verse 22 between the phrases "for all" and "on
all who are believing" by commas.(This is also done in
Youngs Literal Translation.) Now we will show this by the
use of parentheses, so that it cannot be overlooked. Paul

writes to believers, but here he gives primary attention
to what God s righteousness and Christ s faith mean for

all. We see how coherent this principal point is if we read
the passage apart from parenthetical points: By works of
law, no flesh at all shall be justified in God s sight.... Yet
now, apartfrom law, God's righteousness is manifest.. .
yet God's righteousness through Jesus Christ'sfaithfor
all,. .,for there is no distinction,for all sin and are wanting ofthe glory ofGod, beingjustified gratuitously ....
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All Sin, All Justified

The usual understanding of this passage, as it is sup

ported by most translations, offers little appreciation for
the words "righteousness ofGod"as it speaks ofthe fact that
God justifies righteously. To justify is almost always taken
to mean "to declare just"(as a matter of divine authority?)
despite the fact that -ify words in English generally suggest
causation, as does the particular Greek verb used here.

But perhaps even more distressful is that what is said
here about what Jesus Ghrist does for justification is made
to refer to something we must do if we want to be justi
fied. Paul writes of Jesus Ghrist s faith, not our faith in
Him. He refers to our believing only as it centers on the
faith of Jesus Christ.

What shall I say, referring now to the change we are

making by joining verse 24 directly to verse 23 instead of
starting a new paragraph with verse 24? Here we are doing
what most other translations do. Yet because they make

the words "faith of Jesus Ghrist" to mean "faith in Jesus

Christ," and they do not accept the words,"and on all,"
they lead us to suppose Paul is writing only of believers
here. Yet there is this great problem: In a passage which
follows a long dissertation about the unrighteousness of
everyone, and includes the statement that all sin, they dis
credit the evangel by relating it only to some sinners. Paul
does not say, as some commentators say, that even as sin
is universal so also justification is universal in a restrictive

sense of availability. That is not what is being said here.
Sin is not something that is simply available. All sin, and
all come under the ongoing operation of being justified
gratuitously in Gods grace.
D.H.H.

§

Following this article arefour editions
ofthe Concordant Version ofRomans 3:21-26.

Earlier Concordant Renderings
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ROMANS 3:21-26

As Worded in Four CV Editions

CONCORDANT VERSION OF 1926/1930:

Yet now, apart from law, a righteousness of God has
been manifested (being testified to by the law and the
prophets), ^^yet a righteousness of God, through Jesus
Ghrists faith, for all and on all who are believing, for there
is no distinction, for all sinned and are wanting of the
glory of God.
Being justified gratuitously by His grace, through the
deliverance which is in Ghrist Jesus (Whom God pur

posed for a Propitiatory, through faith in His blood, for a
display of His righteousness because of the passing over
of the penalty of sins which occurred before in the for
bearance of God), toward the display of His righteous
ness in the current era, for Him to be just and a Justifier of the one who is of the faith of Jesus.
CONCORDANT VERSION OF 1942/1944:

Yet now, apart from law, a righteousness of God is
''manifest (being attested by the ^law and the ^proph
ets), yet a righteousness of God through Jesus Christ's
faith,'^for all, and on ail who are believing, for there is
no^ distinction, for all sinned and are wanting of the
^glory of God.
Being justified gratuitously in His grace, through
the deliverance which is in Christ Jesus (Whom "God
purposed for a Propitiatory shelter,
through faith
in ffis"^'blood,"'for a display ofHis righteousness because
ofthe passing over ofthe penalties ofsins which "occurred
before in the forbearance of God, toward the display of
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Later Concordant Renderings

His righteousness in the current era,'^for'Him to bejust
and a Justifier ofthe one who is ofthe faith ofJesus)....
CONCORDANT VERSION OF 1966/1976:

Yet now, apart from law, a righteousness of God is
"manifest'' (being attested" by the law and the proph
ets), yet a righteousness of God through Jesus Christ's
faith,'""for all, and on all who are believing, for there 'is
no^ distinction, for all sinned and are wanting" of the
glory of God.
Being justified" gratuitously in His grace, through
the deliverance which is in Christ Jesus (Whom God
purposed" for a Propitiatory shelter, through faith in His
blood,'^for a display of His righteousness because of

the passing over of the penalties of sins which "occurred
before in the forbearance of God), toward the display

of His righteousness in the current era,""for Him to be
just and a 'Justifier of the one who is ^ of the faith ofJesus.
TENTATIVE CONCORDANT VERSION, 20l8:

Yet now,apartfrom law,God's righteousness is"mani
fest"(being attested" by the law and the prophets), yet
God's righteousness through Jesus Christ's faith ""for all
(and on all'who are believing it), for there 'is no^ distinc
tion, for all sin and are wanting" of the glory of'God,
being justified" gratuitously in His grace,through the
deliverance which is in Christ Jesus (Whom God pur

poses" for a Propitiatory,through His faith,in His'blood,
"'for a display of His righteousness because of the pass
ing over of the penalties of sins which "occurred before
in the forbearance of God), toward the display of His
righteousness in the current era,"'for Him to 'be right
eous and a 'Justifier of the human ^by Jesus's faith.

Paul to the Romans

GOD'S EVANGEL OF RIGHTEOUSNESS

It is God s righteousness which comes to the rescue of
sinners who stand under the righteous verdict: Notjus
tified! {cfRom.3:19,20). The new pronouncement: Being
Justified!(cf Rom.3:24) stands on the foundation of Gods
righteousness. The evangel defines this righteousness of

God as that which demands and brings about the good
outcome of salvation from the expected sentence of con
demnation to the assured achievement ofjustification for
irreverent sinners (cf Rom.4:5). We need to focus on this

righteousness which is God s own righteousness if we are
to appreciate the full significance of our justification (i.e.,
righteous-ification).
god's glorious righteousness

In a notable refiection on Romans 3:21, A. E. Knoch

wrote:"We are apt to be unduly concerned with our own
righteousness, either through our acts, or our faith in God.
The first thing to be established is Gods righteousness.

If He is not just, our righteousness, even if we had any,
would be of no avail."^

That righteousness of God which is now made manifest
is glorious beyond human imaginings. It retains all the
characteristics of righteousness presented in the previous
section of Romans.It is a righteousness that is without par
tiality(qf Rom.2:ll). Therefore it is concerned with all of
humanity(qfRom.3:9-12). It refuses to overlook any wrong.
1. Unsearchable Riches, vol.40, p.43.
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No Wrong Overlooked

even the hidden things of humanity(c/Rom.2:16). There
fore, it is concerned with all the many sins and offenses of
Adams seed (cf Rom.1:18-32). This is what Paul tells us

with clarity and joy in Romans 5:12-19, but it is also found
here in 3:22 in the words "for all," and in the logical con
nection between Romans 3:23 and verse 24.

Also, in accord with Romans 3:3,4, Gods righteousness

as it is made manifest through the faith of Jesus Christ
involves His faithfulness to His Word. What He has spo

ken He will bring about in full realization. Indeed all the
features of divine righteousness which are commended by
human unrighteousness are carried forward in the mes
sage of the evangel.

This leads us to that aspect ofdivine righteousness which
is revealed in the evangel and which could not be shown

by God s righteous work ofjudgment. God s righteousness
as it is now being made manifest apart from human works
is one that demands and achieves a good end for human

ity and glory for God. It is God s righteousness that His
stated purpose for humanity (that it be created in His
image and likeness. Gen.1:26, and that all be seen as very
good because it is very good, Gen.l:31), be realized.
RIGHTEOUSNESS AND SALVATION

That God s righteousness always leads to, and must lead
to a good end was foreshadowed in the Hebrew Scriptures
which attest to it. The types, of course, are never perfect.
God s righteousness as it was perceived by the psalmists or
prophets does not exhibit its full glory as we may perceive
it now in faith within the message of the evangel. But the
pattern of divine righteousness is there.
We note this pattern in Psalm 98:2, where Gods right
eousness is paralleled with His work of salvation:
Yahweh has made known His salvation;

Testimony of the Scriptures
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To the eyes ofthe nations He has revealed
His righteousness.

Here is a picture ofthe fulfillment of God s promises going
back to Genesis 12:2,3 when God told Abram He would

make of him a great nation which would be blessed and
would become a blessing to all the families of the ground.
Hence the psalmist adds (Psa.98:4):
Raise ajoyful shout to Yahweh, all the earth!
We can see now that the righteousness of God in His
work of salvation from sin and death, through the deliver
ance that is in Ghrist Jesus, lies behind this achievement
of which the psalmist sang. That salvation of Israel (even
unto the blessing of all nations) into the promised king
dom under the Messiahs reign could never come about
apart from Jesus Ghrists faith exhibited at the cross. Yet
for us, these words of the psalmists joy serve as a type of

that highest manifestation of God s righteousness which
comes through the "one righteous act of Jesus Ghrist"
which is for all mankind for life's justifying (Rom.5:18).
So also, in Isaiah 59:16, we read of Yahweh's deliver
ance of Israel from His enemies. No one else can turn

back transgression from Jacob:
Yet His own arm shall savefor Him,
And His own righteousness, it will support Him.

The work of God in rescuing His chosen people,spoken
of in these passages, is great and glorious, but it does not
reach to the fullness of salvation and revelation of God's

righteousness announced in the evangel of God which we
are so privileged to believe. Nevertheless the pattern is the
same. For Israel and for the nations in the coming king

dom, and for the promised Saviour and Anointed One,
Jesus Ghrist, in setting up this kingdom, God's righteous
ness is seen in an achievement of salvation.
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Jesus Christ has Faith

These operations of salvation are operations of right
eousness. But what could not have been fully manifest to

the prophet and the psalmist was that these righteous and
saving works ofGod have a solid and sure basis in the faith
fulness ofJesus Christ,in His death on the cross for the sal
vation ofsinners. That basis has now been laid down,and it

is that which is declared in God s evangel. It is in that mes

sage of salvation in terms ofjustification that we who are
believing can even now see this righteousness of God.We
are believing that we are justified in His blood and con
ciliated through His death, and that all on the earth and
all in the heavens shall be reconciled to God through the
blood of the cross of the Son of Gods love (Gol.l:13-20).
JESUS CHRIST'S FAITH

God s perfect righteousness in gaining our salvation can
be seen only as it is manifested in the faith of Jesus Christ
in His steadfast reliance on God s word and His faith-

obedience to the death ofthe cross. The evangel concerns
Jesus Christ and what He did for sinners. It is in this mes
sage that Gods righteousness is revealed.
Hence Paul connects faith with Jesus Christ in the
grammatical construction known as the "genitive case."
This often corresponds to the English "possessive case,"
telling us what the subject has. Jesus Christ Himself has
faith, and His faith is defined for us in His giving of Him
self to the death of the cross for such sinners as we are.

The context of Romans shows that the faith being spo
ken of is focused on what God has said. "For what is the

scripture saying? Now 'Abraham believes God, and it is
reckoned to him for righteousness'"(Rom.4:3; based on
Gen.15:6). When God said,"A father of many nations have

I appointed you," Abraham "faced" this word and believed
it "of the God Who is vivifying the dead and calling what
is not as if it were"(Rom.4:17). This promise of God was

Human Faith is Imperfect
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not doubted in unbelief, but Abraham "was invigorated by
faith, giving glory to God,being fully assured also,that, what
He has promised. He is able to do also"(Rom.4:20,21).
But this assurance of Abraham was eroded by circum
stances. Consequently, as the years passed without any
realization of the promised fatherhood, Abraham s faith
that"God is able to do what He has promised" was altered
to something like this: "God will do what He has prom
ised when I help Him out." Hence he hearkened to Sarais
voice and fathered a son through Hagar(Gen.16:1-4).
Even with Abraham,who is set forth as the great human
example of faith, there were times when faith faltered.
Where God s word is believed despite the evidence ofwhat
is seen to the contrary, the believing may still become
weakened as the visible evidence against God s promise
becomes stronger and stronger. Because the English lan
guage distinguishes between "faith" and "faithfulness" we
might say that Abraham had strong faith but was not fully
faithful to what he believed. But this is making a distinc
tion where there really is no distinction. If Abraham was
not fully faithful, his faith was not perfect. To believe
truly what God has said is to be faithfiJ to what God has said,
yet the experiences of life, day in and day out, inevita
bly expose the weaknesses of human faith by means of
human unfaithfulness.

Hence,in the language of Scripture, both Hebrew and
Greek,the word "faith"implies both believing and remain
ing faithful to what is believed. For human beings both
faith and faithfulness are imperfect, or rather, for human
beings faith/faithfulness (a single concept) is imperfect.
But for Jesus Christ faith/faithfulness is without flaw,with
out weakness of any sort.
With Jesus Christ faith is faithfulness, and it is so with
out the slightest defect. But does His faithfulness truly
involve faith? That is, does the fact that He endured the
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cross and gave Himself a correspondent Ransom for all,
dying for the salvation of sinners, involve an act of believ
ing without literally seeing, as our act of believing must
be? As the Inaugurator and Perfecter of faith, Jesus, as
He endured the cross and despised its shame, was believ

ing that the joy lying before Him would come (Heb.l2:2),
and He was doing so without seeing. He suffered great
agonies, but, in faith. He declared in prayer before His
Father,"Not as I will, but as You!"(Matt.26:39).
WHAT DID HE BELIEVE?

What did Jesus Christ believe? As with Abraham, and
as with us as well. His faith was centered in what God has

said. He faced the declarations of God concerning Himself

and was invigorated by faith, giving glory to God. He lived
"on every declaration of God"(Luke 4:4; cp Matt.4:4). In
doing this. He needed to abide faithfully even upon those
words which spoke of His sufferings and death,for that was
Gods purposed pathway to His exaltation (cfPhil.2:9,10).
The necessity of His humbling and suffering and shame,
culminating in the loss of fellowship with and spiritual
empowerment by His God and Father for three fearful
hours on the cross (cf Matt.27:45,46), and then His death
and entombment, had all been revealed from Genesis and

throughout the sacred writings entrusted to Israel. The
glories would come after such sufferings (1 Peter 1:11)
and could not be separated from them.
The hurting of the heel of the promised Seed (Gen.
3:15), the maldng of clothing for Adam and Eve from the
skin of a slain animal (Gen.3:21), Gods heeding of Abels

approach present from the firstlings ofthe flock (Gen.4:4),
and all the slaying ofliving creatures as offerings, described
in the law given at Sinai, spoke to Him of what the God of
all righteousness had purposed for Him.
The words of David also spoke of what our Lord faced

"The Righteous One"
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in His humiliation: "My El! My El! Why have You for
saken me?" This psalm also voiced Gods answer in terms
of the praise and glorification of Him (Psa.22:l,21c-31).
Again the words of the prophets spoke of what was set
before Him: "... so ruined was His appearance more
than any man ... smitten of Elohim and humbled"(Isa.
52:14; 53:4). So also the prophet Habakkuk was given a
vision of the Coming One (Hab.2:3 Lxx), Who, before
He comes in splendor and anger in chariots of salvation,
would come as "the Righteous One," Who shall live "by
His faith"(Hab.2:4; 3:3,8,12,13).

Jesus Himself testified to this before He was crucified:
"Thenceforth begins Jesus to show His disciples that He
must be coming away into Jerusalem and to be suffering
much from the elders and the chief priests and the scribes,
and to be killed, and the third day to be roused"(Matt.
16:21). Afterwards He spoke to those with Him on the
road to Emmaus,"and beginning from Moses and from all
the prophets. He interprets to them,in all the scriptures,
that which concerns Himself"(Luke 24:27). His faith was
centered in, and He was faithful to all that God had said
concerning Him.
THE VALUE OF JESUS CHRIST'S FAITH

It is not simply the fact that God makes Himself known
through His Son, Jesus Christ that is so astounding. But
the fact that this manifestation comes by means of Christ's
faithfulness in dying for sinners, and by this means only, is
what takes our breath away. We tremble in view ofthis tre
mendous act offaith ofour Lord. It must not be degraded
into a mere matter of martyrdom. It was that which was
necessary for the display of the righteousness of God as
the Justifier (Righteous-ifier) of sinners. This most criti
cal work which is for the justification of sinners has been
done. Tbis is the power of the evangel for our salvation
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every day in our lives, in our hearts and our walk,in assur
ance and expectation and reliance on the living God Who
is the Saviour of all mankind. Our joy and peace rest upon
His faith which was faithfully heeded and kept.
The value of the faith of Jesus Christ lies deeply in the

way in which it brings God s righteousness to light. It is
a work of faith that covers the entire ground of human
sin and enmity, that which is apparent and that which is
hidden from view. No sin and no sinner can be left out

side the realm of the divine righteousness being revealed
in the evangel.
The faith of Jesus Christ calls for nothing less.
FOR ALL, AND ON ALL BELIEVERS

What God has done in not sparing His Son but in giv
ing Him up for sinners points ahead to a future realization
which encompasses the entirety of the human race. But,
in God s grace, the justification which has been gained by
our Lord Jesus Christ as the outworking of Gods right
eousness is even now applied to those who are believing,
who are, in themselves, sinners just like everyone else.
As rendered by the CV,Romans 3:22^ contains two prepo
sitional phrasesjoined by"and," each with a distinct object:
for all,

(and on all who are believing),
Romans is addressed to those who have accepted the

evangel in faith (Rom.1:8), both Greeks and barbarians.
2. Although present in numerous manuscripts from the seventh cen
tury A.D. and later,the earliest, extant Greek manuscripts lack the words
"and on all," except for the insertion ofthese words in Codex Sinaiticus
(fourth century) by a later hand. Most modern translations follow the
shorter reading, thus suggesting that Paul was concerned with believ
ers only in this passage. The longer reading, however, is defended in
this article by contextual considerations: 1. The longer reading pro-

All are Under Sin
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both wise and foolish (Rom.1:14). It reflects Pauls eager
ness to bring the evangel anew to the believers in Rome,to
the Jew first and the Greek as well(Rom.1:15,16). The let
ter is written with believers, indeed all believers, directly
in view. But after making this clear, the apostle devotes
what amounts to one eighth of the entire epistle to estab
lish the fact that all mankind are sinners. He directs atten

tion to "all the irreverence and injustice of human beings"
(Rom.1:18), to the fact that sinners are deserving of death
(Rom.1:32) and the fact that everyone who condemns the
unrighteousness of others is condemning himself(Rom.
2:1-3). Because of this, the apostle points out that Gods
indignation is coming on humanity in the form of being
given over to their decadence,and it will come in the future
upon unrighteous humanity in the day of God s indigna
tion and righteous judgment(Rom.2:4-10). This includes
the Jew, despite the fact that God has promised much in
the way of prerogative and benefit, to which He will be
faithful (Rom.2:17-3:4). Yet the Jew also must be judged
fairly (Rom.3:5-8). All are under sin (Rom.3:9).
Not one human being is righteous.
It is thus altogether fitting in this context that when
Paul returns directly to the subject of the evangel of God
concerning Jesus Christ, he should make reference to
the entirety of the human race. The problem which he
has set forth in Romans 1:18-3:20 embraces all human

ity. There can be no doubt that Paul is relating the evan
gel to all humanity in Romans 5:12-19. Similarly, the "for
all" of Romans 3:22 should be understood as referring to
all humanity,just as the "all" and the "not one" of 3:9-20.
vides an immediate and clear connection with the "ail" of Romans

3:10,12, and the race-wide viewpoint of 1:18-3:20. 2. We see why Paul
speaks of God s righteousness as being manifest when we understand
that it is concerned with everyone. 3. The longer reading helps us as
believers to see ourselves as part ofthe human race, with special bless
ings but not as exclusive objects of Gods righteousness.
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All Humanity

Indeed there is a striking parallel in terminology between

the phrase we are looking at in Romans 3:22 and the phrase
in Romans 5:18:

God's righteousness through Jesus Christ's faith
for all....

through one righteous[response]
for all humanity....

In both passages the death of Jesus Christ on the cross
is associated with righteousness. In Romans 3:22 it is pre

sented as "J^sus Christ's faith" which manifests "Gods
righteousness."

In 5:18 it is simply called "one righteous response" that
is, Christ's response to God's will in dying for sinners which
is the effect of the demands of God's righteousness. Both
passages also use the preposition "through" in the same
sense. It is "through" the channel of that most pivotal
and supremely righteous act of Ghrist upon Golgotha—it

is "through" His faith, that all mankind will be blessed
with justification.

Just as God's righteousness in judgment is related to all
humanity in Romans 1:18-3:20, so is God's righteousness
as it operates through the death of Jesus Ghrist related to
all humanity, here in Romans 3 and again in Romans 5.
DIVINE RIGHTEOUSNESS MANIFESTED

We have noted from the testimony of the law and the

prophets that God's righteousness was associated, not only
with divine judgment but also and most essentially with
salvation. The righteousness of God being made manifest
through the faith of Jesus Ghrist must indeed take into
account every sin of every sinner. But in doing so it leads
to salvation. Ifthere are no saving results, God's righteous
ness could never be made manifest in the act of giving His

Son to the sufferings and death ofthe cross. Ifthere are no

are in View
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saving results for all, even if only one human being were to
be left under the power of sin, the righteousness of God
would remain a mystery.
How could we as believers who were chosen by God
and designated for the place of a son long before we were
born, come to perceive God s righteousness if only a cho
sen few are ever brought into salvation, while the rest
are to be eternally denied the effects of Christ s faithful
obedience to the cross? In that case Gods righteousness

would, at the very least, be trapped forever in obscurity
Salvation is in grace apart from works. No believer is able
to boast in himself for that justification he has been gra
ciously granted. No wonder that most of those who hold
to the common view of everlasting loss for some (even the
majority) of mankind seldom speak of God s own personal

righteousness in relation to salvation.
Gods righteousness as it is manifested through Jesus
Christ s faith is a quality of God that has all humanity
in view; it is for all. It is activated in a righteous opera
tion which manifests Gods righteousness at every turn.
It leads to salvation. It leads to justification. It leads to

God s glory. It righteously brings an end to the irrever
ence and unrighteousness of all humanity and supplants
it with life's justifying (Rom.5:18).
ON ALL WHO ARE BELIEVING

In Romans 3:22 both prepositions, the "for" (Greek,
eis), and the "on"(Greek,epi), preserve the focus on God
and His activity and reflect the human position as receiv
ers of what God has done. This is not to say that believing
and receiving are not acts. But they are acts that center

upon and direct attention to God and His acts. They are
acts ofappreciation and reliance and enjoyment.We would
boast in ourselves ifjustification came by way of our obe
dience to instructions of law. But our act of believing, if it
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is defined scripturally (and is not made to be an act that
makes the difference between eternal bliss and everlast

ing hell) puts the spotlight on the One we believe. God is
the One Who establishes justification and brings its values
into our lives. The gaining ofjustification is the operation
of God by means ofthe faithful obedience of His Son. The
granting ofjustification to us when we believe is also His
work. And our act of believing, which is itself a gracious
gift which God parts to us, is the means God has chosen
to convey what He has gained for all to us.
As for the present, righteousness is reckoned to us. This
blessing is presented especially in Romans chapter four.
That is surely a major significance of the word "on." Paul
had used this preposition earlier in reference to God s indig
nation when he wrote,"God s indignation is being revealed
from heaven on all the irreverence and unrighteousness of
human beings"(Rom.1:18). It is God Who expresses His

indignation in the giving over of sinners to their lusts and
dishonorable passions and a disqualified mind. It is God
also Who now expresses His grace in the reckoning of the
righteousness achieved through the obedience of Jesus
Christ to those who are believing.

This theme of God s present placement of the justifica
tion earned by Christ upon the believer will come before
us as we continue forward from Romans 3:26. It is hardly
enough to say that we are exceedingly blessed. But we are
blessed in a way that blesses God(cfEph.1:3)for His right
eousness in His work of righteous-ification, a righteous
ness that is without mystery and redounds to His glory.
THE BELIEVERS IN RELATION TO ALL

As believers we receive special and transcendent bless
ings, not the least of which is the revelation that Gods
righteousness operates for the good of all. We receive
blessings others do not receive, but we are still part of the

Those who Believe
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entirety of the human race. In coming to appreciate our
blessings we are not crippled in mind concerning God s
purpose for the rest of humanity, of whom we are a part.
We are part of the "all" in the phrase "for all," even as we
are part of the "all" in the clause "all sin and are wanting
of the glory of God."
Note how Paul encloses the reference to believers be
tween two references to all mankind:

God's righteousness through Christ'sfaithfor all,
(and on all who are believing),
for there is no distinction,for aU sinned and are wanting
ofthe glory of God.
Paul is not referring to two exclusive groups, such as
believers and unbelievers, in Romans 3:22. He is refer

ring to the whole of humanity and then to a special part
of that whole. The believers are included in both the "for

all" and the "on all who are believing."
When it comes to being a sinner, as well as when it comes
to being objects ofthe righteousness of God as it operates
through the faith of Jesus Ghrist, there is no distinction.
The effects ofthis righteousness of God are for all, and will
ultimately be enjoyed by all, even as all are sinners who,in
themselves, stand in great need of the glory of God. The
believer must realize that the benefits we receive now and

in the eons ahead are due to the operation of the right
eousness of God and are based upon what God accom
plished for all humanity in the giving of His Son. Like
the Jew of old, we who believe the evangel must realize
that we all are sinners just like everyone else, and we are
dependent on God and what He does through Ghrist for
the benefit of all.
A PARALLEL PASSAGE

There is a striking parallel between these words in
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Romans 3:22 and 1 Timothy 4:10. The righteousness of
God as it is manifest through the faith of Jesus Christ is
for all and on all who are believing. God is the Saviour

of all mankind, especially of believers. In both cases the
emphasis is on God first of all. He is the Saviour. He is
righteous in His work ofjustification. 1 Timothy had pre
viously identified Gods will to save all mankind(1 Tim.2:4)
with Christ Jesus giving Himself a correspondent Ransom
for all (2:5,6). Our passage in Romans identifies the man
ifestation of God s righteousness with the faith of Jesus
Christ. The objective in both cases embraces all human
ity with a special application to the believers.
A SOLID JUSTIFICATION

Paul has not told us simply that we are justified. He
would have us see the basis, nature and scope of this justi

fication which God has graciously and gratuitously granted
to us. Its basis is solidly laid in the faithful act of Jesus
Christ in His death for sinners, and its nature is solidly

embedded in the righteousness of God. This being so, its
scope is universal.

To be a believer of this evangel—^what a benefit, what a

prerogative, what a blessing for our lives every day! Thanks
and praise be to our God!
D.H.H.

THE FAITH OF CHRIST

No other influence in all the world has overflowed in song like the

joyous faith of Christ. It has inspired the most glorious melodies and
the sweetest and most enduring songs. Its hymns transcend all oth
ers. Even in this wicked eon the praise of God or the blessing of His
saints finds more expression in exultant song than all the other emo
tions of mankind. None of the religions of the world have a sacred

repertoire to compare with ours, either in number, variety or eleva
tion of thought. Our joy must overflow. Our praise must find utter
ance.(A. E. Knoch, Unsearchable Riches, vol.18, pp. 56,67).

Ephesians 2:10

APPREHENDING THE WORD
THAT GOD DEGLARES

We should make every effort to apprehend the word that
God declares to us for faith. "Apprehend" is derived from
the Latin apprehendere the meaning of which is "to grasp"
or "seize." In its Scriptural signification,"apprehend" means
"mentally perceive"^ {neo, mind). This accords with one of
the definitions of the English "apprehend" which is, "to
grasp the meaning of; understand, especially intuitively;
perceive." This is the sense of "apprehend" that we are
concerned with, that of mentally perceiving (i.e., grasp
ing, or seizing) the word that God declares to us for faith.
The difficulty here is that many readers are unfamiliar
with the definition of"apprehend" which appears above.
Instead, the notion that commonly comes to mind upon
hearing the word "apprehend," is that ofits alternative def
initions:(1)"take into custody; arrest by legal warrant or
authority," and, similarly,(2)"expect with anxiety, suspi
cion, or fear; anticipate." Neither ofthese definitions is the
definition of"apprehend" as it is used in the Concordant
Version which is, once again,"mentally perceive." There
fore, in every instance where we read the term "appre
hend" in the CV, we should think the thought,"mentally
perceive"; hence, therein, wherever we may encounter the
word "apprehend," we should never call to mind any such
thought as that of being taken into custody, or of being
exercised by anxiety, suspicion, or fear.
1. Keyword Concordance,entry "apprehend," p.17.
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Thus, in our writing or speaking about Scripture, we

employ the essential meaning of"apprehend" which is to
grasp, or seize, through mental perception. For believ
ers,(scriptural)"apprehension" is the state of mind that
one enjoys when one has become familiar with the cor
rectly partitioned truth of Gods Word {cp 2Tim.2:15).
This speaks of the faithful understanding which the Lord
gives to us:''Apprehend what I say, for the Lord will be

giving you understanding in it all" (2 Tim.2:7; cp John
3:27; Col.2:2,3).
INSTRUMENTS OF APPREHENSION

Many study aids may be used to assist in apprehend
ing what Christ says to us. Such helpful works will assist
us in gaining a knowledge of the essence of meaning, idi
omatic considerations, contextual bearing, and grammati

cal usage of the vocabulary terms comprised in the extant
Greek and Hebrew textual documents of the "Old Testa

ment" and "New Testament." Proper usage of such tools
fosters apprehension. "Idiom" is a way of expression that
is peculiar to a specific group of people. It is the man
ner in which this group speaks among themselves. Idiom
carries sense that is apprehended by those who make up
this specific group, or who otherwise become familiar
with their literature.

It is not, fundamentally, the classic literary works of a
language with which we as believers are especially inter
ested. It is with the literary works commonly referred to
as "the Bible" with which we have to do. Hebrew idiom is

important here. It is the expression ofthoughts in Hebrew
idiom that is superimposed upon common Greek gram
mar that we must toil to apprehend. Grammar is the sys
tem of structure and rules which govern a language. Each
language has its own common and nuance system ofgram
mar. Over time,application ofgrammar may adjust to idiom
and cultural usage.

The Realization of Gods Purpose
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TRANSLATION, IDIOM, AND GRAMMAR

Translation from the original languages of Scripture
into English is frequently difficult because of differences
in idiom and implication of grammar from one language
to another. These differences can make for difficulty in
exchanging thoughts as well as loss of intended meaning.
We will focus upon the difficulty of English to capture the
impact of Hebrew idiom and the nuance ofgrammar ofthe
original languages in the translation of Ephesians 2:10.
god's good works

Ephesians 2:10 features a portion of God's work and its
achievements. God's works are purpose-focused. They are
designed to be useful in accomplishing the goals ofHis will.
To this end, they are good works. Work that is in line with
a (righteous) determined purpose is good. God's works
are always aligned with His purpose—to reconcile all of
His creation to Himselfthrough the blood of Ghrist's cross
(Gol.l:20). God's work is Ghrist-centered. The outcome of

God's good works in Ghrist are certain to achieve the deci
sions of His will in due season. In verse 10,the good works
of God are many. They include creating us (i.e., the ecclesia) in Ghrist Jesus for good works— preparing these good
works for us beforehand, and ensuring that we should be
walking in them,for "His achievement are we."
GOD CREATED THE ECCLESIA FOR SERVICE

Even now, albeit in the incipient phase of His work, we
are an achievement of God's work in Ghrist Jesus. He cre
ated us to work within the administration of Ghrist Jesus.
In Ghrist, factually speaking, we are created holy and fiaw-

less, made ready to be useful in achieving God's purpose
in Ghrist Jesus. The outcome of His creative work in us is
spiritual in character. It is God's doing that puts this holi
ness and flawlessness in us, even ifit is not readily percepti-
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ble in us at present being obscured by our own fleshliness.
Even so, in the measure granted to us, it is ours today as
an earnest(2 Cor.1:22; Eph.l:14) or pledge of the fulness
thereof with which He will endow us when we are glori

fied—in the day when we are conformed to the image of
His Son (Rom.8:29,30). The achievement of Gods work is,

alone, our qualification to be useful in His service. In His
wise counsels. He completed this work before the effects
of sin entered the world.
GOD PRE-PREPARED GOOD WORKS FOR US

God s achievements include the preparation and realiza

tion of good works for us to perform. They were crafted in
accord with His will for us in Christ Jesus, beforehand—
that is, before the disruption of the world. He prepared
these works without receiving counsel from us. No opin
ion or ratification came from us. Rather, all is done accord

ing to the delight of His will, which is: to head up all in the
Christ, whether those on the earth or those in the heav

ens (Eph.l:10). These works are not an afterthought nor
are they an adjustment to sin. His works for us are useful
in nurturing our growth and in the display of the glories
of Christ Jesus to others. They agree with His purpose in
Christ, and are therefore His good works.
IDENTIFYING GOD'S GOOD WORKS FOR US

Now the question remains concerning our walk in God s
good works. Gods good works for us are not secret, yet they
must be identified by us. They are purpose-focused, and
managed in the administration of His grace by Christ Jesus,
Who is Head ofthe ecclesia. They support Christ's agenda
in completing Gods purpose to become All in all (1 Cor.
15:28). In this present season. His work in us includes any
worthy service that we may perform on behalf of others,
our own unworthy deportment otherwise notwithstand-

to Head Up All in the Christ
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ing. These are features of our growth toward maturity in
Christ(qf Eph.4:ll-13). Work generated by men in them
selves, well-intentioned or not as it may be, does not qual
ify as Gods good works for us and in us. In the oncoming
eons. His good works in us will display not the work of the
earnest of His spirit which we enjoy even today, but will
then display the fulness of His glory in us as members of
the new creation in Christ Jesus {cf2 Cor.5:17; Gal.6:15).
CLASSICAL GREEK ADJUSTED BY COMMON GREEK

It is the case that God prepares good works for us "that
we should walk in them." Yet is it so that we do walk in

these good works—even at present, not only in the eons to
come? Traditional English interpretation ofclassic English
translation (as concerns the phrase,''should walk ..."), mis
apprehends "should" as an English synonym for "ought,"
instead of, according as it actually is, the English repre
sentation of the Greek aorist subjunctive, which speaks
not of duty, but of dependency.
Our walk ofgood works is tbe outcome ofthe work which
God does in us. First, He has created us in Christ Jesus
for good works. Second, He has made ready these good
works beforehand. This is certain, not uncertain. Third,

our performance of them is ensured. The context, idiom,
and grammar (both in the Greek and in the English as
well)—not to mention the nature of the case—reflect this

certainty, here in the final clause of Ephesians 2:10 which
employs the aorist form in the subjunctive mood, whicb
states a fact not yet fulfilled. In effect it is a future tense.
In classical Greek grammar the use of the subjunctive
mood was understood by many as entailing uncertainty in
tbe completion ofa stated objective or activity. It is under
standable how the subjunctive mood itself may bave been
supposed in itself to involve uncertainty, since from the
viewpoint of our own ignorance of the future, to us, prac-
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tically all future events are indeed uncertain. The sub
junctive mood itself, however (as typically represented in
the Concordant Version by "should,"^ "may," or "might")
merely speaks of dependency (i.e., of"subjoined-ness").
This is to say that the use of the subjunctive mood speaks
of it being the case that any particular occurrence of the
subjunctive calls to mind that upon which its related verb
(e.g., as here, "walk") depends (or is contingent) for its
own occurrence.

It seems more correct, then, simply to say that if that
upon which the instantiation ofany certain activity or event

depends is itself certain (i.e., certain to act or occur), then
that which is its effect is also certain to occur.

This is all to say that the good works which God prepares
beforehand that we should be walking in them,speaks not
of good works in which we "ought" to be walking. Instead,
it speaks of good works in wbich we shall be walking, since
we walk in them thus, as Gods achievement. This is so since

it is "in grace, through faith [that we are] saved, and this is
not out of you,lest anyone should be boasting"(Epb.2:8,9).
In tbe New Testament, God s Word uses common Greek

as tbe language of expression. Therein, an additional nota
ble example of tbe Greek subjunctive appears in Pbilippians 2:9-11: "Wherefore, also, God highly exalts Him,
2. Wherever "should" appears in the Concordant Version, it appears
not as the representative of a corresponding Greek word, but as an

indicator of the presence of the Greek subjunctive. It modifies the
contextual verb to which it refers. §"While 'should'is regularly used

in the GV to indicate the subjunctive, sometimes'may'is used instead
for this same purpose, as an idiomatic variant, in cases where it is pre
ceded by 'ever,'to denote contingency. Should is not used in the sense
ofan obligation [i.e., 'ought']and none ofits renderings should be so
construed. Note the order of the words. You should is an obligation,

but should you shows that it stands for may you ever. Similarly, the GV
sometimes implements the rendering of the subjunctive as '^'^may'"
(Keyword Goncordance,entry "should," p.268, $adjusted).

Ennobling Affects of Christ's Grace
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and graces Him with the name that is above every name,
that in the name of Jesus every knee should bow, celestial
and terrestrial and subterranean, and every tongue should
acclaim that Jesus Christ is Lord,/or the glory ofGod,the
Father'

The bowing of every knee, and the acclaiming of every
tongue that Jesus Christ is Lord is because "[Christ] hum

bles Himself, becoming obedient unto death, even the
death of the cross"(Phil.2:8).

''Wherefore, also, God highly exalts Him, and graces
Him with the name that is above every name,[in order]
that every knee should bow... and every tongue should
acclaim that Jesus Christ is Lord,for the glory ofGod,the
Father." Therefore, in the end,that is, at "the consumma

tion" {cf 1 Cor.15:23b), every knee is certain to bow, and
every tongue is sure to acclaim that Jesus Christ is Lord,
for the glory of God, the Father.
UNDERSTANDING GIVEN BY HIS GRACE

One s apprehension and correct understanding of the
scriptural sense of the subjunctive mood (as represented
in the CV by "should," "may," and "might"), even as all
else that is holy and good in our lives, is dependent upon
our Lords influence ofgrace upon our hearts and minds.
Misunderstanding is generally imposed by a lack ofappre
hension of Gods purpose and work in Christ Jesus for us,
as members of His body. Lack of understanding concern
ing God's will imposes the challenge of neither identifying
nor recognizing God s good works, which He makes ready
beforehand for us.

In the current era, our personal or corporate agenda may
compete with the purpose that God has set for us in Christ
Jesus. Our own opinions and decisions generate work that

is outside of the will of the Lord. Though seemingly beneflcial in a sense, these works are not useful in achieving
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Gods purpose in Christ Jesus. Such in actuality fleshbased "good" works are not the good works that God has
prepared for us beforehand. They are works that we our
selves have generated according to our own purposes and
desires, as members of "the old humanity which is cor

rupted in accord with its seductive desires" (Eph.4:22).
Many such church-work examples abound.
OUR MATURITY IN CHRIST

At present, we need to apprehend that God s v^ll for us
is maturity: "that we should all attain to the unity of the
faith and to the realization of the son of God,to a mature

man"{cp Eph.4:13). His primary good work for us is the
"adjusting ofthe saints" unto this end ("toward the adjust
ing ofthe saints"; Eph.4:12). Thus God gives "work assign
ments" and purpose to us in His Word. It is He Who pro
vides the power of His spirit to achieve our growth toward
maturity in our walk (c/Phil.2:13).
god's glorious works for us in CHRIST JESUS

In that day,in the presence of Christ Jesus in His glory,
God s work-assignment and purpose for us changes from
measured progress made toward maturity,to that of"matu
rity-accomplished." This glorious end will be fully realized
in us "that, in the oncoming eons. He should display the
transcendent riches of His grace in His kindness to us in
Christ Jesus"(Eph.2:7).
god's achievements

Again,our position in Christ Jesus is the outcome ofthe
delight of God's will. He created good works for us before
hand, receiving no counsel from us. Finally, He ensures
"that we should walk in them by the power of His spirit.
We are an outcome of His work in Christ Jesus. We are
God's achievement.

Robert G. Edwards

The Grace of God in Truth

THE DISPOSITION WHICH MUST BE
(Romans 12:3)

For I am saying, through the grace which is given to
me, to everyone who is among you, not to be overween
ing beyond what your disposition must be, but to be of
a sane disposition, as God parts to each the measure of
faith (Rom.12:3).
"Long before we were aware of anything, the minut
est detail, as well as the great outlines of our career, were
determined, and our most fervent wishes were granted,in
the love of God (Rom.8:26-39).

"In the language of inspiration, the idea of prayer is
essentially concerned with having. To this is added the
thought of good, WELL-HAVE, that is, a wish. If this is
directed toward anyone, especially the Deity, then it is
TOWARD-WELL-HAVING,prayer.

"According to the Authorized Version, we ought to know
what to pray for (Rom.8:26). The word ought, however,
stands for the word dei (it-is-BiNDiNG), hence cannot

be rendered we ought, but it. It does not refer to us, but
what. We are not aware what must be,so that we can pray
accordingly. If it referred to us, then the word hemas(us)
would have to follow, as in Acts 27:26, it-is-binding us to
fall on a certain island. This passage also shows that the
word means must, not "ought." Ought belongs to the word
OWE,as in John 13:14,"you also ought to be washing one
another's feet...."

"The difference between the AY as we ought and the
CV to accord with what must be [which is-BlND-iNc]
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is almost infinite. One confines us to ourselves and our

soulish and selfish interests. The other occupies our spir
its with God and His great plan and purpose. Our prayer
should always be in tune with His universal symphony.
It is impossible for us to know the infinite details of His

grand designs. These are as fixed and immutable as His
holy Word.
Not a jot or tittle,' not one iota or serif, not the small
est letter or even a part of a letter of His revelation can
be changed by our prayers, neither can the minutest part

of His plan for us be altered by our petitions. In one case
we look within at our failing selves, in the other we look
above, at the infinite perfection of God. Our attitude and
ouriook are revolutionized.

"Let us beware,in our prayer,that we do not set ourselves
above the Supreme. Let us not inform Him Who knows
all, or reform Him Who has made all. He is not an idol of

putty, so that we may remold Him to conform to ourselves.
Those who know Him do not wish to change Him. They

are satisfied and delighted to have Him as He is. Neither
do they wish to change His purpose or His plan. His will,
to them,is the only good. They wish to change themselves,
not Him. They would have Him inform them,through His
Word. They want Him to conform them to His will."^
NOT TO BE OVERWEENING,
IN LIGHT OF WHAT MUST BE

While the principal modern definition of"overween
ing" speaks of overconfidence, conceit, or brashness (and
all of these we surely wish to avoid), such a sense does not
capture the essence of meaning of the Greek scriptural
term itself here,[h]uper phroned, of which its elements

say,"be-OVER-DiSPOSED."The notion "to be disposed (to)"
1. A. E. Knoch, Unsearchable Riches, vol.77, pp.5-7.
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accords with that ofthe English ween, which simply means
"to think; suppose ... or imagine (something)."
The sense of the Greek word which the CV translates

"overweening,"then,would seem to be "ou^r-disposed (to)."
It is indeed our duty to be attentive, or disposed,to a faith
ful walk,"to pursue righteousness, faith, love, peace .. ."
(2 Tim.2:22). But we should not pursue any such ideals in an
excessive, or "overly-intent'' way. Each one of us have our
decided limitations; this is because God has granted us not
measureless grace, but a measure of grace in His service.
Even where the accurate GV rendering "overweening"
has been accepted,this entreaty in Romans 12:3 for us not
to be "overweening," or engaged in any kind of excessive
dwelling on the self(even in the interest, specifically, of
faithfulness to God), has sometimes been misunderstood.

This is because of the phrase,"beyond what your dis
position must be." Some have taken the entreaty as saying
we should be attentive (even if not overly so) to overcom
ing our shortcomings,except for certain ones which "must
be." It is felt that in such cases, since there is nothing we
can do about them, Paul therefore makes an exception.
But it is also supposed that in all other matters progress
is finally up to the individual, not to God. Of course there

is an abundance of opinionated disagreement as to just
what one can and cannot help doing, with the judgments
concerning these things nearly always being much more
favorable toward oneself than toward one s associates. Such

imaginings have led away altogether from the original pur
pose of Pauls words, and have actually caused an increase
in, albeit hyper-zealous,failures of walk among believers.^
The words "beyond what your disposition must be," first
of all, are an expression of realization and understanding
that it is inevitable, until the time God conforms us to
2. The adage,"the only thing worse than a sinner is a reformed sin
ner," comes to mind here.
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the image of His Son, that we will all remain, to whatever
degree, far from perfect, according to our own disposi
tion. Until then, no one can achieve perfection in the dis
position of Christ
Pauls words are plain: "your disposition must be." We
need to face these words and recognize their significance.
Now if it should be true that even some of the things to
which we are disposed must be—and who has authority to
say which ones are excluded?—there is no logical ground
for objecting should we find that this is true concerning all.
Now in saying that a certain thing, at present, must be,
we are not at all suggesting that God will not change it
at a later time (perhaps, even in the immediate future),

and do so through our toils. Our only point is that what
ever must be—^whatever it may consist of at any certain
time—is that which cannot be otherwise.

Ifwe know God s good purpose in evil, we may be afford
ed much consolation and insight through these words,even
as when the apostle says, "it must be that there are sects

also among you"(1 Cor.11:19), or, "for what we should
be praying for, to accord with what must be, we are not
aware"(Rom.8:26).

Here, in the opening words of Romans 12, we stand in
the presence of the great truth that all is out of, through,
and for God (Rom.11:36). Since this is true, our disposi

tion, even as all else, is necessarily included in that which
must be.

That which must be is that which occurs due to a cause.

A caused event cannot be avoided, any more than an
uncaused event, were such an event ever to occur, could
be avoided. Either one chooses as he does due to a cause,

or he does not. And, either way,"free will" is impossible.
"It is often said that no one can change the past. This is
true enough,but it is seldom added that no one can change
the future either. If the past is unchangeable, the future is
unavoidable—on anyone's account. The future exists,time-
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lessly, ofthe sequence of events that will happen, whether
determined to happen or not, and it makes no sense to
speak of avoiding those events than it does to speak of
avoiding those events that have already happened."^
Even if, though unscripturally, we were to conceive of
the future as that which "need not be," instead of, scripturally, as that which "must be," the popular conception
of free will would still be precluded. Either way, free will
is false. It is not simply that it is not true, but that it can
not even possibly he true.
It is not a question whether an event is a divinely deter
mined event or a 5e^-determined event.^ In fact, it is not
a question of whether an event is a determined event at
all. The point is this: ultimately speaking, there are only
three possible accounts of human behavior,(1)a causative
account,(2) a non-causative account, and (3) an account

that is partially causative and partially non-causative. And,
all three of these accounts preclude free will.
One cannot categorically avoid doing what he does,(1)
if all of his deeds are ultimately caused,(2)if none of his
deeds are ultimately caused (i.e., if, thus, they are all acts
of "sheer chance," due to nothing whatsoever), or (3) if
some of his deeds are ultimately caused and some others
of his deeds are not ultimately caused.
Therefore, it follows—"on anyone's account"—that cat
egorical avoidance of future events (i.e., contrary choice,
or "free will") is simply impossible. This conclusion can be
evaded and denied; it can be disliked, disapproved of, and
condemned. Through misrepresentation,it can be made to
3. D. C. Dennett, Elbow Room: The Varieties of Free Will Worth
Wanting, p.124 and p.127 note; Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1985.

4. Behavior determined from within (i.e., solely due to internal causes)
would still be determined behavior. It would be impossible to avoid,
as much so as behavior determined from without, or, as much so as
undetermined behavior.
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appear ridiculous and immoral. It can be ignored, neglect
ed,or misused. It can be practically denied even where not
propositionally denied. Or it can simply not be under
stood and recognized. Nevertheless, since this conclusion,
indeed, is conclusive, it cannot be made inconclusive.
THE BASIS OF PAUL'S ENTREATY

Though free will is false, and all must finally accord with
"what must be," Pauls entreaty, nevertheless, remains: "I
am entreating you then, brethren, by the pities of God,to
present your bodies a sacrifice, living, holy, well pleasing
to God, your logical divine service, and not to be config
ured to this eon, but to be transformed by the renewing

of your mind,for you to be testing what is the will of God,
good and well pleasing and perfect"(Rom.12:1,2).
In making his entreaty, Paul tells us plainly why he is
entreating us. It is because of all the good news he has
presented hitherto (especially the good news that all is out
of, through,and for God),and because the evangel is Gods
power for salvation to everyone who is believing(Rom.1:16).
The basis for the apostle Pauls entreaty is the glorious
fact that all is out of, through, and for God. Though it is
impossible for us to do anything of ourselves, since God,
nonetheless, can do all these marvelous things of Romans
12:1,2 in us, and since the means He uses to accomplish this

through us is the influence of His Word upon us, the apos
tle declares,"I am entreating you then, brethren, through
[these] pities of God ...."(Rom.12:1; op Eph.3:20,21).
Gonsequently,in seeking to heed his entreaty, we must
remember that we cannot exceed the limitations imposed

upon us (1) by our present disposition (i.e., inclinations
and preferences of mind)"which must be," and (2) by
the limited degree of power inherent in the limited mea
sure of faith which God has dispensed to us. We will do
well to view all our endeavors in light of these realities.

our Present Limitations
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and to recognize that these limitations will lie upon us
in all our pursuits.
Whatever progress in useful service we may achieve will
only take place because it too comes to us out of, through,
and for God. It will be for His glory, not our own. But the
emphasis we are especially considering at the moment, as
recorded in Romans 12:3, is the emphasis of Pauls seek
ing our response to the entreaty which he has just given
us in verses 1 and 2.

The words "beyond what your disposition must be,"
were not written to inform us that Paul would not bother

to entreat us at all concerning certain aspects of our walk,
no matter how deficient. For indeed, he has just entreated
us to present ourselves to God ideally, in a way that debars
all such unprofitable over-attentiveness to self. It cannot
be that he immediately contradicts himself.
Similarly, neither are we implausibly to reason along the
lines that even though many things need not occur, since
there are at least some (imperfect) things which must

occur, the apostle would not have us much concern our
selves with living above their lowly level. After all, apart
from some special revelation, we could never know just
what was to be included in either category!
We believe that God is operating all in accord with the
counsel of His will (Eph.l:ll) and that all thus accords
with what must be. We are not fatalists, however, but ones

who, ultimately speaking, rely upon God alone. Indeed, it
is a mistake to suppose that full acceptance ofthe deity of
God implies fatalism. Fatalism says that future events will
come about in spite ofwhat we do. Divine determination
says that future events will come about because of what we
do. Fatalism says that my morrow is determined no matter
how I struggle. The divine decree declares that my morrow
is determined f/irowg/i my own struggle {cp Isa.55:10,ll).
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That His Name be Glorified in us

"For I am saying ... not to be overweening ... but to
be of a sane disposition, as God parts to each the mea
sure of faith"(Rom.12:3). Pauls point is this: We are not

to be engaged in any kind of phrenetic, frenzied "overstriving," but simply to be of a sane disposition—"as God

parts to each the measure offaith''—which alone is able
to produce thefruit offaithfulness {cp Gal.5:22). Now we
rely upon the living God. He is our Saviour, our Deliverer
and Sustainer in our faithfulness as well, even as in all else.
OUR DISPOSITION IS GIVEN BY GOD

The phrase"beyond what your disposition must be,"then,
does not exempt us from seeking certain ideals. Instead,
they are words of understanding and consolation, that we
might avoid unbridled self-condemnation when we fail,
and self-righteousness and pride when we succeed. For,"A
human cannot get anything if it should not be given him
out of heaven"(John 3:27). Therefore, whatever disposi
tion we may have is the disposition God has given us. It is
what "must be." And, beyond the effects of what our dis
position must be, in the nature of the case, we cannot go.
The sense is: Do not be phrenetic, but rather, sane. Yet,
in endeavoring to heed this counsel, remember that you
cannot heed it perfectly, for you cannot transcend what

your disposition must be. Even so, be ofa sane disposition,
as God parts to each the measure offaith, the measure of
faith which produces corresponding faithfulness of walk.
Let us seek to heed Pauls words of entreaty and coun

sel here, but only with the prayer that in it all God might
be fulfilling every delight of goodness and work of faith
in power, so that the name of our Lord Jesus—not our
name—may be glorified in us, and we in Him,in accord
with the grace of our God and the Lord Jesus Ghrist {cf
2Thess.l:ll,12).

JRC.

The Law and the Sabbath

GRACE AND OBEDIENCE

There are certainly parallels between the evangel of the
Uncircumcision and that of the Circumcision, but these

parallels do not include the necessity of our doing such
things as avowing our faith verbally (though we gladly do
so) or obediently persevering (though we seek to do so).
We do not "do" in order to live, but because we live {cp
Rom.10:5; Rom.8:lb,2).

If we genuinely believe, it is evident that we have been
called and are among the chosen. Though it is the desire
of our heart to be faithful to the Lord, it is not necessary
for us to obey in order to have future eonian life.
When we are vivified, seated together among the celes

tials, rejoicing in eonian life and glory, this will not be the
generosity of God s reward, but a display of the transcen
dent riches of His grace (Eph.2:5-7). Eonian life under
the Circumcision calling, however, is a reward; it is only
for those who are worthy(Luke 20:35), for those who are
doing righteousness (1 John 2:3,4,14; cf 1 John 3:7-10).
Though most cannot see this, this is the basic distinction
between the gospel of the Circumcision and that of the
Uncircumcision.

Yet it is necessary for us to obey if we would reign during
the future eons(2 Tim.2:12a), if we would enjoy the allot
ment of Cods''kingdom/' In Creek, the noun "reign"(or

"king[dom]") is basileia, and the verb "reign" is basileuo;,
Paul is very clear, and we are not to be deceived: those
whose continued, habitual activity (or "practice," prasso)
is that of the works of the flesh,"shall not be enjoying the
allotment of the [reign] of Cod"(Cal.5:21; cp 1 Cor.6:9;
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Reigning and Eonian Life

Eph.5:5). The literal English equivalent of the Greek is,
"THE-on^s such PRACTICING,KlNcdom [i.e.,reign]OF-Cod
NOT wiLL-BE-tenantiNG."^

That is, those who have habitually practiced the works
of the flesh, will not be taking part(having a "tenancy" or
"allotment") in Gods rule. Those who do not endure now,

will not reign then.

Yet this is not at all to say that those who do not endure
now will not live then. Since eonian life is a matter of

grace, it follows that, on the one hand, there is nothing
we can do to gain it, and on the other, that there is noth
ing we can do to lose it. "We all, indeed, shall not be put
to repose, yet we all shall be changed,in an instant, in the
twinkle of an eye, at the last trump"(1 Gor.15:51,52a). In
that day, we all shall be changed, not merely those among
us who have endured."Whenever Ghrist, our Life, should

be manifested,then you also shall be manifested together
with Him in glory"(Gol.3:4).
We must distinguish between the allotment of God s

kingdom [i.e., "reign"] and the allotment of eonian life.
Though we will not all take part in God s reign, nonethe
less we will all live under its jurisdiction. It is immediately
following Pauls words in which he soberly declares that the
unjust,indeed,shall not be enjoying the allotment of Gods
kingdom, or reign, that he joyously adds the following contrastive statement: ''But you are bathed off, hut you are
hallowed, hut you werejustified in the name of our Lord
Jesus Ghrist and by the spirit of our God"(1 Cor.6:ll).
As those who have been justifled (i.e., made righteous)
in God s grace, through the deliverance which is in Ghrist
Jesus (Rom.3:24), we have the expectation (not merely a
possible "hope") of"the allotment of life eonian'(Titus
3:7). Therefore, we will live throughout the coming eons—
1. Concordant Greek Text, p.551; sublinear, Gal.5:21.

Instruction Precedes Obedience
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not to mention be saved from the indignation of God
(1 Thess.5:8-10)—even ifit should be that we do not reign.
Besides, those who do reign will no more be able to
boast in themselves of their endurance than those who
live will be able to boast in themselves of their member

ship in the ecclesia. All will then say,"in the grace of God,
I am what I am" {cp 1 Gor.l5:10). Indeed, if we cannot
wholeheartedly say this at present ourselves, we are not
faithfully enduring in the first place, but are instead only
boasting in ourselves, according to human tradition; if so,
we can hardly expect to be among those who will reign.
Let us soberly recognize that those who are practicing
the works ofthe flesh will not be "tenanting"(or having an
allotment in) Gods reign. Yet let us happily rejoice that,

"being justified in that One s grace, we may be becoming
enjoyers, in expectation, of the allotment of life eonian"
(Titus 3:7).

If we would faithfully endure, it will be necessary for
us to learn what we must do unto this end. Instruction

precedes obedience. For this we will have to learn how to
''correctly cut the word oftruth"(2 Tim.2:15), as Paul says,
"that you may know that which concerns you"(Gol.4:8).
For example,concerning the matter ofdeciding for days,
it is not that the law has been "done away," or that the sab
bath has been changed to Sunday. It is only that the believ
ers of the nations did not need to keep the law of Moses
to be saved (Acts 15), as even the Jerusalem leaders rec
ognized. The "law of God," when the reference is to what
was given through Moses, is spoken ofinterchangeably as
the law of Moses and that ofthe Lord (e.g., Luke 1:6; 2:2224,39; John 1:17; Heb.l0:28). The claim which some make
that while the "law of Moses'has been rescinded, the "law
of God" must be obeyed by "Ghristians" today not only to
be faithful but to be saved at all, is unwarranted.

As used by most, there is much more mischief and con-
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Follow Moses or Paul?

fusion concerning the word "Christian" than there is light
and understanding. Paul managed to write all of his epis
tles without employing it even once. In the Scriptures,
this expression {Christianos, ANOiNTED-[Latin suffix]) is a
worldly term ofcontempt for the followers of Christ.When
we are speaking from a secular vantage point, perhaps we
might use it ourselves (though without any contempt) of
any today who are naming the name of the Lord. But we
would do well to confine our usage to this application.
What some call "Gods law"—that is, to speak plainly,

the Ten Commandments and perhaps certain other laws
from the books of Moses—is that which is said to consti

tute timeless righteousness. However reasonable and scrip
tural this notion may seem to be, it simply is not true. We
do not seek to obey as such even a single one of the laws

given through Moses. Similarly, we do not inconsistently
set aside the fourth commandment, that enjoining sab
bath-keeping, while seeking to heed the remaining nine
ourselves. Not at all. It is merely incidental to our own obe

dience that, for example, Moses instructed the Israelite to
honor his father and mother (the fifth commandment of

the "ten words"). We are to follow the apostle Paul fully in
his teaching(2 Tim.3:10). That is why we,like Israel, are
to honor our parents also (Eph.6:l-3).
Anyone who is at all acquainted with the Pauline writ
ings is aware that the apostle places much emphasis on

the importance of the believer s obedience. He employs
the imperative mood and gives many entreaties—clearly
and directly—^whenever he wishes to present the Lord s
directives concerning us. In so doing, he sometimes pres
ents various instructions to us that were indeed first given

as laws for Israel of old, often interpreting them in a fuller
and more exalted sense (e.g., Eph.5:28). Yet there is no such
instruction anywhere in his writings concerning the sab
bath. Likewise, he nowhere teaches that the will of God

Pauls Use of the Law
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with respect to the believer s walk may be found within
the books of Moses. May these facts speak to us, concern
ing the genuine teaching of our apostle, who dared not to
speak any of what Christ did not effect through him,"for
the obedience of the nations"(Rom.15:18).
ZEALOUS FOR LAW, SAVED THROUGH GRACE

Among the Jews there were tens of thousands who had
believed, and they were all inherently zealous for the law
(Acts 21:20). Under the economy of the law, it was essen
tial that the believers should display their own righteous
ness (Matt.5:20). If they would enter into life, they must
"keep the precepts"(Matt.l9:17). Throughout their gen
erations they were to teach their sons,"It shall come to be
righteousness for us when we observe to do all tbis instruc
tion before Yahweh our Elohim,just as He bad enjoined
on us"(Deut.6:25).

Understandably,then,at Jerusalem some from the sect of
the Pharisees who had beheved,assuming that any behevers
of tbe nations would have to become proselytes and keep
tbe law even as they {cp Matt. 23:15; Isa.56:l-7),"rose up,
saying that [these] must be circumcised, besides charging
them to keep the law of Moses"(Acts 15:5). So the apos
tles and elders there gathered together to see about tbis
matter (Acts 15:6).

"Now tbere coming to be mucb questioning, rising, Peter
said to them,'Men! Brethren!You are versed in the fact that

from the days at the beginning God chooses among you,
that through my mouth the nations are to hear the evan

gel and believe. And God,the Knower of hearts, testifies
to them, giving the holy spirit according as to us also, and
in nothing discriminates between us and them, cleansing
their hearts by faitb. Wby,then, are you now trying God,
by placing a yoke on the neck of the disciples which nei
ther our fathers nor we are strong enough to bear? But
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Through the Grace of the Lord Jesus

through the grace of the Lord Jesus we are believing, to
be saved in a manner even as they'"(Acts 15:7-11).
The idea behind the Greek phrase for "in a manner
even as they"(kath on trepan kakeinoi), is that the Jews
themselves would only be saved (through the grace of the
Lord Jesus) based upon the same method or by the same
means as that which God was already using to save the
nations. Since the Jews had to bear the yoke of the law
anyway, though they, like their fathers, were not strong
enough to do so, it was evident that God would have to
employ extremely powerful means if they should ever be
saved. And if there was to be any expectation oftheir being
able to keep the law satisfactorily, they would have to be
regenerated—that is, they''must be begotten anew"(John
3:7b). Through the holy spirit of God they were enabled
to do what was otherwise impossible.
Concerning all such ones the apostle John writes,"Every
one^ who is believing that Jesus is the Christ is begotten
of God. And everyone who is loving Him Who begets is
loving him also who is begotten by Him. In this we know
that we are loving the children of God, whenever we may
be loving God and may be doing His precepts. And His
precepts are not heavy,/or alH that is begotten of God is
conquering the world. And this is the [agency of] conquest
that conquers the world: ourfaith''(1 John 5:1-4).
"Everyone^ who is begotten of God, is not doing [i.e.,
practicing] sin,/or His [God's] seed is remaining in him,
and he [relatively speaking] can not he sinning,for he is
begotten of God"(1 John 3:9; cp 1 John 1:8).
2."Universal" terms must always be interpreted according to their
context. They always refer to all who are in view—^within the scope
of the context or in the nature of the case. In this instance, the

words "everyone" and "all" have in view (and are confined to) all
those who are called into Christ through the evangel of the Cir
cumcision.

to be Saved in a Manner even as They
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In light of all this, the fact that these Jews were believing
through the grace of the Lord Jesus becomes much more
meaningful to us. This believing of theirs itself had only
occurred since they were "to be saved," though in the same
manner {tropos, through the same "method" or "means")
which God would use for the salvation of the nations.

God s method for effecting salvation—the means which
He always employs—is the power of His own word: He
speaks and it is done; for He causes the testimony of His
word to be fulfilled. His creatures are merely the men of
His counsel (Isa.46:ll). His word, which fares forth from

His mouth, never returns to Him empty. But rather, it
does whatever He desires, and prospers so as to accom
plish that for which He sends it {cp Isa.55:10,ll).
A DOOR OF FAITH

During the conference at Jerusalem, a time was pro
vided so that the entire multitude might hear the testi
mony of Barnabas and Paul. As at Antioch, they informed
the Jerusalem assembly of whatever God had done with
them, explaining not how He had pointed those of the
nations to the existing door of proselytism but how He had
''open[ed] to the nations a door offaith''(cf Acts 14:27).
Moreover, Barnabas and Paul wisely unfolded "whatever
signs and miracles God does among the nations through
them"(Acts 15:12). As a result, the Jewish believers were
afforded assurance that their ministry was of God.
It must have been astonishing for these Jewish believ
ers to discover that Paul, unlike themselves, was not com

pelling the nations to be judaizing {cp Gal.2:14). Yet since
they recognized that God, nonetheless, had entrusted Paul

with the evangel ofthe Uncircumcision "according [i.e.,just
as surely] as Peter [with that] ofthe Circumcision," know
ing the grace which was being given to Paul, James and
Cephas and John gave Paul and Barnabas the right hand
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God s Astonishing Work

offellowship even so (Gal.2:7-9). As Peter had said before
to the doubting apostles and brethren of Judea concern

ing the nations,"If, then, God gives them the equal gratu
ity as to us also, when believing on the Lord Jesus Christ,
who was I—able to forbid God?"(Acts 11:17).

Consequently, having pointed out that the words ofthe
prophets (his citation is Amos 9:11,12) are in agreement in
principle with this ministry of Pauls, James says,"Known
from the eon to the Lord is His work"(Acts 15:18). That is,
from of old God has known what His work would include,

and, astonishing as it may be. His work includes this min
istry of Pauls among the nations—even though it is apart
from the law {cp Acts 18:13).
"Wherefore,I decide," says James,"not to be harassing
those from the nations who are turning back [or "turning
about"] to God, but to be writing an epistle to them to be

abstaining from ceremonial pollution with idols, and pros
titution, and what is strangled, and blood. For Moses,from
ancient generations, city by city, has those who are herald
ing him, being read on every sabbath in the synagogues"
(Acts 15:19-21).

James is saying that if any among the gentile believ
ers should be directed of the Lord to become proselytes,

they could readily find synagogues where Moses was being
heralded every sabbath and thus be afforded instruction
in his writings. If this should occur, any subsequent law
observance by such gentiles would not be wrong. But, in
light of Pauls unique and yet faithful ministry among the
nations, it becomes evident that gentile believers must not

be charged to keep the law of Moses or told that they can
not be saved apart from circumcision.

However, James did consider it necessary to burden
the gentiles with a few instructions of his own (though he
claimed they were the counsel of the holy spirit as well),
even terming them, "essentials." Yet these instructions

through Pauls Ministry
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were only concerned with abstinence from idol sacrifices,
blood, strangled animals, and prostitution. It is interest
ing to note what he deemed absolutely "essential" while
also noting that they were the only things he included
in this category.^
Since not even James,through his personal decrees, had
attempted to enjoin sabbath observance upon the nations,
and since any such decrees as those which he did make are
now "erased"(Col.2:14) and "nullified" by Christ Himself
(Eph.2:13-18), Paul says,"Let no one,then, be judging you
in food or in drink or in the particulars of a festival, or of
a new moon, or of sabbaths, which are a shadow of those

things which are impending—^yet the body is the Christ's"
(Col.2:16,17), and,"you are complete in Him"(Col.2:10).
Regardless of the value of any such individual rules,
since the decrees which James had set forth are not to be
viewed as obligatory, it is even more unwarranted to sup
pose that various points ofthe law of Moses,such as those
having to do with food and drink and various days, ought
to be observed. After all, not even James(who was not an
apostle) had said that these things should be attended to,
much less had Paul given any such instruction!
The Colossians were not to permit others to"judge"them
(to impose their opinions upon them) with respect to the
"elements ofthe world," that is, with respect to the partic3. Evidently, the purpose of these decrees was merely to make it pos
sible for the Jews to have social fellowship with the believers among
the nations without offending Jewish ethics. A Jewish believer, due to
the proscriptions of the law, would be asking for all its curses should
he be found eating at the same table with a gentile who had served an
idol sacrifice, or strangled meat, or blood. Though it is true that Paul,
when passing through Syria and Cilicia "gave over'James'decrees to

the believers there (Acts 16:4), later on he practically repealed them
when he made the eating of meats offered to idols a matter of indi
vidual conscience (1 Cor.8:l-13; cp Eph.2:15).
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"Scrutinizing Days"

ulars of the Mosaic SYSTEM {cp Gal.4:3,9,10; Acts 21:24).
Instead, they were to heed Pauls own counsel to ''Beware
that no one shall be despoiling you through philosophy
and empty seduction, in accord with human tradition, in
accord with the elements ofthe world, and not in accord
with Chrisf'(Col.2:8). Misplaced truth is human tradi
tion. All that is not in accord with {kata, down)Christ—

whatever teaching there may be that fails to base all upon
the intrinsic sufficiency of His sacrificial work— is wrong
and will rob us of the truth. This is so even if such teach

ings should seek to promote the observance of the very
components (i.e., "elements'') comprised in Yahweh's own
law, given to Israel.
Nearly all who advocate present-day sabbath obser
vance teach that we must observe this day and cannot be
saved unless we do. This is a far more serious error than

merely affirming that we should observe the sabbath, but
need not do so to be in Christ or to be vivified in the day
of His appearing.
Yet even the claim that we should observe the sabbath

is simply incorrect. Most do not seem to realize that Paul,
the apostle ofthe nations, was extremely critical ofany who
had received his evangel who were nonetheless "scrutiniz
ing" days (Cal.4:10) and otherwise seeking to "judaize"{cp
Cal.2:14)—to follow the ways of the Jews by attending to
those things which pertain to the covenant from Mount
Sinai (Cal.4:21,24,30).

If any should wish to observe the sabbath, to whatever
extent, as a matter of sheer personal preference, that is
one thing, whether or not such a decision should reflect
mature judgment. But,in any case,there should be no sug
gestion that it is somehow pleasing to Cod for us to do so
any more than to circumcise, or that those who do not fol
low the practice of observing days, including the sabbath,
are therefore displeasing to Him.
J.R.C.
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EDITORIAL

When we hear the phrase "God s law," for many, the idea
that comes to mind is that of"the ten commandments"^ as

recorded in Exodus 20. It is a mistake, however, to conceive

of the word "law," or of such phrases as "the law" or "God s
law" as if any of these constitute a denominative, a veritable
proper noun,indeed, a most unusual proper noun of singu
lar, exclusive reference.

An awareness of this common misconception becomes
especially important to us as we approach the epistles ofPaul,
giving special attention therein to his evangel, which he was
heralding among the nations. Therein, while his usage of the
word "law" is often in reference to God s law which He gave
to Israel, this is not always the case. The apostle sometimes
speaks of law generically, in reference to law per se, with
respect to its inherent nature and ramifications (e.g., Rom.
7:1-4). Paul speaks as well of what effectively is the law of
sin and death, how it is that "through one human sin enters
into the world, and through sin death, and thus death passes
through into all human beings, on which all sin"(Rom.5:12).
Conversely,it is in the evangel of God s grace, in which Paul
heralds the law of God—"God's law"(Rom.7:25)—which

1. The traditional phrase "the ten commandments" as ordinarily con
strued has in mind the ten precepts which Elohim gave to Israel through
Moses as recorded in Exodus 20:3-17. In the Scriptures,these precepts
are called "the ten words":"Moses wrote on the tablets the words ofthe

covenant, the ten words"(Ex.34:28; op Deut4:13; 10:4). Each one of
these ten "words" constituted an authoritative utterance of"the One,

Elohim" which He gave to the nation ofIsrael. The "Ten" provided the
sons of Israel not only with these self-same instructions in their own

right, but served as well as a principled foundation which directed the
people to the many, detailed particulars of the Law (namely, the law
ofYahweh, given through Moses to Israel) as a whole.
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The Mindset of the Spirit

he identifies as "the spirits law oflife"(Rom.8:2). This vital
theme of"Gods law" as appertains to the evangel and closely
related topics are addressed in Dean Houghs article,"Spirit
and the Mind"(p.101).
On page 100, the text of Romans 7:21-8:8 is presented as
it appears in our tentative Concordant Version of the
New Testament, this text being the portion of Scripture

primarily addressed in the article which follows.
The classic Meditation entitled "Life and Peace" by Wil
liam Mealand, begins on page 111. Perhaps like no other, this
little work makes manifest, truly,"The mindset of the spirit
is life and peace"(Rom.8:6).
The article "Creation and Disruption" (p.115) by A. E.
Knoch,considers the question. Why was the earth not left as
it was when originally created, providing the answer,"Because
it is the stage on which Cod reveals, not only His creative pow
er, but the deeper attributes of wisdom and grace and love."
In my article,"The Holy Spirit of Cod"(p.128), I address
many of the issues that arise concerning "HOLY SPIRIT," and
"the holy spirit," as to the various usages ofthese phrases,
including ones which speak of Cod Himself, still others being
in reference to His powerful operations. Foundationally, I
explain the meaning of the phrase itself "the HOLY SPIRIT
of Cod"(Eph.4:32), which is: "the consecrated impercepti
ble power of Cod."
In our final article, "The Myth of Free Will" (p.133), I
rehearse what the traditional notion offree will is stipulated
to be. In addition, I seek to draw attention to important
aspects of volitional
(i.e.,"freedom of will"), ones
which indisputably do obtain and are the possession of us
all. Finally, I explain why the central claiiifi of the free-willist
(namely, that of a capacity of ultimate control over one s deci
sions) is incoherent and untenable, since there is no possible
scenario under which any such capacity might exist.
J.R.C.

Thanks be to God
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We live in a disrupted world where the chaos of sin and
vacancy of death, covered over by the darkness ofignorance
brings much wretchedness. This is the world we know in
flesh. It is real to us because we hear its sounds with our

ears of flesh, see it sights with our eyes of flesh and are
occupied with its ways by our minds of flesh.
Yet for us who are believing God s evangel concerning His
Son there is another life, which we have in spirit and by the

spirit of God. This is our "life in Christ Jesus." We do not yet
Imow it fully, but we are becoming acquainted with it in our
minds which affects our actions as God s spirit works together
with what He says to us in His "it-is-WELL-MESSAGE."
As we consider this evangel again in this magazine, along
with the scriptural themes of God s holy spirit and will, we
say with Paul,"Thanks be to God!" which is to say "Joy be
to God for His joy to us in His rescue of us through Jesus
Christ, our Lord"(qf Rom.3:24; 7:24,25). Thanks be to God
that He has not given us free will, that is, a will that is with
out a cause, nor the ability to act apart from His operation
of all in accord with the counsel of His will (qf Rom.8:28;

11:36; Eph.Lll). Thanks be to God that His righteousness
is not dependent on our obedience to His law of righteous
ness, nor on our faith, but rather rests fully on the faith and

obedience of Jesus Christ (qf Rom.3:21,22,26; Phil.2:6-8).
Thanks be to God that in His power and wisdom He has
first of all seen to it that we become slaves of sin, but now

already He has given us over to that type of teaching which
reveals His righteousness and love(qfRom.6:17,18). Thanks
be to God that victory over death and sin which entered into
the world through the one sin of Adam and passes upon all
(Rom.5:12), has been accomphshed through our Lord Jesus
Christ(qf 1 Gor.15:57), and will be enjoyed by all (qf Rom.
5:18,19; 1 Gor.l5:22)."Thanks be to God for His indescrib
able gratuity!"(2 Gor.9:17).
D.H.H.

The Concordant Version

ROMANS 7:21-8:8

Consequently I am finding the law that,at my willing
to be doing the ideal, the evil is lying® beside me. For
I am 'gratified® with the law of'God ^^as to the human
within, yet I am observing a different law in my mem
bers, warring® with the law of my'mind, and leading me
into captivity 'to the law of sin which 'is in my members.
A wretched human am I! ^What will 'rescue® me out

ofthis body of death?[Grace!] J^Now thanks be to'God,
rescue is through Jesus Christ, our 'Lord. Consequently
then,T ^myself, with the mind indeed am slaving for God's
law, yet with the flesh for sin's law.
8 Nothing consequently is now condemnation to those
in Christ Jesus. ^ For the spirit's law of life in Christ Jesus
frees "^you from the law of sin and death. ^ For what is
impossible to the law, in which it was 'infirm through
the flesh, does God,"sending His ^fown 'Son in the like
ness of sin's flesh and concerning sin. He condemns sin
in the flesh, that the righteous intent of the law may be
fulfilled in us, who are not walking in accord with flesh,
but in accord with spirit.
^ For those who 'are in accord with flesh are setting
their minds on that which is of the flesh, yet'those who are
in accord with spirit on 'that which is of the spirit. ® For
the mindset of the flesh is death, yet the mindset of the
spirit is life and peace,^ because the mindset ofthe flesh
is enmity Ho God,for it is not'subject® to the law of God,
for neither is it 'able®. ^ ^/Now those who 'are in flesh are

not 'able® to please God.

Paul to the Romans

SPIRIT AND THE MIND
Grace!

Through Jesus Christ.
God s law.

The spirit s law.
Pauls letter to the Romans expounds God's evangel,
His "it-is-WELL-MESSAGE.''This message (greatly needed
and deserving of all welcome in our days) is compressed
into one word in Romans 7:24, Grace. In Romans 7:25 it

resounds in the banner phrase, Through Jesus Christ, and
is captured in the words, Gods law. And in Romans 8:2
this evangel as it works in us who are believing is called
The spirits law. This is Gods law of grace as it operates in
our lives today while we still live in flesh under the law of
sin and death. By the spirit of God and in spirit we have
life in Christ Jesus! This needs to be in our minds that it
may also affect our spirits and our actions.
Therefore, it is well. Despite the law of sin and death
which operates in our flesh. Nothing is now condemna
tion to those in Christ Jesus (Rom.8:1). For sin itself has
been put under condemnation (Rom.8:3).
grace!

The Greek word charis is generally translated grace,
but sometimes, as in Romans 7:25, it is given the variant,
thanks (with a lightface "s" to show that it is a singular
noun). It may be helpful to use the standard term joy to
understand how the two renderings represent one Greek
word: Grace is thejot/ which God gives us. Thanks is the
joy we give God. In the current revision of the GV we are
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Joy from God! Joy to God!

conjecturing that Paul originally included the word charts
twice in succession^ in his reply to the question,"What
[or Who] will rescue me out of this body of death?'' His
immediate answer is an exclamation: Charts! The joy of
grace will rescue me! The second use of the word is also
an expression ofjoyful emotion: Charts de to God! Now
joy be to God in the form of thanks.
Even if we do not agree that the word "grace" was here
twice in Paul's original letter, the reply to the question
of Romans 7:24 must accord with the words of Romans

3:21-24. There we are told that God manifests His right
eousness by justifying the sinner gratuitously, in His grace
(that is, in His joy of giving that which brings joy to us)
through the deliverance which is in Christ Jesus. That
deliverance is apart from law works required ofthe sinner
as set forth in the first five books of the Bible, called the
"Torah"(the Hebrew term for "law"). The rescue comes

about through Jesus Christ, through His obedience (sub
missive hearing) and faith to the death of the cross. His
obedience was His attentive listening to God s word con
cerning Him, that He would be "smitten of Elohim and
humbled"(Isa.53:4), so that it was binding that, when the
time came He must go to Jerusalem and suffer much and
be killed (cf Matt.l6:21). His faith was His conviction con
cerning God's rousing of Him on the third day and the joy
which would follow (c/Heb.ll:l; 12:2). These were very
central matters in God's purpose in carrying out the coun

sel of His will(Acts 2:23; Eph.l:ll),and our Lord fully sub
mitted to them. So also Paul, made wretched by the law
of sin and death in him,listened attentively to God's word
1. Previously we followed the conjectured charis(Grace!)with the verb,
eucharisto (I-am-thanking) as found in Codex Sinaiticus and Codex
Alexandrinus. Now we are accepting the reading, charis de,("Now

thanks," as in Romans 6:17) for the beginning of verse 25, taking the
marginal reading in Codex Sinaiticus as a replacement for eucharisto.

Grace is What God has Done
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spoken to him, not of what he must do, but what God had
done through Jesus Christ. These were words fully ofjoy.
And thus we join Paul in giving JOY to God in the form of
thanks for the JOY He gives to us, that is, for the rescue
which comes through Jesus Christ, our Lord. It is, in its
future and final realization, a full deliverance for every
one from sin and death into righteousness and life. It is

binding that it shall be. Yet now,for those who are believ
ing God s evangel, this deliverance is our present position
in spirit, instilling into our lives the spiritual blessings of
enhanced life and garrisoning peace (c/Phil.4:7).
"Justified then by faith [i.e.,the faith ofJesus Christ], we
may be having peace toward God,through our Lord Jesus
Christ, through Whom we have the access also, by faith,
into this grace in which we stand, and we may be glory
ing in expectation of the glory of God"(Rom.5:l,2).
The entire human race is suffering and doomed, apart

from the grace of God in not sparing His Son, but giving
Him up for us all (cf Rom.3:20,23; 8:32). Yet because of
that grace, the entire creation will be freed from the slav
ery of corruption into the glorious freedom of the chil
dren of God (Rom.8:21), and all who are dying in Adam
will be vivified in Christ(1 Cor.15:22).

"But not as the offense,thus also the grace. For if, by the

offense ofthe one,the many die, much rather the grace of
God and the gratuity in grace which is ofthe One Hurrmn,
Jesus Christ, to the many superabounds"(Rom.5:15). And
this superabounding is not only to life, but "for life s justi
fying"(Rom.5:18).

To speak of the work involved in making God s evangel
an evangel ofgrace is to speak solely of what God has done
through Jesus Christ's faith, the grace of God in giving His
Son Who dies for the sake of sinners, or rather over us all,

encompassing us in His love (Rom.5:6-8). If we introduce
human contribution into this equation,it will not compute.
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Deliverance in Grace

We sin, which is to say we fail."Yet where sin increases the
grace [of God]superexceeds"(Rom.5:20).
As for us who are believing this evangel, we are not under
law, but under grace (the evangel of Gods joy given to us)
(Roni.6:14,15). That is where we stand As Israel, standing
at the base of the mountain, was positioned under law, so

we, standing under Gods evangel of grace, are positioned
under its spiritual influence.
Our future rescue from all wretchedness {cp Rom.
7:24) is certain. It has been established (but not brought
into a complete realization and enjoyment). Yet also now,
moment by moment, it is ours in spirit.
THROUGH JESUS CHRIST, OUR LORD

It has only recently been brought to my attention that
the phrase,"through Jesus Ghrist, our Lord," is not sim
ply referring to Him as the Ghannel through which we
direct our thanks to God. He is this Ghannel because He
is the Ghannel of our rescue from our bodies of death and
from the law of sin.

Again and again, especially in Romans 5, we hear this
condensation of the evangel. Peace toward God comes
through our Lord Jesus Christ(Rom.5:l). That is, it comes
by means ofthe faith ofJesus Ghrist in dying for our sakes.
So also we have access through Him into the charis, the
JOY in which we stand (Rom.5:2). It is not by means oflaw
works, but through what Jesus Ghrist has done in obedi
ence to His Fathers will.

Again, we will be saved from indignation, through Him
as the One Who shed His blood on our behalf(Rom.5:9).

And accordingly, we are conciliated to God through the
death of His Son (Rom.5:10); indeed we who are believ

ing have obtained the conciliation through Him, through
our Lord Jesus Ghrist Who dies for us while we are still
enemies (Rom.5:ll).

Gods Law of Grace
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We hear the words "through the One, Jesus Christ" in
Romans 5:17, and "through the obedience of the One" in
5:19, and "through Jesus Christ, our Lord"in 5:21, and we
hear God s evangel concerning His Son. It is through His
faith that there shall be a reigning in life instead of sinning
in our dying bodies. It is through the death of the obedi
ent One that all who are constituted sinners shall be con

stituted righteous. It is through the death of Jesus Christ,
our Lord, that grace reigns for life eonian.
Thanks he to God, Who rescues us in His grace through
Jesus Christ our Lord!
god's law

"Consequently," in recognition of this grace, Paul, even
while his flesh served "sin's law" was slaving for God's law
ofgrace and peace with his mind(Rom.7:25). This enslave
ment of mind was daily a rescue from the wretchedness of
his acute awareness of his failures and infirmity as a sinner.
God's law for dealing with sin is for Him to give up His
own Son to the death of the cross. God's law is a law of

grace and of gratuitous giving; it is a law of love, but also,
as must be because it reflects what God is, it is a law of

righteousness which does that which is right and makes
all right. In carrying out this law God accomplishes that
which is impossible for the law which He set over Israel
to do. God does what the human cannot do by any means
whatsoever. He does it by sending His own Son in the like
ness of sin's flesh, and sending Him in this way concern
ing sin (as the Antitype of the sin offering, of2 Gor.5:2I)
in order to condemn sin in the flesh to its final extermi

nation (Rom.8:3).

As the words of the law given to Israel were to come
to be in their hearts by repeating them in every way and
under every situation {cfDeut6:6-9),so the words of God's
law. His evangel concerning His Son, came to be in Paul's
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Gods Action through Jesus Christ

mind and heart and comprehension by assiduous atten
tion to its every detail. This enslaved attention was his
obedience [uNDER-HEARing]to Christ's obedience to the
death ofthe cross(c^Rom.6:16; Phil.2:8). When Paul cried
out to God for deliverance from the splinter in the flesh
added to the excessive sufferings of his ministry, the Lord
protested,"Sufficient for you is My grace"(2 Cor.12:8,9).
Pauls complaint was,in fact, a matter ofcoveting what God
had not given him. The Lords protest pointed Paul to the
incomparable deliverance into life and peace, which God
had given him. To Paul, in a very practical way, while he
remained in the flesh, the evangel was God s power for sal
vation (c/Rom.l:16). Full salvation from all wretchedness
is future. Yet rescue into peace of mind and joy of heart
is ours today as the earnest of the spirit operates together
with our believing of the evangel of God s grace through
Jesus Christ, our Lord.
Thus Paul becomes the pattern for us who are believ
ing (1 Tim.1:16), not only as a sinner saved by grace, but
as a sinner sustained by grace.
THE spirit's law

It is because of God's law in sending His own Son for the
condemnation of sin in the flesh, that nothing is now con
demnation to us(Rom.8:l). In believing this word of God's
grace,we are positioned in spirit before God in Ghrist Jesus.
We are identified with Him in His death (as we learned

from Romans 6:3-7), but also, as now clearly stated, we
are identified with Him in His life. We are, by means of
God's spirit, and in spirit, having "life in Christ Jesus."
In harmony with the context Paul calls this operation of
spirit "the spirit's law." It is like the law God placed over
Israel in the wilderness in that it is "an established rule of
action." But it is unlike that law in that it does not look to

human action to be carried out, but to God's action already

The Pattern of Genesis Chapter One
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carried out through Jesus Christ, our Lord. That is where
its power lies for any pleasing of God in our lives.
SPIRIT IN ACTION

From the beginning Gods spirit is placed between dark
ness and Gods word Gen.1:2,3). God creates the heavens
and the earth, and the earth becomes a chaos and vacant,

overspread by darkness. It is at this point of disruption that
the spirit of God is first introduced as it vibrates over the
chaotic abyss. Then immediately we hear God (Elohim)
speaking:"Light is coming to be!"
And light is coming to be!
Yet this is not all, for Elohim is being heard again and
again, in five more "days." until He is seeing all that He
makes,"and behold, it is very good''(Gen.l:6-31). There
is tremendous power in what God says when activated by
His spirit. Exactly what He says is exactly what occurs.
First there is the fact of creation. Then there is disrup
tion. And then, when there is the greatest of need, the

spirit of God is seen vibrating over the disrupted, terres
trial system. Then there are words of God,words ofevangel
which call for light instead of darkness and order instead
of chaos and life instead of vacancy, so that finally all that
has been done is seen to be very good. Each step is impor
tant, creation, disruption, the vibrating of God s spirit and
the word of God spoken,culminating in that which is very
good being perceived.
This pattern resumes with the creation of humanity
(Gen.l:27; 2:7), which is very good, followed by the dis
ruption of Genesis 3. "To die, you shall be dying"(Gen.
2:17). That which was seen as very good, was not yet that
pure goodness of God becoming All in all which is still to

be. Opposition leading to death and sin has not yet been
abolished. Paul has now described that renewed extension

of disruption in the stark and sober words of Romans 5:12.
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Setting our Minds on the Evangel

Through one human sin enters into the world, and

through sin death, and thus death passes through into all
human beings, on which all sin.
This is the law of sin and death.

What shall rescue us? God s grace,through Jesus Christ,
shall rescue us:

God,sending His own Son in the likeness ofsinsflesh,
and sending Him this way concerning sin,. . . condemns
sin in theflesh.
For us who are believing this evangel, it is our rescue
even now as we enslave our minds to it—not to the law

of Sinai, but to Gods it-is-WELL-MESSAGE centered upon
His Son, Jesus Christ, our Lord,Who dies concerning sin.
This word of God is our rescue in spirit, capable of bring
ing about a renewing ofour minds(Rom.12:2), with a posi
tive outlook on life, which brings us peace.
The law ofsin and death continues to operate, but as we
proceed on our journey under these conditions in flesh, we
walk under the spiritual guidance of what we are believing
(qfRom.8:4)even as Israel walked in the wilderness under

the physical guidance of a cloud by day and fire by night.
We are aware—^we who are loving God Who commends
His love to us in that, while we are still sinners, Christ dies

for our sakes—^we are aware that God is working all, both
good and evil, together for good (Rom.5:8; 8:28).
THE MINDSET OF THE SPIRIT

As Paul enslaved his mind to God s law of grace, so in
Romans 8:5-11 he speaks of us setting our minds on the
spirits law of life in Christ Jesus.
Previously the GV has used the English terms "be dis
posed" for the Greek verb phroneo, and "disposition" for
the nouns, phren and phronema. These have served well
in that the translation is consistent, and the understand

ing conveyed is correct as long as a sense of mental inch-

How we Think Affects our Actions
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nation is seen. But these are not common usages of the

words "dispose" and "disposition"and even when they are
so understood,they may seem a bit stiff and formal, so that
the force and relevance of the Greek words in this context

may not come through. Here in the context of Romans 8
the AV renderings,"mind" and "be minded," seem to serve
better, so that the association with Romans 7:23,24 where

Paul speaks of his mind, and with Romans 8:19 concern

ing the intuitive inclination (or longing) of the creation is
more readily seen. Indeed in a context in which the word
"spirit" occurs more frequently than in any other portion
of Scripture, there is a fine harmony between that term,
defined as "the imperceptible,intangible power of action,
life and intelligence," and a persons mental inclinations.
How we think, and what we think affects our actions.

There is "spirit"(intangible power)in our thoughts. In set
ting our minds on the things ofthe fiesh, our walk (that is,
our living ofour lives) corresponds with those things which
are transient("vanity" as described in the book of Ecclesiastes). Yet in setting our minds on the spirit-animated reve
lations of God concerning the death and rousing of Ghrist

and its effects, we will be strengthened and encouraged in
heeding Pauls entreaties beginning in Romans 12:1.
LIFE AND PEACE

The mindset of the fiesh, which is the mindset of all of

us as we are constituted because of Adams sin {cf Rom.
5:19), is like "death." It is occupied with insubjection to
the good and righteous standards of the law of God given
at Sinai (whether or not we know that law or have been

put under it); it is not able to please God. But the mindset
of the spirit is life and peace (Rom.8:6-8). That is, as we
set our minds on our identification with Ghrist in His life

where He is no longer dying, but is living to God (Rom.
6:10), our lives are invigorated with meaning, not just a
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Happiness of Expectation

smidgen of meaning, but with the perception that God is
working everything together for good, which is quite an
all-encompassing thing. And this works against any concept
of life that is reflected in the early chapters of Ecclesiastes, for example, or by Saul of Tarsus when he discovered
that he could not keep the law against coveting, a mindset
much like death itself(qf Rom.7:10,11) and of wretched
ness. The mindset of the spirit vibrates against such dark
outlooks and makes life vibrant with the peace of sanity
and the happiness of expectation.
Some may say that the believer no longer faces the frus
tration of Romans 7:18-24. But we are still in the flesh.

The full rescue is future. Nevertheless Paul speaks here
about the life in Christ Jesus which is ours now in spirit
and shall be ours in every way in the oncoming eons. To
occupy our minds with this "saving grace'' hits us in a posi
tive way with growth toward spiritual maturity.
"For the saving grace of God made its advent to all
humanity, training [literally "hitting"] us that, disowning
irreverence and worldly desires, we should be living sanely
and righteously and devoutly in the current eon, anticipat
ing that happy expectation, even the advent of the glory
of the great God and our Saviour, Jesus Christ, Who gives
Himself for us, that He should be redeeming us from all
lawlessness and be cleansing for Himself a people to be
about Him,zealous for ideal acts"(Titus 2:11-14).

What a happy expectation indeed! This is what the
mindset of the spirit dwells upon."For to expectation are
we saved .... Now if we are expecting what we are not
observing, we are awaiting it with endurance"(Rom.8:25).
We have this treasure of God's evangel in earthen ves
sels(2 Cor.4:7), and it is not backed up by visible signs and
wonders. But as we set our minds on this grace of God,it is
backed up by invisible power from God,power of uplifted
life and sustaining peace.
D.H.H.

On These Things Meditate

LIFE AND PEACE

Again and again in the divine literature we see phrases of
power and beauty which breathe contentment and repose.
It is as though coming from the fret and jar ofcity commo
tion, we enter an old-world garden, rich with fragrant qui
etude. Immediately the spirit feels the lull of repose, the
charm of silence. It is an interlude of calm for the tired

or fevered spirit.
In like manner these words of rare intent call us apart
from the whirl of life, and bid us rest awhile. And should

we luxuriate in the language of Paul, how blessed is the
ease of heart and mind! For there is such a wealth of spiri
tual expression which continually rings true to experience
as we open our minds to its power. Truly,"the path of life

leads upward for the intelligent one'' (Prov.l5:24), and
"The mindset of the spirit is life and peace"(Rom.8:6).
Amid the surge of modern city life the brain is crowded
with many thoughts, and God is easily forgotten. The ways
ofthe world and their occupation with the visible and tan
gible things of earth, tend to submerge the spiritual, so
that we ever require the "one thing needful" as our happy

portion. Therefore we would set our minds often on God
and His evangel concerning the Son of His love, that life
and peace may be truly ours.
So it is that Paul directs our believing to "Him Who
rouses Jesus our Lord from among the dead ones. Who is

given up because of our offenses, and is roused because
of our justifying"(Rom.4:24,25). And thus he adds,"Jus
tified, then, by faith, we may be having peace toward
God, through our Lord Jesus Ghrist, through Whom we
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Thoughts of Life and Peace

have the access also, by faith, into this grace in which we
stand, and we may be glorying in expectation of the glory
ofGod"(Rom.5:l,2).

Here is life which is life indeed,and peace which is God s
own calm! For the people of God this life and peace has
ever existed, and is perpetuated when the mind is set on
the spirits law which is "life in Ghrist Jesus"(Rom.8:2).
Without hearing the grace we have heard, the Psalm
ist exulted with expectation,"You shall acquaint me with
the path of life; Satisfying rejoicings are in Your presence;
Pleasantness is at Your right hand"(Psa.l6:ll). And again,
"How precious are Your thoughts to me,O El! How plen
tiful are their sums!"(Psa.l39:17). As for us, Paul writes,

"For you do not get slavery's spirit to fear again, but you
get sonship's spirit in which we are crying, Abba, Father!'
The spirit itself is testifying together with our spirit that
we are children of God"(Rom.8:15,16).

These thoughts of the infinite One for the children of
His choice, are spread as a banquet in the grand area of
His Word. There they lie, extending as it were,from valley
to mountain,from the mists of early, formative revelation,
to the unclouded splendor of the highest peaks of truth.
Things spiritual, vibrant with life and peace; and devotion
to them an "open sesame" to the mind of God. And the
more we are taken up with them the deeper is our joy.
There is a beautiful expression of this desire for God in
the sixty-third Psalm. Note the line sequence:
"My soul thirstsfor You; Myflesh cravesfor You like a
land arid andfaint, without water....

As withfatness and richness my soul shall he satisfied.
And withjubilant lips my mouth shall praise ....
My soul clings to You; Your riaht hand upholds me"
(Psa.63:l,5,8).

Thirst is followed by satisfaction which inspires keener
trust.

Gods Law of Grace
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Yet how more joyfully do we,like Paul, while still under
sins law, cling with our minds to Gods law of grace, and
find refreshment of spirit. "Nothing ... is now condem
nation to those in Christ Jesus. For the spirits law of life
in Christ Jesus frees [us] from the law of sin and death.
For what is impossible to the law, in which it was infirm
through the flesh, does Cod, sending His own Son in the
likeness of sins flesh and concerning sin. He condemns
sin in the flesh, that the righteous intent of the law may
be fulfilled in us, who are not walking in accord with flesh,
but in accord with spirit"(Rom.8:1-4).
Here indeed we see beauties which flood our hearts with
the consciousness of Cod. And as we love them because

they reflect the divine, we are truly taught of Cod. Thus
we read with an ever-deepening discernment and apprecia
tion, reveling in the things which make for life and peace.
Cod alone can soothe the overcharged heart and His
quietness expel trouble. "Be still, and know!" Stillness is
requisite for knowledge. And to be a student of things
divine is to cherish the best kind of knowledge, for the
choice carries with it a foretaste of the life of the oncom

ing eons. Other knowledge may be desirable, and ofsome
value, but it does not impart life and peace.
Things of earth please for the moment,break as a bub
ble, and pass. But the life which is from Cod in Christ
is deep and strong. Its endless flow is shrined in calm.
Paul knew its grand repose when he penned his fine testi
mony:"I learned to be content in that in which I am. I am
aware what it is to be humbled as well as aware what it is

to be superabounding. In everything and among all am I
initiated, to be satisfied as well as to be hungering, to be
superabounding as well as to be in want" (Phil.4:ll,12).
We comprehend the apostle s attitude as we note another
declaration: "For whatever promises are of Cod, are in
Him Tes.' Wherefore through Him also is the Amen to
Cod,for glory, through us"(2 Cor.1:20).
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Devoutness with Contentment

What enrichment is ours in the beloved One,for who

but He can ensure the peace of earth, and the final calm
of the wide universe. Limitless wealth and ability is His.
Therefore, in the present evil age we should endure,"as
seeing Him Who is invisible." And as we mature in faith
we restfully fall in with divine appointments. We find it
easier to forego cherished plans, largely leaving the shap
ing of our course to Him.
Our spiritual blessings among the celestials constitute
our highest call to life and peace. Yet even so,"devoutness
with contentment is great capital"(1 Tim.6:6), and there
are many humble souls who prove this, to whom higher
knowledge has not come. Pure in heart, they see God in so
many ways,that their hearts truly sense His rare repose. It
is good to know such people of God,for they are life oases
in the desert wilds. They just exhale life and peace.
However, apart from such refreshment, we must prove
for ourselves the blessedness of Gods will. He has revealed

so much for head and heart, that we may well be taken up
with the unfoldings of His mind. Therein lies our peace
as we ascend faiths mountain. And the life of the ages
gilds its crest. The foretaste of glory may be ours, how
ever toilsome the ascent. It was so with Paul. See how he

pierces the filaments of sense and space. His pen depicts
no earthly potentate as holding him in thrall, but gives the
higher view that makes for life and peace.
Paul, the prisoner ofChristJesus! He looked beyond the
passing moves of men to the prime Mover of all things. He
kept his vision clear.
O that we might lift our eyes to the great Invisible, that
such poise may be ours as to ensure a light regard for things

of earth, and a more deeply rooted affection for things
above. For, to be spiritually minded is life and peace.
-adapted from a Meditation by William Mealand

Material Mirrors ofSpiritual Truths

CREATION AND DISRUPTION

To really comprehend the truth presented to us in the
creation and disruption of the earth, we must consider
its place in God s primeval purpose, and its relation to His
other creations in the universe. When we consider the sun

and the stars, with the beneficent brilliance, the earth is

dark and dismal and utterly dead apart from their light
and heat. It takes a very low rank, if not the lowest, now
that it is, to a considerable degree, still a disintegrating
chaos. Why was it not left as it was when originally cre
ated? Because it is the stage on which God reveals, not
only His creative power, but the deeper attributes of wis
dom and grace and love.
god's wisdom

God s wisdom needs a foil for its fullest display. To be
sure, the creation itself calls for a measure of intelligence
far beyond that of any of His creatures, to which He has
imparted the minute measure that they possess. The earth
is filled with examples of divine providence which makes
all who ponder them marvel. But one who has turned his
eyes to the empyrean, and considered the stars and their
systems, the milky way with its myriads of luminaries,
Gods wisdom seems to be unfathomable. Truly, we can
say with the psalmist (Psa.8:4-6):
^ What is a mortal that You are 'mindful of him,

"•"Or a son of mankind that You are visiting him?
You make him 'lack a little fof ^the messengers^%
And with glory and honor You 'crown him.
® You ^give him the 'rule 'over the ^works of Your hands;

^

All have You set under his feet:
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The Divine Purpose

From this it is evident that God planned the earth and
man for a special purpose which could not be fulfilled apart
from it. Paul tells us that He creates all, and especially the
present secret administration that He might make known
to the sovereignties and authorities among the celestials the
multifarious wisdom of God. Here, on this chaotic earth,
in this sinful world. His wisdom has deeper and direr prob
lems to solve than in the rest ofthe universe, hence it pres
ents a better field for its display (Eph.3:9-10). This scene
of sin seems to be the best background on which to reveal
the deepest depths of divine wisdom.
LOVE AND GRACE

Love lacks a foil for its display in a perfect environment.
Ifthe earth had not been wrecked and ruined in the begin
ning and all nature were pleasant and perfect as on the
original earth, and if Adam had not introduced sin and
dying and death, how little need would there be of God s
intervention in the affairs of mankind! He would remain

the unknown, the unloved Deity, unneeded, unwanted
and unappreciated by the creatures of His hand and heart,
and without the affection which He craves, not only from
mankind, but from the celestial hosts as well.

Above all other things there was need ofsin, which would
produce suffering and misery, so that there would be the
need and the desire for a Saviour; as well as estrangement
and enmity in human hearts, so that there could be recon
ciliation, and humanity could be drawn closer to the heart
of God than any others of His creatures. This demands an
imperfect environment to produce it.
The Subjector wishes to reveal His hand by making the
first last and the last first(Luke 13:30). This will not only
be so on the earth in the kingdom, but in the universe as
well. The dregs of earth will become the highest among
the celestials. His Son came down to the deepest depths
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of earth, and to the dreadful death of the cross, in order

to be raised to the place supreme. So, also, the despised of
this world will be made judges of messengers (1 Cor.6:3).
If God is to be All in all(1 Cor.15:28), it is necessary that
He do all according to His will even in the wicked eons
when men act as a foil to show His all-conquering might.
An estranged humanity on a disintegrating earth provides
Him with the opposition that He needs.
THE READJUSTMENT

Even as Adam was not restored to his original sinless
condition, but was fitted for a comparatively short and
evil life ending in death, so the earth was not restored to
its primeval perfection, but readjusted to become a disin
tegrating habitation for mankind for the evil eons, until it
is destroyed by fire, and a new creation restores it to more
than its primeval perfection. This readjustment brought a
measure oflight, but a measure of darloiess remained. The
water was divided by the atmosphere, some above, some
below. Then less than half ofthe land surface became dry.
When we compare this with the future new creation, when
there is no night, and no sea, and the log of life, in place of
the tree ofthe knowledge of good and evil, we realize that
the first week s work was not a complete restoration, but
only a readjustment, to set the stage for the eons ofevil
God saw all that He had made and found it very good
(Gen.1:21). This is the divine viewpoint, with which we
heartily agree. It seems to contradict the human aspect,
which we have been considering. These two seem to dif
fer because God looks at the intrinsic essence and the

ultimate result, while we see nothing but the temporary
outward appearance. When we consider the conclusion of
the eons, even the evil eons are transformed into good by
the result. For the great purpose of revealing Gods wis
dom and love all the evil background is indispensable and
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Discordant Translations

effective, hence beneficial. But to shortsighted humans,
who cannot see the sequel, it seems to be bad, very bad.
MODERN THEOLOGY ASTRAY

The apostasy of modern theology, on the subject ofcre
ation and disruption is revealed by the popular discordant
translations. They render DOWN-CASTing almost always
by ''thefoundation of the world." To agree with this they
convey the false idea that the earth was created "without
form and void," although they definitely deny this in Isa
iah 45:18. What kind of a "foundation" is without form and

void? The foundation of the physical system in which we
live was perfect. It was the wrecking of that system that
made it a chaos, and demanded, not a restoration to the

former ideal condition, but an adaptation or re-adjust
ment to set the stage for the tragedy of the eons.
PETER ON THE DISRUPTION

The apostle Peter foretold the presence of those who
claim that "all is continuing thus from the beginning of
creation. For they want to be oblivious of this, that there
were heavens of old, and an earth cohering out of water
and through water, by the word of God; through which
the then world, being deluged by water, perished"(2 Peter
3:6). This was such a complete destruction that it is com
pared with the future dissolution of the elements by fire,
which will call for a new creation. Peter definitely goes
back to the creation, and describes the earth as we find

it submerged, as in the second verse of Genesis. Then the
whole old world perished, and the weeks work was needed
to make it habitable again.
We were taught that this referred to the flood of Noahs
day, but found that unsatisfactory. This does not lead us
back to the beginning of creation (2 Peter 3:4). Most of
earths inhabitants were drowned in the later deluge, but
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there was no need of a week s work or to create anything
anew. The flood is compared with another event:"accord

ing as it occurred in the days of Noah, thus will it be in
the days ofthe Son of Mankind also"(Luke 17:26). Peter,
like the writer of Hebrews(Heb.4:3), connects the disrup
tion of the world, right after its creation, with its dissolu
tion by fire and the new earth in the new creation(2 Peter
3:10-13). This is one ofthe keys which show us the harmo
nious balance of Gods operations.
RESULTS

A great work can only be properly judged by its out
come. Every part of it, especially the preparations for it,
must be seen in the light of the final effect. Only by a full
realization of the results of God s dealings with the earth
and humanity, are we able to judge and appreciate His
power and wisdom and love. If popular theology were
correct and the great majority of earths denizens were
doomed to everlasting death or despair, then the creation
of the earth, its chaos and partial readjustment, the intro
duction ofsin and offense, the deluge, God s dealings with
Israel, and the terrible judgments of the future—all the
fearful suffering of mankind—^will reveal the Creator and
Subjector in the worst possible light as lacking power and
wisdom and love.

But if we accept His own words as to the future our esti
mate of Him will be the reverse of this. If all mankind will

be saved (1 Tim.4:10), and justified (Rom.5:18), and rec
onciled (Gol.l:20), and thus were prepared by their suf

fering and sorrow to enjoy God s love endlessly, what a
blessed boon will that be for them and for God! They will
look back upon their brief burdens with thankful hearts
and adore the One Who thus drew them to Himself.

But His chosen ones,the saints, have the greatest incen
tive to praise God for the ruin that followed creation, for
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Gods Rich Results

it has given them the greatest privilege that can come to
a creature, to be Gods ambassadors,to make Him known,

not only to mankind,but to messengers in other realms,and
to reign with Christ, until all God s creatures are brought
back to Him in love and He is All in all.

The chaos following creation was the initial prepara
tion for God s great purpose to draw His creatures close
to Himself, through their suffering, and the suffering of
His Son for their sakes. Let us, then, not only admire His
power and wisdom in creating the heavens and the earth,
but bless and adore Him for the subsequent destruction
of them and their readjustment for the purpose of reveal
ing His grace and His love.
THE EONIAN OPERATION

The creation ofthe heavens and the earth was the begin
ning of the grand operation of the eons. If we turn to the
consummation which ends them, we will find the final

activity, which will complete the subjection begun so long
before. The beginning, however,was in the physical sphere,
but the end will be in the spiritual. As the sudden disrup
tion of the earth was followed by a week of readjustment,
so the insubordination ofthe first human is being followed
by the gradual subjection of all mankind in the eonian
times. At their conclusion the Father will have subjected
all under the feet of the Son, by means ofHis spirit. Then
the Son Himself will no longer subject others, but be sub
jected Himself. Then one spirit ofsubjection will prevail,
so that the Subjector, by His spirit, will become All in all.
He was All in Himself, then All in His Son, and, later. All
in His saints at their vivification, and will be All in all the

rest of humanity at the consummation.
CREATION —WHY SO

Once we know that the material creation is God s reve

lation of Himself in a tangible form, which humanity can
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perceive, it takes only a short step to realize why it was
later made as it is. It was created perfect in the beginning.
But this failed to reveal the deepest and most precious
attribute of Gods heart. Therefore, when it was read

justed from the disruption of the second verse of Genesis,
it was permeated with evil, such as intermittent darkness,
and with combinations of life-giving with death-dealing
elements in the air and water and land. This was done in

such a way as to bring about the evil eons, and the great
est of all sins, the crucifixion of Ghrist, by which His love
is fully revealed. Yet this will be remedied by a new cre
ation. But this is not the only result. It also gives us a pre
view and a picture ofthe spiritual course of God s method
of uniting all to Himself at the consummation.
NEW CREATION

The mere fact that there will be a new creation in which

darkness, and the other deficiencies of this readjustment,
will be removed, should show that this arrangement is
by no means ideal. Why do away with the night and the
sea and the decadence introduced just before the eonian
times,ifthese were perfect equipment at their beginning?
And how can we avoid the clear indication that the spirit of
Elohim was responsible for these temporal deficiencies?
CREATED EVIL

A truth greatly needed in these days by those who wish
to understand and appreciate Gods eonian operations, is
His deliberate and designed use of evil. If we can show
this on the grand scale of the eons, it may help much to
recognize it in the minor relations of life. One reason why
this is not generally recognized, is the unscriptural idea
of punishment that prevails. All judgment, which is really
righting wrongs, has been perverted into vindictive pun
ishment with no hope ofcorrection,such as the theological
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Judgment not Punishment

theory of the final fate of the unbeliever. The Subjector s
great readjustments in commencing each eon have been
popularly degraded from preparations for future eons to
visitations of vengeance for past misdeeds.
PUNISHMENT

Before I examined the vocabulary of the Scriptures sci

entifically, I was under the impression that it was full of
the idea expressed by punish or punishment. I certainly
was biased infavor of it. But, now that I look for it among
the list of English words used to make the Concordant ver
sion, I find only three occurrences in the whole book. Not
once is it needed in the Hebrew. There is plenty ofjudg
ing, correcting, etc., but not punishing. In the Greek it is
used twice of Saul of Tarsus'treatment of those he perse
cuted (Acts 22:5; 26:11). Here it fits well, for, as Aristotle

says of the Greek word,it is penal, and indicates the satis
faction of the one who inflicts it. Only those who believed
on Christ were punished by Saul, not those who rejected
Him! In Hebrews 10:29 punishment is only a supposition
concerning the unworthiness of those who trample under
foot the Son of God. God gets no satisfaction out ofthe suf
fering of His creatures, but visits evil on all, even on Christ
and Paul, for their own good and for the benefit of others.
THE DELUGE AND THE RESTORATION

Both the deluge and the restoration (Acts.3:21), which
precedes the kingdom of Christ, are readjustments, pre
paring for the impending eon. Far too much emphasis has
been laid on the idea that they both are the punishment for
the conduct of mankind during the previous eon. The mere

fact that they fall upon comparatively few of the antedilu
vians and of those in this eon (for most have died before

they are inflicted), should show that they can reach only
a minute minority of the great mass who have sinned in

Readjustment demarcates Eons
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the foregoing eon. Billions who have lived in this eon have
already died, and will not suffer the impending inflictions.
All of these, who are not believers, will be judged at the
great white throne, not during the readjustment for the
succeeding eon. In this these catastrophes are alike. They
are preparatory, not personal or penal.
DELUGE READJUSTMENT

As all flesh was ruining its way on the earth (Gen.6:12),
and mankind was to be given a new start in the impending
eon under a different form of subjection, and only Noah,
who was just by faith, had found grace, with his family, all
the rest ofthe race was drowned in the deluge. In this way
the race itself survived, and was given a new start.
Physically, this present eon was to be an era of failure
by disintegration (Heb. bl). So it was commenced with a
major example of it, for the word deluge(m hul) has this
meaning, and Babel(b bl), which tore mankind apart, was
also of this nature. Even soil on which no moisture had

fallen before, is now being eroded by the rain. Mankind
was held together before the flood, by having one succes
sion of rulers, the firstborn succession of Adam. Now they
are split apart, into many nations, by a motly mass of rul
ers, in order to make mans rule a failure.
RESTORATION

In contrast to this, many will be saved through the
impending indignation. We know of 144,000 especially.
The fact that a third of mankind will be slain by the sixth
messenger (Rev.9:15,18) leaves the impression that many
will go through the indignation, not only in Israel, but also
among the other nations, to form the nucleus of the king
dom of the Son of humanity over the whole race.
Physically, the changes will be beneficial, as a rule.
The great earthquakes (Rev.8:5; 11:13), especially that
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Vibration and Light

one which jars every mountain and island out of its place
(Rev.6:14), may be used to change the earth itself back to
its normal and original place, and bring back the climate,
and restore the year back to its normal and original length
of three hundred and sixty days.
GOD IN PHYSICAL SPHERE

In the physical sphere God alone acts to prepare and
adjust the elements for each eon. No human would pre
sume to have had any hand in these great transactions.
We have learned how to predict the weather, to a lim
ited extent, but who would even dare to turn back a tor

nado, or stop a cyclone? All we have done along this line
has been to darken the atmosphere with smoke or infest
it with deadly fumes. A single major earthquake calls for
more power than the combined might of all mankind. Now
that we have learned to harness the atom, our main pur

pose, apparently, is to destroy one another with it.
The counterpart of God s physical operations will be
found in each eon. The offensive sin of Adam channelled

chaos into the spiritual world. In this mankind lived before
the flood. There was spiritual darkness, thirst, and hun
ger, which overwhelmed them all in death, even before
the deluge. Yet they lived much longer than we do today.
In the counterpart of that eon, long life will be restored,
and, the Second Adam will reverse the downward course

introduced by the first. So we see that God s great plan is
essentially a reversal
VIBRATION THE ACTION OF SPIRIT

The fact that the vibration of the spirit introduces the
whole account of the readjustment, and that no other
action is needed to account for the results, seems to show

clearly that all further change is due to this activity of
the spirit. As not only light, but water and air and land
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are essential for life on earth, and the spirit is called the
spirit of life (John 6:63; Rev.lLll), the forms of life that
follow, the vegetation, the souls in the water, in the atmo
sphere, and on the land, including humanity, are all due
to this primal pulsation of spirit. This seems to give some
validity to a basic theory of science, that light and life are
the expression of periodic vibration. This is not modern,
but was taught long before the coming of Christ, and may
have been based upon this divine revelation. The differ
ent forms that the same material can take, as ice, water,

steam, should help us to see its possibilities.
LIGHT

One thing seems well established, both by God s Word
and His works; that light is udulatory energy. First of all,
it enables us to see. But it can also be transformed into
warmth and work. It raises enormous amounts of water in

the form of vapor, which, falling back upon the earth, and
running down as streams, may be harnessed to produce
electricity, and reappear as light, to shine in the darkness,
even as at the beginning. To the spiritual observer the daily
change from darkness to light repeats before his wonder
ing gaze the first grand achievement ofthe vibrating spirit
in the preparation of the earth as the stage on which the
tragedy of the eons is being enacted.
But the light spoken ofin Genesis did not come from the
sun,for the celestial luminaries could not be seen without

an atmosphere, and were not listed until the fourth day.
Strange to say, men used to ridicule this, although they
themselves were able to light up the night to some extent.
In the far future they will have no need for the sun nor the
moon, for the glory of God will illuminate the holy city,
new Jerusalem (Rev.21:22-23). And night will be no more,
and they have no need for lamp light and sunlight, seeing
that the Lord God will be illuminating them (Rev.22:5).
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Four Worlds
DISRUPTION INDEFINITE

The phrases "from the" and "before the disruption" are
printed with a lightface "the" in the present CV, to show
that there is no article "the" in the Original. But few seem
to note this fact or take heed to its message. The disrup
tion here indicated is world disruption in general, a condi
tion, afact, not any special act, but necessarily beginning
with thefirst of the series. It embraces physical as well as
spiritual disruption, the so-called "fall"of Adam as well
as making the earth a chaos and vacant, briefly, before, or
from the operation of evil in the earth or in humanity. If
a particular world had been intended it would have been
named and preceded by the article the. We may change
the CV to "world disruption" in the future.
CREATED AND DISRUPTED

Just as Adam was created quite perfect in his way, but
became a sinner, so the earth also had been created lit for
habitation, but became a chaos and vacant. In both cases

there was a "disruption of the world," and this phrase may
well refer to either or preferably to both,for both together
commence an interval in which God, by means of both
material and spiritual disruption, reveals Himself as Sav
iour and Lover, preparing for the revelation of His power
when He will create them anew. Each one of us will go
through this process also, both physically and spiritu
ally, and, at present, is in a condition akin to the "disrup
tion of the world." This should help us to grasp the force
of this expression.
THE WORLD

Only one "world" or system could have existed when
Cain slew Abel. As this term usually refers to the order or
arrangement of human society, it goes back to the subjec-
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tion of Adam under the Elohim, the Subjectors, and his
descendants. It was this miniature world which was dis

rupted when Adam sinned, transgressed and offended
God. The slaying of Abel by Cain was the most flagrant
and atrocious result of that disruption, the first time that
human blood was shed by a fellow human.Ifthe world had
not been disrupted, Cain would not have slain his brother.
BEFORE AND FROM

Before any disruption Cod loved His Son (John 17:24)
and foreknew Him as the flawless and unspotted Lamb
(1 Peter 1:20), and chose us in Him (Eph.l:4). This shows
that sacrifice was in Cod s heart even before sin was intro

duced. But it was not till Adam s sin, or from a disruption,

that His Kingdom was made ready(Matt.25:34), blood was
shed(Luke 11:50),the works occurred (Heb.4:3). Then the

suffering of Christ was due (Heb.9:26), and, in a sense.
He was the Lambkin slain as soon as sin entered (Rev.

13:8). The names of all in the scroll of life were entered

in that far distant past, so the disruption did not affect
their fate (Rev.l7:8).
sin's disruption and repudiation

The effects of the initial disruption could only be met
by sacrifice (Heb.9:26). So Abel sacrificed a sin-offering.
But Cain refused to do this, and brought a bloodless offer
ing offruit, which Cod could not accept, as it failed to rec
ognize the curse of death. It is only at the conclusions of
the eons, and of the worlds, that the sacrifice of Christ

will have its full effect. Then sin will be repudiated as an
instrument of divine revelation, so there will be no more

disruptions after the consummation. By means of these
disruptions, countered by the sacrifice of Christ, Cod will
draw all mankind into the embrace of His paternal love.
A. E. Knoch

Fostering with the Words ofFaith

THE HOLY SPIRIT OF GOD

Question:"The Concordant Versions rendering 'holy
spirit'(instead of,'Holy Spirit') seems strange to me.
When I try to show my friends how accurate and help
ful the Concordant Version is, they are stumbled by
the rendering 'holy spirit,'instead of'the Holy Spirit,'
by which phrase they understand 'the third Person of
the Holy Trinity'In any case, why do you use a small
'h' and's' instead of a capital 'H' and 'S,' especially
since you use a capital 'H'on 'He,''His,' and 'Him'
where these pronouns are used in reference to God or
to Christ? Also, what is the difference between 'holy
spirit' and 'the holy spirit,'in those instances in which
the Greek definite article (as indicated by 'the') is
included in the Original? And finally, in texts in which
the definite article does not appear, is it correct to say
'a holy spirit'instead of simply 'holy spirit'"?

Answer: I sympathize with you on the problem of the
lower case "holy spirit" in the CV, which is an attempt to
be neutral in translation. In the Explanatory Information
section of the Concordant Literal New Testament

WITH Keyword Concordance (p.620), it is stated that,
"[in nearly all cases,] it is left to the reader to decide for
himself which aspect of SPIRIT is in view in a given occur
rence .... It was decided to keep personal concepts out
of the controversy by not capitalizing the word spirit in its
various occurrences. This should not be taken as a symp
tom of irreverence toward god's holy spirit but rather

as a sign of human incompetence to deal with the prob-
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lem in a satisfactory manner, without injecting personal
opinion, and thus detracting from the laud of His glory."
Perhaps a "better" solution (though probably impractical
in a version) would be to set this phrase in small caps, as
"holy spirit,'' as I sometimes have done in expositions,
at least in the midst of exegesis.

Through fallacious thinldng (e.g., certain false assump
tions as to idiom), it is sometimes possible to misuse the
fact of the presence of the definite article ("the"). As a
rule, however, noting its presence can be quite helpful.
One important point is that "the" can always be converted
either to "this"(near demonstrative pronoun)or "that"(far
demonstrative) without changing the sense, though often
with the result of the clarification of the sense. This help
ful practice of noting that "'the'[actually] equals 'this,'"
cannot change the sense of any text; but, besides afford
ing clarification, it will often manifest the invalid nature
of popular reasoning such as that founded on the com
mon expression ''the gospel," from which it is concluded
that"there is only one gospel," when sane logic on this very
point will preclude such a conclusion.
Where the definite article is not present, however,it does
not follow that the (English)indefinite article ("a") is nec
essarily to be understood. That depends upon the nature
of the case. For example, take the case of"holy spirit."
Unless,in some instance, the particular
entails a ref
erence to a specific, discrete "holy spirit," we should
simply say, "holy spirit" (instead of either "the holy
SPIRIT," or "a HOLY spirit"). But where, again, in the

nature of the case, it is evident that a discrete entity is in
view, then we not only may but should employ the indefi
nite article (e.g.,"a day of salvation; 2 Cor.6:2). If, in such
instances, we were to use no article at all,(1) we would fail

to indicate the fact that a discrete entity is in view; and (2)
we would violate the dictates of good English. Conversely,
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"Spirit" is Imperceptible Power

if, in such cases, we should employ the definite article,
those who falsely imagine that its import is "the one and
only [such entity]," instead of, its true sense,"[this or that]
[such entity]," would be given grist for their mill.
Hence,in answer to your question concerning instances

in which the definite article is not included in the Orig
inal, while in such cases it would not necessarily be mis

taken to say "fl HOLY SPIRIT," it would only be correct to
do so in instances in which it was evident that a discrete

HOLY SPIRIT was in view. In most usages of Greek nouns
in cases where they appear without the definite article,
however, a discrete entity is in view, and, therefore, in
English, the indefinite article "a" should be employed (as
in 2 Cor.6:2). This is because,while,in Greek,the idea con

veyed by the English "a" is understood (not expressed), in
English, according to custom, it must be expressed.
In trying to help your friends who are hindered by tra
dition, point out to them that holy means "consecrated"
(or "devoted"), and spirit means "imperceptible power."
Hence,"holy spirit" means "consecrated impercep
tible power." Now, "[imperceptible] power" is a thing,

not a person. Hence, if, in any certain passages (such as
Acts 13:2), personal qualities should be ascribed to HOLY
SPIRIT, it follows that such usages are not literal, but fig
urative. They are the figure termed Personification, by
which personal qualities are ascribed to non-personal enti
ties, even as in the case of Law, Sin, Death, Righteousness,
Grace, and so forth.

In some usages of HOLY SPIRIT, a compound figure is
involved, by which (as in Acts 13:2) not only is the usage a
matter of Personification, but of Metonymy; that is, ofthe
association of the personified entity with an actual being,
namely, God Himself. It is also helpful to note that wher
ever we read of"holy spirit," or of"the holy spirit,"

this is a contraction (hence, the figure of Omission, or
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Ellipsis) of"holy spirit [e.g., which is of God],'' or "the
HOLY SPIRIT [of God]"{cp Eph.4:30).
These are all objective facts that must be intelligently
grasped. They should be wholeheartedly embraced and
applied by all, prior to any judgments as to interpreta
tion. Indeed, apart from such knowledge, legitimate hermeneutics is impossible.
One should also become acquainted with what orthodox
Trinitarianism actually affirms,^ noting especially that—^be
its exponents ever so zealous in their claim that "Jesus is
the second Person of the Trinity"—Trinitarianisms own
interpretation of the sense in which this proposition is to
be understood,entails it also being so that Jesus is only God
in a sense that is incompatible with the proposition that He

is literally and absolutely (hence, identificationally) God.^
Many of our friends seem unable to concentrate suf
ficiently to grasp such particulars, or else are disinclined
to do so. Yet those outside are usually far too prejudiced
against our teaching to give it a fair hearing; and unless
given special grace, will not thank us for proving their
beliefs to be false. This makes it impossible for them to
grasp what we are actually saying. Most would have us
simplify things more than we can or should. They want
our explanations to be sufficiently simple that they them
selves need not gain any new proficiencies, nor otherwise
put themselves to much inconvenience.
It is all too human simply to "get on a bandwagon," thus
avoiding the labor of adequate study. One bandwagon, in
1. cf Unsearchable Riches,"The Doctrine of the Triune God," vol.22,
pp.167-192.

2. cf Unsearchable Riches,"One God and One Lord," vol.85, pp.215224;cp "One God and One Lord," part two, vol.85, pp.251-263;"Yahweh is the Only Elohim," vol.86, pp.10-18; and "The Only True God,"
vol.86, pp.63-74.
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acceptance of Trinitarianism, is promoted by appeals to
human authority and tradition, and especially by the biasinducing claim that one s acceptance ofthe tenets ofTrini
tarianism is essential to salvation (however unthoughtfully
those tenets may be embraced). The other bandwagon,in
rejection of Trinitarianism, often finds its appeal among
those lacking sufficient interest in accuracy and fairness,
and is often promoted through misrepresentation, mock
ery, and the destruction of straw men (in its "disproofs"
of Trinitarianism). Of course if we would be faithful, we

must avoid the latter wagon as surely as the former.
In light of such needs, then, for progress toward matu
rity, may we "not cease praying," for one another and for
all, "requesting that [we] may be filled full with the real
ization of[God s] will, in all wisdom and spiritual under
standing,[us] to walk worthily ofthe Lord for all pleasing,
bearing fruit in every good work, and growing in the real
ization of God'(Col.1:9).
J.R.C.
SPIRIT

Spirit is the invisible, intangible power of action, life, and intelli
gence. It is an intelligent principle of action (Luke 9:55; 2 Cor.12:18),
as the spirit of meekness(1 Cor.4:21), ofprophecy(Rev.19:10), offaith

(2 Cor.4:13), of sonship (Rom.S: 15), of power and love and sanity
(2 Tim.1:7), of slavery(Rom. 8:15), of stupor (Rom.11:8), and of the
world (1 Cor.2:12). It is used of the life principle common to animals
(Ecc.3:21), and mankind (Gen.6:17). It is also applied to metaphys
ical beings (2 Chr.l8:20) without flesh or bones (Luke 24:39), which
are usually unclean or evil(1 Tim.4:l), as well as demons(Luke 4:33)
and messengers (Rev.4:5).
Its highest use denotes the divine power as manifested in His invisi
ble,intangible operations(John 4:24),the Spirit ofGod,that holy Spirit
(Matt.1:18; John 3:8; Acts 13:2) which comes on men for power(Acts
1:8), baptizes for cleansing (Acts 1:5) and unifying (1 Gor.12:13), fill

ing for utterance (Acts 2:4; Eph.5: 18), sealing for safety (Eph.l:13),
and homing (1 Gor.3:16) for permanent fellowship.
A. E. Knoch

To God be the Glory

THE MYTH OF "FREE WILL"

We all need to see to our "responsibilities"thus fulfilling
our duties. By practicing proper"role responsibility" we learn
to live "responsibly," which is to say dutifully and uprightly.
It is important for us to realize that we are "responsible"
for our actions, in the sense of being answerable for them
or subject to their consequences. This is simply to say, we
are accountable, or subject to judgment, for our deeds.
Accordingly, we must realize that the so-called "fatalis
tic" notion is false (even as absurd) which affirms that since

the particulars of our future course are fixed, therefore we
might just as well be careless as careful, while making no
more attempt to pursue a life of virtue and industry than
of sin and sloth.

Furthermore, we must remember that we act voluntarily,
according to our own choices, apart from compulsion (i.e.,
force, contrary to our own will). Good results require good
actions; and good actions require good decisions, according
to self-discipline. Therefore,in the words ofthe Psalmist, let
us "withdraw from evil and do good"(Psa.34:14a; 37:27a).
For discipline in righteousness, these are the things we
need to know,and be reminded of, even as teach to our chil

dren; not prideful notions of"free will" which preclude our
being able to thank God alone for our virtues while trust
ing in His wise and good design concerning all.
It by no means follows from the reality and importance of
role responsibility that what is actually contended for by those
who advocate "free will," therefore exists. We do well to rec

ognize this simply because it is true; yet especially because
of the deleterious consequences of believing in free will.
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Free will, in fact, is an untenable position. Either events
occur due to that which causes them to occur,or events occur

due to nothing at all. If what happens is caused to happen,
it cannot be prevented from happening. And, if what hap
pens is not caused to happen, neither can it be prevented
from happening. In the former example, the event is the
effect of its cause; in the latter example, the event is not an
effect, and it has no cause.
But one has no more ultimate control over that which

simply occurs, due to nothing at all, than over that which is
made to occur, as the effect of a cause. In the former case,
determinism is affirmed; in the latter case, indeterminism

is affirmed. But in either case, ultimate control is precluded.
Ultimate control is sometimes technically termed"categori
cal could-have-done-otherwiseness." The common name for

categorical could-have-done-otherwiseness, is "free will."^
The above considerations prove that whether determin
ism, indeterminism, or some combination of the two con

stitutes the true account of human affairs, in any case, the
notion of ultimate control (i.e., free will or moral responsi
bility) is necessarily mistaken.
Whether or not God determines "whatsoever comes to

pass"(as affirmed in the illustrious Westminster Confession),
is not the issue insofar as the question ofwhether or not free
will obtains is concerned. The point is that free will is impos
sible—^whether determinism is true or false. Consequently,
under any possible scenario, free will is false, and, whether
Cod determines all events, some events, or no events.

1. Free will, in turn, is sometimes termed "moral responsibility." This
is a most confusing expression; for indeed, as explained above, there
is an uncontested sense in which our wills are free as well as our

actions of a moral nature, we ourselves being "responsible for" our
actions. No such considerations, however, constitute any proof what
soever that, ultimately speaking, under the conditions that obtained,
our past actions could have been different than they were.

The Dilemma of"Free Will"
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The fact that mainstream "freewill responsibility" not
only is not true but cannot possibly be true, may be cogently
argued as follows:
If determinism is true,then ail events,including any
persons decisions and actions, are fully determined by
circumstances which are ultimately beyond that per
sons control. If this is so, then that person could not
have decided or acted differently. Hence, the person
was not free [in the usual freewill sense].
If determinism is false, then there are at least some

events which are not fully determined by antecedent
circumstances. To the extent that human decisions

and actions are among those events which are not fully
determined,those decisions and actions occur by pure
chance [i.e., due to nothing]. But what occurs by pure
chance is not within a persons control. Therefore, to
the extent that decision and action are not determined,

the person is unfree.
But determinism is either true or false. Hence a

person is never free with respect to decisions, actions,
or the results of actions.

But a person is morally responsible for an action or
occurrence only if he is free in that respect.
Therefore, no one is ever morally responsible for
any decision, action, or outcome.^
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF TRUTH^

All the details of the life of every person, exist among
2. See the discussion ofthis dilemma in A. S. Kaufman,"Responsibility,
Moral and Legal," The Encyclopedia of Philosophy,pp.183-188,
ed. Paul Edwards(New York: Macmillan, 1967); cited in the Introduc

tion to Freedom of the Will,by Jonathan Edwards,The Library of
Liberal Arts edition, pp.xxxii, xxxiii, by Arnold S. Kaufman and William
K. Frankena(New York: The Bobbs-Merrill Company, Inc., 1969).
3. Portions of the following section were adapted from Metaphys
ics, second edition, chapter six, pp.58-71, by Richard Taylor (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice Hall, 1974).
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that class of statements which happen to be true. This is
so whether or not we know them to be true, and, whether

or not any certain of their particulars concern the past or
future. Anything that is true concerning the future, as much
so as anything that is true concerning the past, is timelessly true today.

This is so simply on the basis that there is such a thing as
truth, and that this has nothing at all to do with the passage
of time. Though truth often concerns events which once
were not, which later come to be and later still cease to be,

the truth itself concerning these events never becomes true,
nor ceases to be true; it simply is true.
Now that which is true concerning any particular event
entails the certainty ofthat event. This is because that which
is true cannot possibly be untrue; for then it may be untrue,
which is contradictory to the fact that it is true. Similarly
the certainty of an event entails its inevitability This is
because that which is certain cannot possibly be uncertain;
for then it may be uncertain, which is contradictory to the
fact that it is certain.

Whether any individual event should be a past event or
a future event is beside the point. Therefore, the events of
the future are as inevitable as the events of the past.
It is important to realize that every meaningful state
ment, regardless of subject, is either true or else it is false.
There is no middle ground. This principle thus is appropri
ately called the law of the excluded middle. It has nothing
to do with what tense the statement happens to express, nor
with the question whether anyone, man or God,happens to
know whether it is true or false.

In principle, it is vouchsafed by the apostle Paul in his
instruction concerning supervisors in the ecclesia, that they
are to "uphold the faithful word according to the teaching,
that [they] may be able to entreat with sound teaching as
well as to expose those who contradict"(Titus 1:9).

The Sum of Gods Knowledge
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No such ministry would be possible apart from one s
acknowledgement and consistent application of this first
principle ofsound thinking,"the law ofthe excluded middle."
It is only on a basis ofthis principle that we are able to judge
whether one proposition contradicts another or not. Noth

ing could be more foolish, then,than the false piety ofrepu
diating the very rudiments of sanity and soundmindedness
through their dismissal as being but "vain philosophy." As
was declared unto Peter,"What God cleanses, do not you
count contaminating!" {cp Acts 10:15b).
THE WISDOM AND KNOWLEDGE OF GOD

Let us remember that God knows all; which is to say that
He is omniscient."If our heart should be censuring us, God
is greater than our heart, and He knows all"(1 John 3:20).

That is, God knows everything that is true; which includes
the knowledge concerning every false statement that it is
false, as surely as the knowledge concerning every true state
ment that it is true.

He therefore knows not only the day and hour of your
birth, but He knows, as you surely do not, the date of your
death,even the exact moment and the circumstances thereof.

Accordingly, then. He knows whether an ant walked across
my desk last night, and if so what ant it was, how long it
remained, and so forth. This is because He knows every
truth about this insect that there is. Similarly, of course He
knows when some ant will again appear on my desk, if ever.
He knows the number of hairs on my head, notes the fall
of every sparrow, knows why it fell and why it was going to
fall. This is because God knows, concerning any statement
whatever that anyone could formulate, that it is true,in case
it is, and otherwise, that it is false. That which His prophets
proclaim, is simply that minute portion of the sum of His
knowledge which He is pleased to communicate to men.
Gonsider the further example that it is true that Pres-
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ident Kennedy was murdered. This means that it was true

that he was going to be murdered: that the future would
include that very event. That is, if the statement made now,
that President Kennedy has been murdered, is a true one,
then, most assuredly, the prediction made before the event,
that he was going to be murdered,was true as well. The two
statements have exactly the same content, and are in fact the
same statement, except for variation in tense.

It is correct as well to say that the murder of President
Kennedy was inevitable. This is because no man is able to
avoid what is truly described, nor bring about what is falsely
described. No one can make false that which is true, any
more than make true that which is false.

The true answer to the question, then,"Will President
Kennedy ever be murdered?" should such a question have
been asked (as it undoubtedly was asked by many) prior to
that fateful day of November 22, 1963, would have been,
"Yes, he will be murdered; that is the only possible thing
that can happen."
Of course it is true that if better precautions had been
taken, then President Kennedy would not have been mur
dered. But then it is true as well that since they were not
taken, neither were they going to be taken.
THE POWER OF TRUTH

It bears repeating that either a statement is true or else it
is false. Hence a statement concerning the occurrence of a
future event is either true or else it is false. Therefore, since

statements concerning the occurrence offuture events are
either true or else they are false,it is incorrect to say that state
ments concerning future events are neither true nor false.
All that has happened and all that will happen,is a part of
whatever is true. Therefore, it is incorrect to say that truth

concerning some future events does not yet exist. This is
because whatever will happen is that concerning which it
is now already true that it will happen.

"Fated" by the One, Elohim
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Since the truth concerning all that will happen already
exists, it follows concerning any certain past event that, before
it happened,it was already true that it was going to happen.
Hence ifI should eat an apple tomorrow,it was already true
today that I would eat an apple tomorrow, even as that, on
the morrow, I could not not eat an apple. These principles
are as true concerning all events and all persons, as they are
concerning some events and some persons. Whether the
subject at hand is myself and my eating of an apple tomor
row, Satan and his mobilization of the nations for battle at

the end ofthe thousand years, or God Himselfand His swift
response thereunto in sending fire out of heaven to devour
them (Rev. 20:7-9)—whatever will happen is that concern
ing which it is now already true that it will happen; and,
already true that it will inevitably happen.
It is neither the pastness nor the futurity of an event that
proves an events existence inevitable; it is rather the exis
tence of the truth concerning it that proves its existence
inevitable. Whatever has already happened,cannot avoid its
past existence; and, whatever will yet happen, cannot avoid
its future existence. This is because all the details, past or
future, of the life of every person, are incorporated within
the compass of that which is true. Therefore, whatever is
true concerning the future is no more avoidable than what
ever is true concerning the past.
Every argument against the teaching that future occur
rences are as unavoidable as past occurrences,is based upon
the assumption that we are free to realize various alterna
tive future possibilities—the very thing that is at issue.
Sound logic and conclusive evidence can only bring con
viction to those who are open to conviction and capable of
being convinced. In His own time, such logic and evidence
is indeed "powerful to God toward the pulling down of bul
warks; pulling down reckonings and every height elevating
itself against the knowledge of God, and leading into cap-
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tivity every apprehension into the obedience of Christ"
(2 Cor.l0:4,5). But before such a time and apart from the

special illuminating grace attending thereunto, sound logic
and conclusive evidence are powerless indeed in the face of
an opinion nourished by invincible pride. It has well been
said that most men would sooner lose their souls than be

divested of that dignity which they imagine rests upon their
freedom of will.
VESSELS IN THE POTTER'S HANDS

It needs to be realized even in the case of, humanly speak

ing, unintentional deaths by accident, that such events occur
according to divine appointment. In Israel of old, if a man
smote another inadvertently, that is, apart from "malicious
intent," still, it was to be understood that "the One, Elohim,

He ha.dfated him into his hand"(Ex.21:12,13).

Similarly, Samson, contrary to the revealed will of God
through the law of Moses,sought to take a Philistine woman
as his wife. His parents attempted to dissuade him from his
sin, but Samson would only say, "'Get her for me: for she
pleases me well.' But his father and mother did not know
that it was ofYahweh [that this occurred], for He sought an
occasion against the Philistines"(Judges 14:3,4). In violat

ing the revealed (or preceptive) will of God, Samson thus
fulfilled the decretive will (or hidden intention) of God.
Samson was a vessel in the Potter's hands; he was decid

edly not a "free moral agent"(in the usual "freewill" sense
of this expression). Yet, just as surely, he was liable for his
actions, subject to their consequences.
It is not at all, as some will claim, that such principles "do

not make any sense": they make perfect sense. It is merely
that men do not approve of them, and, unwittingly, honor
the ethics of the world and the defilements of their own
conscience above the Word of God.

Since God is love, even as good and wise in the highest

while Inhibiting Thanksgiving to God
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possible degree, He always does what is best. And, God
knows which course of historical events, considered not

only on the whole but in view of their every detail, would
have the greatest tendency toward the ultimate good. He
has therefore made the eons {cp Heb.l:2)in such a way that
the eonian times should comprise those very events, and no
others, which, with respect to His purpose. He deems best.
Indeed, He would sin—^which He cannot do,for He cannot

deny Himself—^were He to arrange the course of history in
any way but the best way; or fail to arrange it at all, in some
respects, thus leaving it to chance that some events might
well occur that would not be best, in respect of His purpose.
Since, within the eonian times, to accord with His pur
pose, God knows that, among men, it is best that there
should be "vessels" both of indignation as well as of mercy
(Rom.9:21), even as, within the ecclesia, that there should
be "utensils" both of honor and dishonor (2 Tim.2:20,21),

it is of Him that there are vessels both of indignation and
of mercy, even as utensils both of honor and dishonor. In
light of these august considerations, we wish only to reply,
"to Him be the glory!"
To those who wish to scoff or complain in light of the
fact that God still "blames" (i.e., charges with wrongdoing
and holds accountable) men for their sins when they have
therein fulfilled His intention, we would merely reply with
Paul:"O man! who are you, to be sure, who are answering
again to God? That which is molded will not protest to the
molder,'Why do you make me thus?'Or has not the potter
the right over the clay, out ofthe same kneading to make one
vessel, indeed,for honor, yet one for dishonor? Now if God,
wanting to display His indignation and to make His power
ful doings known, carries, with much patience, the vessels
ofindignation, adapted for destruction, it is that He should
also be making known the riches of His glory on the ves
sels of mercy, which He makes ready before for glory—us.
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whom He calls also, not only out ofthe Jews, but out of the
nations also''(Rom.9:20-24; cp 9:19).
REJECTION AND COMPROMISE

Let us note well that the events of the future are inevita

ble—^period; not, regardless of what we do. It does not fol
low from the inevitability offuture events, that any certain
events are inevitable "no matter what." Future events do not

come about in spite of what we do, but because of what we
do, even as because of other occurrences which affect us, in

addition to our own deeds. Therefore, diligence, duty, and
discipline, are as important to those who reject free will as
they are to those who accept it.
We need not fear the consequences of our unequivocal
rejection of"free will" so long as we maintain such a stance
not in isolation but in close connection with a strong empha

sis upon the indispensability of self-discipline—albeit a selfdiscipline which is the fruit of divine grace. All that one will
"lose" by the rejection of free will is a strong incentive to
pride and anger. Only those who take pleasure in these sins,
will regret to see the primary agency which fosters them
meet its justly-deserved demise.
The teaching of God's deity in itself is of a wholly salutary
nature; any foohsh misuse thereof may not be charged against
it. The man who believes the truth that all is of God—^who

also loves and pursues righteousness, who is contrite and
ashamed when he sins, while longing for and seeking selfreform—should not be faulted for believing that his sin was
inevitable. His sin was inevitable, in the counsels of God,

and will yet redound to His glory. The man who believes
and speaks thus is not making an "excuse," but is rather giv
ing an account. He is not excused from the consequences
of his actions, but he is "excused" from having "misused his
free will," for he does not have a free will.

We must remember that free will is nearly universally

Living According to Truth
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accepted as not only true but as essential both to morality
and justice. Since this is so, and yet men are not in ultimate
control oftheir decisions, it should not surprise us that most
are unable to transcend their own ethics and prejudices—
not to mention emotions and confusion of mind—concern

ing this theme. Indeed, it is only in the grace of God that
any are able to do so.
Nearly all reject the proposition that free will is false,
even when confronted with the issues which so easily decide
the question. Yet a few, ones who to some extent may per
ceive the force of the argument against free will, while not
overtly rejecting the proposition that such a belief is false,
resourcefully still find one way or another to excuse them
selves from accepting it.
May we not be startled by such rejection oftruth. It must
be realized that neither this present writing nor any other
will have any widespread impact upon popular error: for it is
written that"the era will be when they will not tolerate sound
teaching, but, their hearing being tickled, they will heap up
for themselves teachers in accord with their own desires,

and, indeed, they will be turning their hearing away from
the truth, yet will be turned aside to myths"(2 Tim.4:3,4).
TRUTH IS BENEFICIAL

Some who acknowledge that free will is false, nonetheless,
whether at work or in the home,commonly speak and com
port themselves as ifit were true. Most such ones,ifnot oblivi
ous to or at least uncaring concerning this inconsistency, will
appraise it as being, at most, only a minor deficiency. This is
so, even though so much of their self-pride, even as impa
tience and anger toward others, is the direct result of their
practical acceptance of free will. It is not that they occa
sionally lapse into such inconsistencies (as do we all), but
that such an outlook constitutes their habitual way of life.
A few have even said that, "for our own good, we need
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to think, and practically believe, in such a way so as to hold
ourselves responsible [in a conventional "freewill" sense]for
our own behavior."

That, however, is the equivalent of saying that, "for our

own good, we need to think, and practically beheve,in such
a way so as to hold ourselves to he that which we do not actu
ally hold ourselves to be"; that, for our own good, we need
to hold to that which we know to be false.

How we wish that such ones might have as great a zeal for
the repudiation of what is false, as they claim to have fear of
the misuse of what is true! Obviously, if we would be faith
ful, we must not misuse the truth; but we must first of all

freely accept the truth while living according to its princi
ples; otherwise faithfulness is impossible. Let us never imag
ine that what we need,"for our own good," is a healthy dose
of sheer falsehood.

The man who does not believe in free will, certainly has
uncommon insight. But the individual who does not merely
disbelieve the myth of free will, but positively believes the
glorious truth that all is out of, through, and for God, and,
to His glory(Rom.11:36), has been given a rare gift indeed.
Perhaps only one condition among men is even rarer still,
and that is for one who does indeed believe that all is out of,

through, and for God, substantially to apply his belief both
to his own practical affairs and to those ofthe world around
him, doing so in a truly beneficial way.
Yet no such positive and constructive course can even be
undertaken, until one takes the preliminary step of recog
nizing that, in any event, free will does not exist.
In anticipation of blessed days to come in which all our
brethren will gladly join us in proclaiming,"out of Him and
through Him and for Him is all: to Him be the glory for the
eons! Amen!"(Rom.11:36), may those of us who acclaim
Him thus even today, be speaking the truth in love, with all
humility and meekness.
J.R.C.

UNSEARCHABLE RICHES,FOURTH QUARTER 2018
BEING THE FOURTH NUMBER OF VOLUME ONE HUNDRED NINE

EDITORIAL

In our lead article for this issue,"Reign, Resurrection and
Revelation"(pp.147,148) Dean Hough writes,"It is Gods
evangel oflight concerning His Son,Who shall reign until
all disorder is removed, and death itself is abolished, that

enlightens us as we listen to it submissively."
"These three evils, sin, death and increasing ignorance

ofGod,continue to plague humanity;they lie at the root of
human afflictions and sorrows, insecurities and fears. Yet

God has given us His evangel, which is light(cf2 Gor.4:6),
in which He is revealed as die God ofrighteousness, power,
wisdom and love"(p.148).
These considerations are followed by this issue s banner
article, the classic work,"The Kingdom in the 'Old Tes

tament'"(pp.149-168) by Vladimir Gelesnoff."The great
need for clarity on this elementary theme is evident on all
sides, and grows as the apostasy proceeds apace. Hence I
take this opportunity ofcommending it to all who wish,to
aid their fellow saints to gain an insight into God s grand
purpose through the nation of His choice and their Mes
siah, Christ Jesus our Lord"(A. E. Knoch,vol.29, pp.210).
In "True Spirituality" (pp.169-176), I point out that
"Above all, to be spiritual, we must be motivated and char
acterized by love, even ifwe should often fail therein. Loves
greatest goal is to promote the welfare of the beloved,
even if the beloved, in his own indiscernment and suspi
cions, may sometimes doubt love s presence or question
loves motives."

My brief article "A Word in Due Season"(pp.177,178)
in introductory form, addresses the question "When and
how should truth be shared?" I address this same question
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more fully and specifically in the wilting that follows,"Wis
dom Are We Speaking Among the Mature"(pp.179-185):
"Concerning the infirm, in our interpersonal relation
ships with other believers, Paul would have us be tak

ing such ones to ourselves,'but not for discrimination of
reasonings'(ibid). That is, we are not to do so in such a
way that leads 'into,' results in, or otherwise draws to the
fore, differences of opinion. The apostle would have us
know that these faulty discriminations (as to what is true
and what is not) themselves are the fruit of the misuse of

the ratiocinative process, and that such mistaken deduc
tions can only be expected from those who are infirm in
the faith"(p.181).

"It is infinitely better to follow well than to lead poorly.
Certainly, we should not seek to lead in a range (cp 2 Cor.
10:13-16) where we have not been invited to serve, lest
our labors become more of an interference than a con

structive service. The first principle of doing a good job,
is knowing whether we are in a position to do a good job.
We must not, in any event and no matter how sincerely,
merely try to "get in the act"(pp.184,185).
The final article in this issue is,"The Kingdom of God
and the Kingdom of the Heavens"(pp.186-191) by A. E.
Knoch."There is a perennial interest in the question.What
is the difference between the kingdom ofGod and the king
dom ofthe heavens? In many instances there seems to be
no distinction at all"(p.186).
"The two kingdoms ... contain much in common and
are often equivalents. But they always keep their own col
oring and one phrase can never be used where God in His
excellent wisdom has been pleased to place the other.
"The kingdom of God is very seldom mentioned in the
epistles, stress being laid upon its character. It is never,
however,spoken of as a present reality upon the earth ...
(p.l89)."

J.R.C.

Paul to the Romans

REIGN,RESURRECTION AND REVELATION

In Romans 1:3,4, our apostle points us to two fundamen
tal and essential glories ofChrist which form a vital part of
Gods evangel concerning His Son. He is the One(l.)Who
comes of Davids seed according to the flesh, and (2,)Who
is designated Gods Son with power, according to the spirit
of hohness, by the dead ones resurrection.
These glories are inserted parenthetically between the
words "Gods Son" and His identification as "Jesus Christ,
our Lord." However,because they appear as an aside does
not mean they are disconnected widi the evangel. Indeed
what is said briefly and parenthetically here is developed
in great detail in 1 Corinthians 15:12-57 in connection
with the evangel as it is announced as a message of pow
erful grace in 1 Corinthians 15:1-11. The death and res
urrection of Christ(1 Cor.15:3,4) is the basis for Christ's

future reign and His work of resurrecting the dead, even
(in God's own time) the vivification of all in Him.(And

these themes are developed much further in Ephesians,
Philippians and Colossians in connection with the secret
of Christ) Nevertheless,in Romans Paul hastens ahead to

focus on a third glory resulting from the death and resur
rection of God's Son. And that is the revelation of God's

righteousness (Rom.1:17; 3:21-26). For there will be no
reigning of Christ and no resurrection of the dead apart
from the righteousness of God.
The pattern followed here was first set in the opening
chapters of Genesis. There God's creation of the heavens
and the earth is followed by the earth becoming a chaos
and vacant, enveloped by darkness (Gen.1:1,2a). This is
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reversed by the vibrating of Gods spirit in association with
Gods words, bringing forth order where there had been
chaos, and life where there had been vacancy, enveloped

in light where there had been darkness (Gen.l:2b-31).
Yet once again,following this "very good" achievement,
chaos enters into the world in the form ofsin, and vacancy
enters in the form ofdeath (cfRom.5:l2). These,in turn,

are enveloped by the darkness of removal from the spe
cial relationship with God which Adam and Eve enjoyed
in the garden.
These three evils, sin, death and increasing ignorance of

God,continue to plague humanity; they he at the root of
human afflictions and sorrows, insecurities and fears. Yet

God has given us His evangel, which is light(cf2 Gor.4:6),
in which He is revealed as die God ofrighteousness, power,
wisdom and love.

The light of Genesis 1:3 due to Gods vibrating spirit
operating in His word was the begining of a process in
which the chaos and vacancy and darkness of Genesis 1:2a
was reversed. Light must come first and cover the chaotic
abyss, so that the orderly separation of light from dark
ness. and waters above from waters below,and atmosphere
from the waters,and the waters from the dry ground,could
occur. And then came fife with the orderly rule ofluminar
ies, culminating in the making of humanity in the image
and likeness of God (Elohim) for holding sway over the
lower life forms and filhng and subduing the earth.
It is God s evangel of light concerning His Son, Who
shall reign until all disorder is removed, and death itself
is abolished, that enlightens us as we listen to it submis
sively. But neither the reign of Ghrist or the vivification
of all in Him are the highest results of the death and res
urrection of Jesus Ghrist It is the light of the revelation
of God of which His evangel speaks that completes the
glory to come.
D.H.H.

God's Kingdom

THE KINGDOM IN THE
"OLD TESTAMENT"

The question, What is the kingdom of heaven? is of
perennial interest The bewildering diversity of answers

has been the subject of anxious inquiry. We have endeav
ored to answer that question from Scripture,and now place
our findings before truth seekers.
It is a canon of exegesis to interpret any phrase or word
in the Scriptures by its presence in other parts of the
Bible. Adhering to that principle, we find that the phrase
"the kingdom of the heavens" is founded on Daniel 2:44
as well as 7:27.^ An examination of that basic passage in

the light of the immediate context and the prophecy as a
whole establishes the following facts:
1. The kingdom ofthe heavens is a kingdom in the sense
in which the empires represented by the parts ofthe great
image were kingdoms.
2. It is limited to the earth, embracing the kingdoms
under the whole heaven.

3. It is the kingdom of a people.
4. It is Sifuture kingdom.
And now, to clearly comprehend the subject, we must
1."In their days, that is, of these kings, the Eloah of the heavens will
set up a kingdom that for the eons shall not come to harm. His king
dom shall not be left to another people. It will pulverize and terminate
all these kingdoms, and it shall be confirmed for the eons"(Dan.2:44);
"And the kingdom and the jurisdiction and the majesty ofthe kingdom
under the entire heavens will be granted to the people ofthe saints of
the supremacies. Their kingdom is an eonian Idngdom, and all other
authorities shall serve and hearken to them"(Dan.7:27).
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scan the progressive unfolding of the kingdom idea in the
Hebrew Scriptures. In fewest words we deal with the sub
ject.

To begin with, we must concede that the Bible is not
merely a book of moral and religious principles in mys

tical language, but a consistent, systematic disclosure of
an explicit purpose which has been in operation since the
dawn oftime. To grasp that purpose it is requisite to admit

that God s ways are admirably adjusted to the physical and
moral condition of mortal man,and that His revelation is

suited to his mental calibre. Israels history affords con
vincing proof of this. When Yahweh descended on Mount
Sinai with burning fire and murldness, the tornado, the
blare ofthe trumpet and the voice ofdeclarations,the sons
of Israel trembled at the majesty of the theophany. They
cried to Moses:"Speak you with us that we may hear; yet
Elohim must not speak with us lest we die"(Ex.20:19; cp
Heb.l2:19). In effect their argument comes to this: The

brightness ofthe fire is too dazzling for our eyes: the roar
ing tempestuous trumpet overtaxes our hearing. Let God
speak to us through you.We can behold your form,we can

hear your voice: but this awful sight and deafening sound
we are incapable of bearing.

In fine, they expressed the desire to see the Deity in
mans guise, and hear Him speak with a mans voice. God
graciously acceded to their request He said to Moses:"They
have done well in all that they have spoken. A Prophet shall
I raise up to them from among their brothers,like you,and I
will put My words in His mouth,and He will speak to them
all that I shall instruct Him"(Deutl8:17,18). Accommo

dation to Israels level was complete. Such perfect adapta

tion, coinciding with their wish in every respect, involved,
in the very nature ofthe case, grave accountabihty. Hence
the solemn warning of verse 19: "Yet it will come to be

and Gods Answer
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that the man who should not hearken to My words that the

Prophet shall speak in My name,I Myselfshall require his
blood from him." In accordance with this promise, when
the fullness of the time came, the only begotten Son put
on the garments offlesh.
As the infinite God has declared Himself through His

Sons assuming "the likeness of sins flesh," so He has con
veyed His thoughts in the language of sinful men: He has
clothed them in the very words in which mortals inter
change ideas; He has used them with the significance
which inheres in them in the tongue employed. Ordinar
ily we speak plainly: so does He. Occasionally we employ
figures and emblems, parables and illustrations: so does
He. Because an orator chances to use a figure or an illus
tration to make his point more vivid and impressive, do
we, in perusing his oration, change the meaning of the
words as alchemy does, or would, the substance of met
als? Assuredly not. If, then, God has spoken to us "as
man speaks with man," it is clear that we must treat His
word in the same way in which we do other literary pro
ductions—consider the words in their fundamental and

unquestioned usage, and not think of proposing arbitrary
or speculative senses for them.
To alter the meaning visible in the words by permutative
spiritualization is to make the Bible the convenient mate
rial for every kind of"private interpretation," as the con
fusing variety of opinions on the subject of the kingdom
manifestly proves. Men have imagined that God could not
have a kingdom in the ordinary sense of the word, and in
order to reduce the material to a relation with that precon
ceived notion,it has been necessary to interpret it in a man
ner which,it must be admitted,invests it with the qualities
of a riddle rather than those of a formal communication.

The first chapter of Colossians views the beloved Son in
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the effulgent glory ofcreation and reconciliation. Past and
future are vitally related to the Firstborn from the dead.
First is the creation of all things in Him (Col.1:16). This is
the starting point: it looks to a dateless past Next comes
the reconciliation of all through Him (verse 20). This is

the goal: it points to a distant future. We observe that, in
both creation and reconciliation, two spheres appear—
the heavens and the earth. These two spheres must not
be fused, and what pertains to the one must be rigidly
excluded from what pertains to the other.
Ifcreation and reconciliation embrace two spheres,earth

and heaven. His purpose must necessarily bear this twofold
stamp, and as enunciated in Scripture, it appears to do so.
The burden of God s purpose on its terrestrial side is a

kingdom. Its focus is a nation—Israel. Its keynote,domin
ion. The end in view, the restoration of the earth. Israel is

an instrument for rule. Through their medium God will
establish His government in the earth,shepherd the other
nations, and administer the affairs of this nether sphere.

The burden of God s purpose on its celestial side is revela
tion. Its focus is the church which is His body. Its keynote,

grace. The end in view, the restoration ofthe heavens. The
Church, both now and hereafter, is a medium for display.

Through that spiritual corporation God will exhibit the
transcendent wealth ofHis grace throughout the oncoming

eons (Eph.2:7). Hence the astounding statement, almost
staggering in its immensity,"we became a theater to the
world and to messengers and to men"(1 Cor.4:9).

Leaving for the present the consideration of that side
of Gods purpose which concerns the heavens, we pro
ceed to trace the development of the kingdom idea, con

fining ourselves to the Hebrew Scriptures, and resolutely
adhering to the sound principle of taking each word at its
face value. We shall show that, in the totality of its fea-
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tures, such an interpretation will justify itself by the gen
eral cogency of its results.
Lexicons define a ''kingdom" as "a territory, people,
state, or realm, ruled hy a Idng...[a] monarchy"(Funk
AND Wagnalls Standard College Dictionary). A

potentate, a metropolis, a territory, a people, a system
of administration and dependencies—these are the ideas
which the word suggests; and it is reasonable to suppose
that, in adopting it. Scripture intends to convey no other
ideas than those ordinarily implied. The assumption thus
advanced may easily be tested. But at what point shall our
investigation begin?
When the Son of Man shall sit on the throne ofHis glory.
He declares to the nations on His right,"Hither, blessed
of My Father! Enjoy the allotment of the kingdom made
ready for you from the disruption of the world"(Matt.
25:34). Here we learn that(1) the Father has prepared a
Kingdom,and(2)that He has prepared itfrom the world's
disruption. This sends us to the opening page ofthe Bible.
Genesis 1:1 asserts the creation of the heavens and the

earth in the beginning. And it is unnecessary to say that
they came forth from the hand ofGod in utmost perfection

and beauty.We have an express statement to the effect that
they were not created "waste and void," as they afterward
became (Isa.45:18). Genesis 1:2 describes the chaos—
the result of disruption. The following verses(3-25) relate
the rehabilitation of the ruins. When the earth was made

fit for habitation, Adam appears upon the scene, and the
Creator delivers to him the following charge:"Be fruitful
and increase and fill the earth, and subdue it. And sway
over the fish of the sea, and over the flyer of the heavens,
and over the beast, and over all the earth, and over all life

moving on the land."(Gen.1:28).
Moreover, God took the man and put him into the gar
den of Eden "to serve it and to keep it" (Gen.2:15). The
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words "serve"^ and "keep" suggest, respectively, cultiva
tion and supervision. The task assigned is development
of natural resources and their administration, as well as

dispensing the products ofthe soil to the creatures under
him, along the lines indicated by the Creator(Gen.1:29).
On the surface, we have here something concrete to which
each subsequent declaration sustains a relation.
Adam s defection threw the vast machinery of the uni
verse out of gear. It is important to note, however, that
though his apostasy changed God s method of dealing, it
did not alter His purpose; for, three millennia afterwards,
David,in poetic language, muses in wonderment over the
truth revealed to our progenitor in Eden: that a nmn is
given authority to rule for God (Psa.8).
Of the earliest age we have only the scantiest outline.
The events of nearly two millennia are condensed within
the compass of two chapters (Gen.4:l-6:8). Yet, notwith
standing its brevity, this fragment unveils a criminal career
of unmatched activity and extraordinary character. Here
is murder and blasphemous assumption of deity: violence
and abuse ofthe sexual relation; talent and inventive genius

employed in the service of lust; cities sodden in sensual
ity and reeking in crime. Wickedness assumed such grave
character and gigantic proportions that the total destruc
tion ofthe race—except eight souls which had not partici

pated in the prevailing forms ofwickedness—was the only
effective remedy.

After the deluge,the charge to multiply and fill the earth,
formerly given to Adam,is renewed to Noah and his three
2. The Hebrew word for"serve"("dress,"AV)is the same rendered"to till"
in Genesis 2:6;3:23;4:12. Adam was a tiller ofthe ground before the fall,

notin consequence thereof.Indeed,he wascontemplated forthatoccupa
tionfrom the outset(Gen.2:5).The onlydifference before and afterthe fall
layin this:whereas before,the ground responded generous^to his efforts
afterwards it yielded scanty returns.

Human Government Begun
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sons. The original idea of dominion is confirmed. The cor
rupt practices of the antediluvians, however, introduced
new elements of disorder in the relations of man to nature

and the animals. These new conditions are met "The fear

ofyou and dismay due to you shall come on every living ani
mal of the earth, even on every flyer of the heavens, and
in all which is moving on the ground, and in all the fishes
of the sea. Into your hand are they given. Every moving
animal which is living is coming to befoodfor you. As the
green herbage, I give to you all. Yea, only flesh with its
soul, its blood, you shall not eat"(Gen.9:2-4).
But there is another point From the experience of the
antecedent age emerged another problem.With the excep
tion of marriage, there had been no defined relations and
responsibilities. Each man was a law unto himself. There
was nothing to safeguard life from lawless encroachments.
The extent to which violence had prevailed pleaded for
a restraint of some sort. And this is precisely what God
proceeds to do."Yea, and your blood for your souls I will
require. From the hand ofevery living animal will I require
it, and from the hand ofhumanity. From the hand ofa mans
brother I will require the soul ofa human.The shedder of
the blood ofa human,by a human his blood shall be shed,
for in the image of the Elohim has He made humanity"
(Gen.9:5,6). The progenitors ofthe race are invested with
authority requisite for the enactment and maintenance of
these obligations.
Though there is no categorical statement bearing on
the point, the implication that Noahs sons were to estab
lish in their respective lines government on the basis of
responsibility between man and man, is required by the
trend of the narrative as a whole. From them mankind

branches off in three streams, subdivided into lesser divi
sions, nations, families (Gen.10:5,20,31,32), each with a

specific vocation and definite destiny in view, as will be
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presently shown. The division of mankind into nations was
of divine appointment(Gen.10:25; Deut32:8; Acts 17:26),
with the evident intention of founding a supervisory sys
tem that would insure effectual enforcement ofthe princi

ples entrusted to Noahs sons. Moreover, we are informed
(Deut32:8)that, in dividing Adam s sons into nations, the
hounds of their habitation were assigned with a view to
Israel as a ruling nation, with centralized authority.
This system of administration, in its broad features, is
outlined in Noahs prophecy (Gen.9:25-27). Supremacy,
political and religious, belongs to Shem. He monopolizes
blessing.The tent ofGod is in his midst The Deity is known
as "the God ofShem." The Japhetic peoples,enlarged by a
policy of expansion due to conquest and colonization, sur
round that center. Subordinate to both are the Hamitic

nations. We are not required to understand the "servi

tude" of this passage in the sense of slavery; it imphes no
more than subjection; they do not enjoy political auton
omy.The occasion to divulge the position and function ofa
ruhng people in a more detailed manner was furnished by
the nations attempting to gather around a center of their
own on the plains of Shinar(Gen.11:1-9). God upset their
scheme, and, by confounding their speech, consolidated
the national boundaries, which thereafter became philo

logical as well as geographical. This brings us quite natu
rally to the next stage.
In the very land where a centralization diametrically
opposed to His purpose had been attempted, God appears
to a descendant of Shem—^Abraham—and speaks as fol

lows:"You go from your land and from your kindred and
from your fathers house to the land which I shall show you.
I will make you into a great nation, and I will bless you and
make your name great, and you must become a blessing.
I will bless those who bless you, and those making light of
you I will curse. Blessed in you and in your seed are all the
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families ofthe ground"(Gen.12:1-3). So,we see, the early
intimation of a great nation is assuming definite shape.
The initial announcement shows its greatness to consist

in the enjoyment of blessing in a measure and to a degree
not shared by others, and in the further fact of its being a
medium of blessing to all the families ofthe ground.
Upon Abraham s return from Egypt, after his separa
tion from Lot, Yahweh said to him,"Lift your eyes, pray,

and see. From the place where you now are, northward
and toward the south-rim and eastward and seaward, for

all the land which you are seeing,I am giving it to you,and
to your seed, till the eon"(Gen.l3:14,15). Henceforth, a
land is inseparably associated with that nation. Later on,
its boundaries are determined and its possession for an
inalienable inheritance is pledged to Abraham s posterity
by an immutable,unconditional covenant—a covenant in
which God assumes all obhgations, Abraham being a mere
spectator to the transaction—sealed with Gods oath(Gen.
15:12-21; cpHeb.6:13-18).
Anterior to this covenant, Abraham was promised an
heir and posterity numerous as the sand of the sea. Strik
ing is the strange incompatibility of His counsels with the
agents chosen to carry them out He said He would make
a great nation—of whom? A man as good as dead—that
is, whose virility was destroyed by senile decay—and a
barren woman, past the age of child-bearing. Again, He
said:"In Isaac shall your seed be called." But he, too, had
a barren wife."Isaac is entreating Yahweh for the invigor
ating of Rebecca, his wife, for she is barren. And Yahweh
is being entreated by him, and Rebecca, his wife, is preg
nant"(Gen.25:21). Also, in the cases of Jacobs wives, we
read,"God opened her womb"(Gen.29:31; 30:22).
God is the Fulfiller as well as Giver of the promise; and
His method of procedure makes it evident all along that
their realization is not "by natural course," but by direc-
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tive—^is it too much to say creative?—acts on His part The
increase in Egypt under conditions where other nations
have either perished or lost their identity; the exodus; the
passage through the wilderness; the events in the land—in
a word, every phase of Hebrew history justifies the say
ing of the Psalmist,"He has not done so for any other
nation"(Psa.147:20), and affirms them to be a people of
His own making.

We are now to consider a departure fraught with disas
trous consequences to Israel. They reach Sinai. Moses
ascends to the One, Elohim. Then Yahweh calls to him

from the mountain,saying:"Thus shall you say to the house
of Jacob and tell to the sons of Israel, You have seen what
I did to the Egyptians when I bore you on vultures'wings
and brought you to Myself. Now,if you shall hearken, yea
hearken to My voice and observe My covenant then you
will become Mine,a special possession, above all the peo
ples,for Mine is all the earth. As for you, you shall become
Mine,a kingdom ofpriests and a holy nation"(Ex.l9:3-6a).
God bids them take a retrospect ofHis wondrous doings.
As a vulture soaring high in the air scorns every imped
iment which obstructs a pedestrian's course, so had God
carried them through the dangers ofthe desert Recall the
facts. He led them dryshod across the sea; sweetened the
waters of Marah; gave them bread from heaven and water
from the rock; He satisfied their hunger and assuaged their
thirst How different their part had been! They had underestimated His power."Gan He provide a table in the wil
derness?" They had doubted His presence. "Is the Lord
in our midst?" And now, in the face of such experiences,

they overestimate their own strength. "Whatsoever the
Lord has spoken we will do." Alas! they had not learned
the lessons which one of their illustrious sons learned so

thoroughly in a later day,"I am aware that good is not mak
ing its home in me (that is, in my flesh), for to will is lying
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beside me,yet to be effecting the ideal is not"(Rom.7:18);
it is only,"For all am I strong in Him Who is invigorating
me—Christ!"(PhiL4:13).

They are about to enter the land. Thus far they are not
hedged by restrictions. Every step ofthe way has developed
a tendency to resist Gods appointments; yet they express
confidence in their ability to conform to His require
ments without even knowing what is expected of them.
Entrance into the land under such circumstances means a

certain recrudescence ofthe scene at Babel. Goodness has

been outraged,so they are placed under a stern,inflexible
schoolmaster—^the law—^to leam the exceeding sinfulness
ofsin. A covenant conditioned by obedience on their part,
is entered into."And no more will the feet of Israel wan

der from the ground which I gave to their fathers,should
they hearken to do according to all which I instruct them,
and to all the law they were instructed in by My servant
Moses"(2 Kings 21:8).
On the other hand,ifthey will not hearken to the voice of
Yahweh their Elohim,to observe and to do all His instruc

tions and His statutes, then "Yahweh shall lift up against
you a nation from afar, from the end of the earth,just as
the vulture swoops down,a nation whose tongue you have
not heard,a nation strong offace who neither lifts the face
ofthe old one with partiality nor is gracious to the youth"
(Deut28:15,49,50).

The Sinaitic covenant was a temporary expedient to
restrain inevitable outbreaks ofsin. Imposed unto a period
of reformation (Heb.9:10), it could not invalidate the
Abrahamic covenant ratified beforehand (Gal.3:17). On

entering the land the nation solemnly assumes its duties.
Heaven and earth are summoned as witnesses. Six tribes

stationed on Mount Gerizim pronounce the blessings;
six tribes pronounce the curses from Mount Ebal. As the
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Levites read the curses,the people respond"Amen"(Deut
27:15-26; Josh.8:30-35).
Their career in the land was a mournful record of law-

breaking and apostasy. King, priest, and people,"did that
which was evil in the sight of Yahweh." So, true to the
terms of the covenant,"He causes to go up against them
the king of the Chaldeans, and he slays their chosen ones
by the sword in the house of their sanctuary, and has no
pity on young man and virgin, old man and very aged—^the
whole He has given into his hand... And he deports those
left ofthe sword unto Babylon"(2 Chron.36:17,20). But at
the moment when the nation is being removed because
of its unworthiness, the promise of God is announced
(Jer.31:31-34):
"Behold the days are coming, averring is Yahweh,
when I contract with the house of Israel,

And with the house of Judah, a new covenant
Not as the covenant which I contracted with their fore

fathers.

In the day I held fast their hand to bring them forth
from the land of Egypt,
Which covenant of Mine they annulled.
And I loathed them, averring is Yahweh.
For this is the covenant which I will contract.

With the house of Israel after those days, averring is
Yahweh.

I will bestow My law within them.
And I will write it on their hearts,
I will become theirs for Elohim,

And they shall become Mine for a people.
And no longer shall they teach, each man his associate.
And each man his brother, saying,'Know Yahweh,'
For all of them shall know Me,

From their smallest unto their greatest, averring is
Yahweh,
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For I will pardon their depravity.
And I will remember their sin no further."

The first covenant had failed owing to their mortal cor

ruption: so, by a new covenant, God pledges Himself, with
out any obligation on their part, not only to pardon their
sins and reinstate them as a nation in their land, but also to

regenerate them so as to make further defection impossible.
The next stage in the unfolding of the purpose is the
choice of a King. Like the preceding, this item, too, is
made pubhc in consequence offailure on mans part The
anarchy under the judges and the venality of Samuels
sons led Israel to demand a king. Let it be understood,
there was no sin in asking for a king. God intended that
Israel should have one. Jacob looks forward to the time
when the Prince ofPeace shall arise out of Judah with the

sceptre (Gen.49:10), and Balaam beholds His star from
afar (Num.24:17).

The mistake lay in asking for a king like unto the nations.
Samuel makes it clear that such monarchic rule means

tyranny. Under Saul they tasted it to the full. At length,
after much disciplinary trial, David,the first king ofIsrael
'according to Gods own heart," i.e., His definite choice for
the throne,is crowned. He desired to build a house forYahweh. This he was not allowed to do, but on that occasion

God made with him an eonian covenant,"arranged in all

things and observed"(2 Sam.23:5) to raise bim a "seed,"
the throne of whose kingdom will be "estabhshed for tbe
eon"(2 Sam.7:ll-17). Along with this promise goes the
choice of Jerusalem for a metropolis. The kingdom idea
is thus completed.

To clearly understand subsequent developments, we
must bear in mind, that, while this covenant is uncon

ditional, and therefore irrevocable (Psa.89:28-37), God

reserves the right to inflict such remedial punishment as
the dehnquency of Davids successors may necessitate.
The books ofthe Kings and the Ghronicles detail the his-
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tory ofthe Davidic dynasty. Their tale supports the censure
of the Son of Sirach:^ "Except David and Hezeldah and
Josiah, all committed trespass: the kings of Judah failed"
(Ecclus.49:4). We have observed that Davids descendants

would be chastised for iniquity "with the club of mortals,
and with the contagion of the sons of men"(2 Sam.7:14);
in other words, through calamities inflicted by men. A

long series ofsuch disciplinary measures failed to produce
adequate salutary effects(1 Kings 11:11,12;2 Chron.l2:2;
16:9; 21:10,16; 24:24; 28:5,6,9; 33:11). Therefore He deliv
ered them into the hands ofthe Chaldeans. But at the time

when Zedekiah is deposed and carried to Babylon in fet
ters, the inviolability ofthe promise is solemnly reiterated
(Ezek.21:25-27):

"And you, violated, wicked prince of Israel,
Whose day comes in the era of depravity's end.
Thus says my Lord Yahweh:
Take away the turban, and heave off the crown.
This shall not remain thus.

The low elevate, and the lofty abase.
Depraved, depraved, depraved will I constitute it
Moreover, this shall not come to be again
till He comes Whose is the judgment.
And I will give it to Him."
This great declaration molds and governs the oudook of
exilic and post-exilic prophecy. The crown being removed
3. i.e., the censure ofthe author ofthe book of this title, known today
as Ecclesiasticus (from the Vulgate). This work is one of the earhest
of the deuterocanonical/apocryphal books. It would appear that the
original tide, according to the afterword in the Hebrew text, was"Wis
dom ... of the Son of Sirach." It is a notable example of the Hebrew
"Hokmah- [i.e.. Wisdom']literature." Modeled in great part on Prov
erbs, it concerns itself with ethical maxims and folk-sayings, expres
sions of praise and lament, besides observations about Jewish life and
religious mores in the second century B.C.
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from David s house until the Rightful One comes,it looks
forward to His advent (Jer.23:5,6):

"Behold! Days are coming, averring is Yahweh,
When I will raise for David a righteous Sprout,

And a King shall reign and use intelligence.
And He will execute judgment and justice in the land.
In His days Judah shall be saved.
And Israel shall tabernacle trustingly.
And this is His name, by which they shall call Him:
Yahweh, our Righteousness."
The kingdom ofJudah was reduced to a province ofthe
Babylonian empire. But no sooner are the Jews and the
temple vessels brought to Babylon, than Nebuchadnezzar
is divinely instructed of the future mapped out for the
people he has deported. He fell asleep, absorbed by the
question. What shall come to pass hereafter? That nights

dream was a complete answer to the thought which had
preoccupied his mind:"The great Eloah makes known to
the king what shall occur after this"(Dan.2:29-45). A suc
cession of empires are to lord over the Holy Land, but at
an appointed time the kingdom shall be restored to Israel.
The decree ofCyrus permitted the Jews to return and re
build the temple at Jerusalem. A small remnant returned
under Nehemiah and Zerubbabel. In the reign of Darius
the new temple was finished(Ezra 6:15). Conditions, how
ever, were different from what they had been. Nation,king,
and priest had experienced failure through sin and were
alike under judgment. The second temple had no coffer
("ark," AV). Without a propitiatory shelter ("mercy-seat,"
AV), the annual cleansing of the nation from sin was no
longer possible.What standing had the people? is the ques
tion emerging from the failure of the Aaronic priesthood.
The Book of Zechariah has this situation in view.

On the face ofthings,the vision in Zechariah,third chap
ter, deals with the removal ofthe iniquity ofthe priesthood
and the land (verses 4 and 9). It was the second year of
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Darius (1:7). The Lord has returned to Jerusalem with
compassion; the work of the house is allowed to proceed
(Zech.lilG; Ezra 4:24). The prophet sees Joshua standing
before the messenger ofYahweh in filthy garments. Using
his uncleanness as a point ofattack, Satan seeks to stave off
the prosperity promised to Jerusalem, once more chosen
by Yahweh (Zech.3:2; cp 1:13,17). Satan is rebuked. The
messenger commands those before him (before Joshua—
the priests and Levites)to take offfrom him the filthy gar
ments,while saying to him,"I cause your depravity to pass
off you"(verse 4). Then Joshua is arrayed in rich apparel,
and the messenger gives assurance that he and the Levites
(that stand before bim)will be given charge over the courts
ofthe house (verse 7). But what ofexpiation? As the vision
fades, there comes a voice (verses 8 and 9):

"Hear, pray, Joshua,the great priest, you and your asso
ciates who are sitting before you,for they are mortals of a
miracle,for behold Me bringing My servant,the Sprout For
behold the stone which I bestow before Josbua;on one stone
are seven facets. Bebold Me engraving its graving(averring
is Yahweh of hosts), and I remove all the depravity of that
land in one day."
The stone reminds us of the two stones which were

engraven with the names of the sons of Israel and put on

the shoulders of the high priest To signify the removal of
all division or difference between tbe tribes or between

them and Yahweh,here we have only on^ stone. This stone
has seven "eyes" or "sparkles," or facets,for seven indicates
satisfaction, as this is its meaning in Hebrew. Moreover,

men had engraved the stones which Aaron wore, but now
Yahweh Himselfwill engrave their names,so that they will
ever be before Him, and His power will preserve tbem
in His presence. So will it be witbin the house, where
Joshua, the great priest, officiates. As a consequence,Yah
weh Himself will also remove the depravity of the whole
land. The single gem with seven facets engraven with His
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own hands within the temple will find its external fulfill
ment in unity, satisfaction, and holiness throughout the
land. Only thus will they be able to enjoy sitting under
their vine and fig tree; joyful worship and righteous gov
ernment(Zech.3:6-10).

Then will He "cleanse the sons of Levi, and cupel them

as gold and as silver. And they shall come to be for Yahweh,bringing close the approach present in righteousness.
Then the approach present ofJudah and Jerusalem is conge
nial to Yahweh, as in the days ofthe eon, and as in former
years"(Mal.3:3,4).
The relations between priesthood and royalty form the
theme ofchapter 6. Retribution for the heathen which scat
tered Judah and Jerusalem has been repeatedly affirmed
(Zech.l:15,18-21;2:9). Now,at length,the prophet beholds
its enactment Four chariots drawn by horses of different
colors come out from between two mountains of copper.
Three chariots go out, to the north and south (chapter 6,
verses 1-6). The fourth is detailed to patrol Israels land
(verse 7). In the opening vision of the series (1:7-11), the
angelic horsemen were sent on a tour of inspection and
returned with the report "all the earth is sitting still, and
is quiet" Now they go forth from the divine presence to
rest His spirit, which is to say, to execute His vengeance
{cp Isa.48:14; Ezek,5:13).
The intention ofthe last scene (Zech.6:9-15) is obvious:

it supplements Ezekiels words at the time ofthe exile with
regard to the passing away of the crown from Judah until
He comes Whose right it is. Was the crown to be restored
now that the seventy years had elapsed? What follows sup
plies the answer. The prophet is instructed to take silver
and gold from the returned captives and make a crown.
The announcement follows (Zech.6:12,13):

"Behold the Man! Sprout is His name.
And from under Him shall it sprout
And He shall build the temple ofYahweh,
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Even He shall huild the temple ofYahweh,
and He shall bear the splendor.
He shall sit and rule on His throne,

And there comes to he a priest at His throne,
And the counsel of welfare shall come to be
between the two of them."

The announcement over, the prophet is directed to
deposit the crown in the temple as a memorial to keep
alive the hope of Israel. Zechariah extends the exilic pre
dictions of die Coming One in one important particular:
The Branch will unite the royal and the priesdy with ben
eficial results—"the counsel of welfare shall come to be

between the two ofthem."

The promise of a personage who combines the royal
and the priesdy, not through blood descent, hut by divine
appointment, recalls two instances where a priest-king
appears to confer blessing after Israels enemies have been
reduced to subjection.
Abraham the Hebrew,returning from the slaughter ofthe
kings, was met and blessed by Melchizedek,Idng ofSalem,
priest of God Most High (Heh.7:l).
Psalm 110 commemorates the making ofJerusalem the
seat of government after the discomfiture of Jehus. The
story is told in 2 Samuel 5-8. David proceeded to make it
the center ofreligious life. Gathering "all the chosen men of
Israel," he took up the Goffer ofGod.In the course ofthese
proceedings, though a king, he performed priestly func
tions:"Girded with a linen ephod.... David offered burnt
offerings and peace offerings before Yahweh"(2 Sam.6:
14,17; 1 Gor.l5:27; 16:37, AV). This was a realization of

the language of the psalm:"You are a priest for the eon,
according to the order of Melchizedek"(Psa.110:4).
In other ways, besides the offering of sacrifice, the king
played a priestly part. We read of Melchizedek that he
"brings forth bread and wine" and "blessed" the patriarch
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(Gen.l4:18,19). So also it was with David:"He blessed

the people in the name ofYahweh of hosts. And he appor
tioned to all one perforated wafer,and ofbroiled beef, and
a portion ofwine,and a cake ofraisins"(2 Sam.6:18,19). In
this particular also, the King of Israel walked in the foot
steps of Melchizedek.
Malachi draws a dark picture of the remnant in the
land. The symptoms ofdecay appearing at the time ofthe
return have developed into full-blown apostasy. At the fore
is a corrupt priesthood, sodden in formahsm, steeped in

self-righteousness, and an indifferent people bringing pol
luted offerings to God s altar. In the background,far away
in the darkness of heathendom, Yahwehs name is great
among the nations, and incense and a pure offering are
offered unto Him (Mal.lill). The foreview is the same as
in Zechariah (Mal.3:l):

"Behold Me sending My messenger, and he surfaces
the way before Me. And suddenly, the Lord Whom you
are seeking is coming to His temple, and the Messenger
ofthe covenant,in Whom you are delighting. Behold! He
comes! says Yahweh of hosts."
Were it not for the traditional ideas imbibed from youth,
we would never have imported anything entirely new into
Matthews gospel. It continues the story where Malachi
left it The same temple, the same indifferent priesthood,
the same corrupt people, the same outside nations bring
ing a pure oblation. The only difference is: Malachi says
of the messenger,"I send him"; of the Lord,"Behold! He
comes!" But in Matthew the messenger has come, the
Lord is present
To recapitulate: Taking the word "kingdom" in its ordi
nary usage,we have traversed the Old Testament and found
a doctrine in no sense mysterious or recondite in charac
ter. Beginning with the general idea ofdominion, the dis
closure moves steadily onward, terminating with a king.
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Let us retrace the steps. Adam is invested with author
ity to rule for God and to exercise dominion in the earth.
To Noah and his three sons the general idea of domin
ion is confirmed. In their days mankind is divided into
nations, and government established on the principle of
mutual obhgations between man and man. At the time of

Abraham another factor appears—a great nation with the
promise of a land and a seed. In the reign of David three
items are added: a city, a throne, a king.
After Malachi no prophets voice was heard in Israel for
three centuries. Decade after decade wore wearily away,

bringing no relief to the favored nation. Dismayed by the
delay, many abandoned the hope of a Messianic kingdom
as an idle dream. Holy men and women suffered all the
pangs of hope deferred. At length, the time of visitation
dawned. Before ever that day arrived, however, and while
as yet the sinful nation persisted in departing from God,
John the Baptist, greatest of women-born, had monitions
of coming glory, and he has told us (John 1:33) of myste
rious messages that came to him respecting the Coming
One. He was grieving over the sin of his nation, then in
imminent danger—^"already the ax is lying at the root ofthe
trees. Every tree, then, which is not producing ideal fruit
is hewn down and cast into the fire"—^when,in response

to the tidings that reached his ears from the far-off regions
of glory, he lifted up his voice in the desert, and the point
and substance of his message was—''The kingdom ofthe
heavens has drawn near!''

Vladimir Gelesnoff

CORRECTLY CUTTING THE WORD OF TRUTH

The apostle Pauls entreaty to Timothy about"correctly cutting the
word of truth"(2 Tim.2:15),is surely ideal counsel.
Elaborating on this principle, Miles Coverdale,in 1535, wrote:"It

shall greatly helpe ye to understande Scripture,ifthou mark, not only
words, at what time, where, to what intent, with what circumstances,

considering what goeth before, and what followeth."

Testing What Things are of Consequence

TRUE SPIRITUALITY

For is any of humanity acquainted with those things
which are human except by the spirit ofhumanity which
is in it? Thus also, those things which are of God no one
knows, except by the spirit of God. Now we obtain, not
the spirit ofthe world, but the spirit which is ofGod,that
we may perceive those things which are graciously given
to us by God, which we are speaking also, not with words
taught by human wisdom, but with those taught by the
spirit, matching spiritual blessings with spiritual words.
Now the soulish human is not receiving those things which
are ofthe spirit ofGod,for they are stupidity to him, and
he is not able to know them, seeing that they are spiritu
ally examined. Now he who is spiritual is indeed examin
ing all, yet he is being examined by no one. For who knows
the mind ofthe Lord? Who will be redirecting Him? Yet
we have the mind of Christ.(1 Cor.2:11-16)

Literally, we are "matching spirituals—spirituals"; that
is, matching"that which is spiritual with those who are spiri
tual"(CV,1966 edition); and,"matching spiritual blessings
with spiritual words"(CV, 1976 edition). Not only is the
soulish man,who does not have the spirit of God(cp Jude
19), unable to receive those things which are ofGods spirit
(1 Gor.2:14), but"minors in Christ" as well, since they are

still fleshly, cannot be spoken to as spiritual, for they are
only able for milk, not solid food (1 Cor.3:l,2).
Nevertheless, the time comes, as it did for the Corin

thians, when it is then expedient at least to present more
mature considerations before those who cannot yet fully
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grasp them, that they might somewhat come under their
influence even so, and be nourished thereby accordingly.
To be sure, some,indeed many, will continue to resist

the very help that they need. For example, many may well
fail to see the importance of the subject of this present
writing, and so will make little attempt to hear and heed
our message. After all, at present, we are not dealing with
any single biblical doctrine, as such,in the usual sense, but
are "only" considering the underlying principles of under
standing vital to them all!
Yet the faultfinder will declare, and perhaps not only to
himself:"Where is the love in such writing! Indeed, where
is love in the life ofsuch a one who insists on speaking thus!
Since other good authors, ones which I far prefer, write
in a different tone and manner, how can such a tone and

manner as this be either needed or worthy? Since I deem
the love of God attenuated at best in any such exposition,

surely such exposition is woefully inadequate!"
Yet others, appreciating not being talked down to, while
recognizing the indispensability ofsound principles in the
acquisition of truth, may benefit much by being pointed
in the right direction. Perhaps in the process, they may
become suspicious as well that we may not be so deficient
in love after all, as they formerly had supposed.
But whatever the individual reactions of various believ

ers may be to such efforts, how we rejoice to know that
even those who at present may yet be spiritually supine,
nevertheless one day"wiU be made to stand, for the Lord is
able to make [them] stand"(Rom.14:4). Hence we would

speak of all such ones with respect and fraternity, apart
from scorn or spirit of condescension.
A SPIRIT OF SANITY

There is much confusion among believers concerning
the nature ofthe spiritual,even as ofthe intellectual. Many
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disparage the intellectual, or at least minimize its impor
tance. Many imply that it is as well somehow unloving to
stress the intellectual, suggesting that we can hardly do so

while remaining spiritual ourselves. Some would identify
the pursuit of trudi with lifeless "head knowledge," never
realizing that one s quest for truth instead might well be
from the heart, out of a love of God and a longing to be
faithful and well pleasing to Him.

In our society today, there is much antipathy toward the
intellectual. Accordingly, there is also much resistance to
learning. Specifically, there is much resistance, as adults,
to learning that which we did not learn as children or in
our youth. So long as we remain intractable, intransigent
in our disinclination toward further learning, such a dis

position will prove impervious to the communication of
knowledge. We resent being told that we "have to think,"
and are prepared to justify whatever claim can most con
vincingly excuse us from this obligation.
It is often supposed that the spiritual largely obviates the
intellectual. In some cases, the irrational is maintained on

the grounds that,in any case,it is "spiritual," whether ratio
nal or not. There is often little concern whether the con

vincingly spiritual is also the actually sane. Even among
those of normal demeanor, ones who are by no means
given over to the sensational or the abjectly superstitious,
most fail to see the importance oflanguage skills, critical
thinking, and logical discipline.
Even those who are zealous Bible students, commonly

seem to imagine that there are no special disciplines essen
tial to competency that must be mastered; at least none
beyond those in which they suppose themselves already
to enjoy a sufficiency. Be they ever so naive and unaware,
so long as they are sincere, studious, knowledgeable in
their way, while being willing to glean whatever seems
right to them from various helps, they are confident that
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they can "know the Bible" quite as well if not better than
the next fellow.
Such believers seem to be little aware that it is not so

much "study" that is needed, but a special spiritual gift
of discernment in the hearing ofthe Word.Yet they seem
even less aware that this gift is not operative apart from a
vital connection to certain intellectual abilities, ones that

are indispensable and that cannot be circumvented.
It may well be that such ones do not need us, or even
our counsel as such; but they are simply deluded in fail
ing to realize that, in any case, they do need—and need
to gain—^both the gift and agency of which we speak.
I would distinguish here between one s own possession
ofsuch abilities, and one s capacity to recognize such abili
ties in others, ones within the ecclesia who are more able

to help us than others. It is not at all that we ourselves must
have such skill and competency, but that we must, in any

case, be able to recognize and value such proficiencies,
wherever they may be found, that we might avail our
selves of them.

It is by no means so that every believer must possess
great astuteness, transcendent perspicacity, and extraor
dinary acumen. But it is instead, if we would understand
truth, that we do need to have the ability to grasp sim
ple and sound, decisive points of teaching, while possess
ing the objectivity and willingness to act upon them, in
order that we might follow truth wherever it may lead.
Hence,we must pray for a spirit of wisdom and revelation

(Eph.l:17), which necessarfiy incorporates a correspond
ing spirit of discernment and intellectual capacity. Unless
God should grant us this further spiritual endowment,we
can only reject the proffered help ofthose who could help
us most, while embracing instead the well-intentioned but
misguided efforts of those who can only mislead us.
To say that we neither need intellectual abilities our-
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selves nor the capacity to recognize them in others but can
do without them altogether, while gaining a knowledge of
truth instead by immediate divine imposition apart from
rational means, is itself an irrational claim. To "know," is

to perceive with the mind, which entails rational activity
and precludes irrational activity.

Except in the trivial sense of merely formally holding
a correct position, it is likewise irrational to speak of pos
sessing truth, apart from recognizing truth. Truth is "that
which corresponds with the actual facts, in contrast to the
false"(Key^vord Concordance,p.310). We do not pos
sess truth with our hands or feet, but with our minds. We

cannot possess truth apart from rational mental activity.
Therefore, besides becoming fond of what is "good...
just, benign,[and] self-controlled," may we be becoming
fond as well of what is *sane''(Titus 1:8).
WALKING ACCORDING TO KNOWLEDGE

If we would know what it means to be "spiritual," we
must first define "spirit." "Spirit" {pneuma, BhOW-effect)
is "the imperceptible,intangible power ofhie, action, and
intelligence. The divine power as manifested in His invis
ible, intangible operations"(KEYWORD Concordance,
p.282). We are only truly ^pinfual,then,to the degree that
we know the truth and live according thereunto.
The spiritual is not indicated by the illogical, not to men
tion the irrational; nor is it reflected by strange "religious"
mannerisms or vocalizations, any more than by quarrel
someness or uncleanness. Nor is the spiritual reflected by
contempt for or failure to deal graciously with those who
may err in such intellectual or behavioral matters.
The spiritual is instead manifested in a mind that under
stands the evangel of grace, even as in a walk which has
come under the influence ofthe evangel of grace. As vital
as living according to truth surely is—and it is certainly
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possible to live contrary to what we know—^it must be real
ized that we cannot hve according to (i.e., based upon)that
which we do not yet know.
Above all, to be spiritual, we must be motivated and
characterized by love, even if we should often fail therein.
Loves greatest goal is to promote the welfare ofthe beloved,
even if the beloved, in his own indiscernment and suspi
cions, may sometimes doubt love s presence or question
loves motives. Even so, love is patient, and love is kind.
Love finds no satisfaction in the shortcomings of others.
Love no more exhibits contempt than it creates unrest;
love rather manifests pity, in a spirit of humility.
INTELLIGENCE VS. STUPIDITY

As such, it is of no importance whether we express
ourselves through the use of technical terms and in an
academic manner, or in the most elementary speech and
uncultivated way. It is only a question of whether what we
say is correct, even as sufficient, whether expressed for
mally or informally.
Fundamentally erroneous notions concerning educa
tion, however, whether sins of commission or omission,

ones that are ofsuch a nature as to greatly hinder or even
preclude one s growth in truth, must be repudiated before
greater progress in truth can be made. These include:(1)
anti-intellectual bias;(2)the presumption that non-schol
ars do not need and may safely ignore scholars;(3) the
claim that understanding exists even where its professed
possession, when expressed, evinces a profound lack of
understanding;(4)ignorance ofthe fact diat it is over-sim
plification and sheer inaccuracy which are the real dan
gers, not needless complexity, which constitutes only an
unnecessary burden.
The plain person who understands key issues correctly,
even though conceived in the simplest of terms, may be
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far advanced in truth beyond the most erudite scholar who
fails to understand key issues correcdy. The plain person,
however, who understands key issues incorrectly, does not
understand truth, and lags far behind the erudite scholar
who understands key issues correctly.
Both the ordinary person and the scholar need to be
humble believers. Prideful ignorance is no more a virtue

than pride of knowledge. And, both the ordinary person
and the scholar need to be intelligent believers.
"Intelligence" simply speaks of the ability to learn or
understand. In the Scriptures,"stupidity" does not speak
ofa lack of normal intelligence, in the everyday sense, but
of being insipid or dull; of lack of sensibility, in certain
respects, in relation to truth.
The "stupid" are in a stupor; they are "stunned," or in a

state ofstupefaction."Because, knowing God,not as God
do they glorify Him or thank Him, but vain are they
made in dieir reasonings, and darkened is their unintelli
gent heart Alleging themselves to be wise, they are made
stupid''(Rom.l:21,22).
A "stupid" man,then,lacks discernment; he fails to rec
ognize the truth. He has no taste for it and so cannot dis

tinguish it from the false. Ofcourse this may only be so in
relation to certain subjects, not all subjects. Indeed, the
most brilhant of men,whether on the whole or in relation

to their field of expertise, may be altogether "stupid" in
certain other connections.

In speaking ofour need to be "inteUigent" believers, we
have in mind the ability to learn what is necessary in order
to understand vital points. In consideration of aptitude,
we refer primarily to wisdom, good sense, and a willing
ness to learn, whether one s general intelligence quotient,
in the conventional sense, should be high or low. Intellec
tuality, then,thus understood,is not some elitist advantage
for the few(much less is it a superiority complex or spirit
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of aloofness), but is rather the privilege of all who would
recognize their need to think with their mind, even as to

spe^ with their tongue.
It is irrational to imagine that we can understand what
we have never learned. It is not a question of the form of
our education, but ofwhether we have learned(not merely
assented to) what is to be known. Learning is a means of

grace; it is the means of grace which God has ordained
with a view toward our possession of understanding. If we
know anything, it is entirely of God that this is so. Boast
ing in self is wholly excluded.
Yet since we would love our God and Father, not only
with our whole heart and whole soul, but with our whole

comprehension (e.g., Matt.22:37) as well, we long to be
found faithful, and realize that for this we must first of all
leam what is true.

J.R.C.

THE KNOWLEDGE OF THE TRUTH

"Stand, then, girded about your loins with truth"(Eph.6:14)!
This reminds us of a similar appeal which our Lord Jesus once
pronounced during His earthly ministry: If ever you should be
remaining in My word, you are truly My disciples, and you will
know the truth, and the truth will be making you free (John
8:31,32). Though these words were spoken to believing Jews, the
fact still stands today that it is truth alone which can liberate man
kind; everyone who harbors delusions is in bondage,and is caught
in a net from which truth alone can free him. When Paul exhorts

us to pray for all mankind,for kings and all those in a superior sta
tion, he does so because God wills that all mankind be saved and

come to a realization ofthe truth (1 Tim.2:l-4).
All saints have a measure oftruth. Atleast they believe that Christ
died for their sakes while they were still sinners, even though they

may not see that they axejustified in His blood, and will be saved
from Gods indignation (Rom.5:8,9; 1 Thess.1-10; 5:9).
Herman H. Rocke

Questions and Answers

A WORD IN DUE SEASON
Question:
When should we seek to tell others of the salvation
of all mankind even as of universal reconciliation? I

would like to share these great truths with everyone I
know.In fact, I frequently mention these things to oth
ers,even though few indeed accept whatI say. Eternal
punishment is such a dishonor on the name of God,
and I want others to know the truth! Recently,some
one with whom I had shared the truth, a person who
did not accept it or reject it but only cautioned me
concerning it, said,"Even if what you say may be true,
you should be reserved in making such a claim, since
most are more apt to be stumbled than helped by such
knowledge." Can you help me with these concerns?
Answer:

Surely not many holding to the salvation of all, even any
who may hold it in foolishness and shame, would be apt,
on average, to be any more injured through such a misuse
of this truth, than by their unblinking acceptance instead
of its opposite. I doubt very much that the "sensitive spir
its" of those who proved themselves so able to bear the
burden of eternal torment with nary a whimper, would
have their tender psyches disturbed overmuch by any pos
sible worry that the salvation of all just might be true. The
danger we normally face, instead, is that of"fighting" over
doctrine (2 Tim.2:24), together with all the sorrows and
evils which so frequently attend controversy. Engaging in
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"controversy for nothing useful, to the upsetting of those
who are hearing"(2 Tim.2:14), is neither good for us nor
for our opponents.
The truth that God will one day abolish death and be
come All in all(1 Cor.15:26,28), even as the related truth,

that of Gods purpose, through Christ, to reconcile all,
whether those on the earth or those in the heavens (Col.

1:20), should not be announced in isolation, apart from
either adequate foundation or competent defense. Nor
should we,as such,equate this teaching with ''the truth," as
ifto suggest that we are called to be doctrinaires, ones who
are overly-occupied if not pre-occupied with this specific
"doctrine" itself, as such. Such an unbalanced approach is
unseemly, and brings opprobrium upon the very truth for
which it seeks to stand.

This is especially so in the case of the immature who
need to learn restraint, to whom "God ... All in all," may
mean litde more than "no eternal hell—all will be saved."

Such "teaching" is often more reactionary against contrary
tradition than it is instructive in positive truth. While good
intentions are commendable,surely we need to be circum
spect and prudent in what we say.
Though what I present above captures my primary

thoughts on this question, I would not be understood in
the slightest "legalistic" spirit Such is by no means my
intended sense. I realize that none of us can but approach
such ideals, and I would not at all wish to "jump on" oth
ers where any may seem to go contrary to such advice. I
would only help those to whom God gives help through
my efforts, wishing all others well in their chosen course.
This question at hand, which I shall concisely express
as,"When and how should truth be shared?" is another

question which we often receive. The following writing
presents various considerations related to this topic.
J.R.C.

Testing What Things are ofConsequence

WISDOM ARE WE SPEAKING
AMONG THE MATURE

Where,in reference to his original ministry to the Corin
thians, the apostle Paul declares that (during that for
mer period) he decided not to "perceive" anything among
them "except Jesus Christ and Him crucified"(1 Cor.2:2),
I take him to be indicating that, for a time {op Acts 18:11),
he taught them little else beyond this basic theme, even
if he presented many particulars within this revelation.
He sought to lead them to the level of progress in faith
where it was now evident that they had truly grasped the
message of"Christ crucified," for it is this glorious truth
alone which forms the basis of all else. The apostle came
to them in weakness and in fear, and in much trembling.
His appearance was not impressive {cp 2 Cor.5:12; 10:1;
Gal.4:14), and neither did he use the sort of methods that
the dictates of human wisdom would commend as "effec

tive persuasion techniques."
Where God truly grants faith, such man-made methods
are hardly necessary, but are rather an affront; yet where
such techniques are employed, though many "converts"
may be gained, most ofthem may not be genuine. Indeed,
even any among those whom God truly has called who
nonetheless are subjected to such improper influences, are
not made the better but the worse, as a result ofthe usual

"Christian tactics," which prevailed even in Pauls day. But
that the Corinthians'faith might not be in the "wisdom"
of men but in the power of God, the apostle conducted
himself in such a way as he herein relates (1 Cor.2:3-5).
By his words,"Yet wisdom are we speaking among the
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mature'(2:6), I take him to mean just what he says."Wis
dom is too high for the fooF (Prov.24:7); or,"Unattainable
to a foolish man are the dictates of wisdom"(Rotherham).

Most,indeed,are not truly grounded even in the rudimen
tary elements ofthe oracles of God,and so have need, not
of"solid food," but ofSiproperand adequate understanding
of"milk"; that is, of the rudiments of Christ, as rehearsed
in Hebrews 6:1,2.
Since this counsel, here, however, is to the Hebrews,

whose expectation was the new covenant heralded by the
prophets, it may not be that Paul would necessarily have
those who receive his evangel fully follow this pattern. Still,
we all do well to learn ofthose basics at some appropriate
juncture, and to be led forward toward the gaining of an
understanding ofin what sense it is that any ofthese do or
do not apply to ourselves, even as in the various respects
in which we may benefit through an appreciation of God s
counsels for others. My most basic thought,then,from this
passage in Hebrews, would simply be that oflearning the
principle: rudimentary elements (milk),^rsf; advanced
teachings (solid food),second.
Yet, alas, like the Hebrews, the situation today among
most is one in which even good and moderate teaching
is often perceived as "[just so many] words, many and
abstruse ...since you have become dull of hearing"(Heb.
5:11). There are not many who,"because of habit, have
faculties exercised for discriminating between the ideal
and the evil" (5:14). Indeed, this is so, for most take the

true to be false and the false to be true; this is especially
so where the false is popular or otherwise persuasive.
The immature and infirm mostly do not recognize their
true state. Consequently, they take faithful dispensers to
be fraudulent workers, yet fraudulent workers to be faith
ful dispensers. Humanly speaking,the situation seems(and
is) quite hopeless.Yet we must go on,seeking to be faithful

ourselves, remembering that God is able to do superex-

"Reasoning" and Infirmity
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cessively above all that we are requesting or apprehend
ing (Eph.3:20). On certain occasions, we observe Him
doing just this, granting enlightenment and sanity to some,
togedier with corresponding assurance and joy.
LOGIC vs."reasoning"

We must not deprecate or demean others, no matter
how deluded we may suppose them to be. Spiritual delu
sion is no more to be the object of ridicule, than moral
weakness or physical malady. Let us truly be walking in

love, manifesting pitiful compassions unto all, besides
kindness, humility, meekness, patience, bearing with one
another and dealing graciously among ourselves, if anyone
should be having a complaint against any (Col.3:12-14).
It is not that "correct doctrine" is not important; it is

very important It is simply that the reality is that because
of"reasonings"(i.e., both in a pejorative and metonymical
sense), there is much infirmity among behevers which is
the fruit "of reasonings," as reflected in the wide diversity
of opinion which prevails {cp Rom.l4:l).
Concerning the infirm,in our interpersonal relationships
with other believers, Paul would have us be taking such
ones to ourselves,"but not for discrimination of reason

ings"(ibid). That is, we are not to do so in such a way that
leads "into," results in, or otherwise draws to the fore, dif

ferences of opinion. The apostle would have us know that
these faulty discriminations (as to what is true and what
is not) themselves are the fruit of the misuse of the rati-

ocinative process, and that such mistaken deductions can
only be expected from those who are infirm in the faith.
We all must "reason" continually, in the non-pejorative
sense; that is, we must ever be logical, deciding according
to the facts and the truth entailed thereby. The problem is,
though, that most do not know what is truly at issue, are
unaware what facts bear upon a question, are frequently
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illogical, or are otherwise unable to deal sanely and com
petently with the Scriptures.
The point is that we will be foohsh ourselves—even ifwe
ourselves are not markedly infirm in the faith as such—^if
we should nonetheless engage those who are infirm,in any
sort of dialog which results in "discrimination [or "difference(s)"]ofreasonings''; that is, in strained relations as the
result of disagreement over contested issues. Such argu
ments need noteven be quarrelsome ones(in the metonymical sense of"argument"), but simply, in the literal sense,
the exchange of reasons for or against a certain opinion.
Paul does not here envision, which we only rarely experi
ence anyway,a circumstance in which another truly comes
to us for help; in humility, seeking direction and assistance
from us. Instead,he contemplates the usual situation which
commonly obtains in which one party simply is believing
"this," and yet the other party is believing "that"—and
yet neither is seeking the others instruction or assistance.
Where we perceive the other person to be infirm in the
faith (the body of teaching heralded by Paul as revealed
to him by Christ)and yet have occasion to have fellowship
with him, Paul would encourage us in this, but not "for
[into] discrimination of reasonings." If others do not seek
our help (and few indeed truly seek our help), Paul coun
sels us not to engage them in such disputed questions as
are apt to result in "discriminations."
Since we are often perceived as"heretics" or worse, most
who view us thus simply refuse my fellowship peremp
torily. Yet I have a few community friends or others who
though they have some notion as to certain distinctives in
my faith (ones which they reject), nonetheless enjoy my
friendship, both personally and even as a believer in Christ
They know that I am somewhat a knowledgeable person,
but this has by no means led them to seek my assistance.
So long as we speak of everyday affairs, or even, on occa-
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sion, briefly, ofthe death and resuiTection of Christ itself,
everything is fine. But years ago, and ever since, whenever
I dared to go even a little farther, it soon became evident
that my endeavors were not expedient Hence,in the case
of any involvements I continue to have with any such fel
low believers, while I seek to maintain their friendship, I
do so by being simply a personal friend.
IMITATING PAUL

Ifany among us should seek to do the work ofan evangehst, pastor, or teacher, whenever we are therefore engaged
in presentations before others, obviously, we should seek
to follow Pauls pattern and instruction as relates to such
service. But even such ones themselves, do well to follow

Pauls advice here (in Romans 14:1)in their everyday "pri
vate-citizen encounters" with the "Christian public."
With Paul, the time came in his service to the Corin

thians when, even though they were still immature and
infirm (many being fleshly ["jealousy and strife"] and
boastful; 3:1-4; 4:6-8), it had become needful to write the

epistle to them which we call 1 Corinthians. In this letter,
Paul presents all manner of glorious and intermediatelymature revelations. As to how much ofit they understood,
even as whether he had an opportunity later on to elu
cidate and clarify that which he herein simply presents,
we can know but httle. And, of course he goes even fur
ther in presenting the completed teachings of maturity, in
his prison epistles.
Thus the facts seem to be that, for the apostle Paul,
the time came when he began to present somewhat more
advanced, still more advanced, and then finally ultimate,
mature teachings. So when he says, "yet wisdom are we
speaking among the mature'*(2:6;which decidedly excluded
the Corinthians), I take it that he is speaking primarily in
a connotative sense, by association, thus indicating that it
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was his(and Sosthenes';cp 1:1)custom ofseeking to elab
orate upon and freely consider in a fuller way,"wisdom"
among the "mature."
That is, Paul sought to confine his "speaking" of things
of"wisdom," to those who were at least beginning to be in
a position to benefit from such speech. Thus he sought not
his own expedience, but that of"the many"(10:33;cp Col.
4:5,6). Those teachings which are not only "full ofwisdom"
themselves,but which,the point is, require substantial wis
dom on the part ofthe hearer ifhe would receive them and
be benefited by them, he endeavored to be "speaking,"
among those who had matured sufficiendy to be profited
thereby. No doubt, even Paul himself could only approx

imate this ideal; yet we should endeavor to do the same.
In seeking to apply these considerations to our own sit
uation today, I would conclude that we must first decide
whether we ourselves do well to serve as teachers(cp James

3:1). If we soberly conclude that perhaps we are able, suf
ficient to engage in such service faithfully, then let us by
all means do so. But if wisdom should dictate(God giving
us wisdom)that such is not our service, this will not be the

slightest disgrace upon ourselves. Yet—^ifI may employ the
apt old joke—it will be to our disgrace,in Gods sight, ifwe

should misinterpret the clouds shaped in the form of the
letters "PG," as "Preach Christ," when to us their intended

message instead was,"Pick Cotton." In the words of the
beloved comedian,Jimmy Durante,"Everybody wants to
get in the act!" Yet—and this was his whole point—for
most, it would be far better to enjoy the show from the
audience, than to spoil the show from the stage.
It is infinitely better to follow well than to lead poorly.

Certainly, we should not seek to lead in a range {cp 2 Cor.
10:13-16) where we have not been invited to serve, lest
our labors become more of an interference tban a con

structive service. The first principle of doing a good job.
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is knowing whether we are in a position to do a good job.
We must not, in any event and no matter how sincerely,
merely try to "get in the act"
Where such counsel goes unheeded, we may be sure
that this too is in the purpose of God. But if we desire
truly to be "found faithful"(1 Cor.4:2), may we pray for
wisdom in a realization of what this entails.

You, then, child of mine, he invigorated by the grace
which is in Christ Jesus. And what things you hearfrom
me through many witnesses, these commit tofaithful men,
who shall he competent to teach others also. Suffer evil
with me, as an ideal soldier of Christ Jesus. No one who
is warring is involved in the business ofa livelihood, that
he should he pleasing the one who enlists him. Now ifany
one should he competing in the games also, he is not given
a wreath ifever he should not he competing lawfully. The
toilingfarmer must he thefirst to partake of the fruits.
Apprehend what I say,for the Lord will he giving you
understanding in it all.(2 Tim.2:l-7)
Yet whether we serve as teachers to certain others or not,
wherever we encounter those who are infirm in the faith,

ones who, in any event, have not come to us seeking our
assistance, we ourselves greatly err in not heeding Pauls
advice,"Now the infirm in the faith be taking to yourselves,
but not for discrimination of reasonings"(Rom.l4:l).

Even if we do not teach, where God opens a door. He
may still give us opportunity to minister to others in a won
derful and invaluable way,by giving us the service ofdirect
ing friends or acquaintances to the ministry of those who
can best be of service to them in the teaching. As a result,
old friendships may be fostered and new friendships made,
with much joy and good fellowship among all. Such fellow
ship may then include the blessing of intelligent, edifying
discussion in things of consequence, speaking Gods wis

dom in a secret,"among the mature"(1 Gor.2:6,7).
J.R.C.

Concordant Word Studies

THE KINGDOM OF GOD AND THE
KINGDOM OF THE HEAVENS

There is a perennial interest in the question,What is the
difference between the kingdom of God and the kingdom
of the heavens? In many instances there seems to be no
distinction at all. In Matthew 19:23,24 we read of both

kingdoms in connection with the rich man who clung to
his possessions. Their general identity is recognized again
and again when the "kingdom'' is spoken of without any
word to tell us which one is referred to. Parallel passages
abound in the gospels where Matthew uses the phrase
"kingdom of the heavens" and the other evangelists use
"kingdom of God."
The former phrase occurs only in Matthew's account.
But Matthew also uses the phrase "kingdom of God."
These cases are of special interest, therefore, in helping
us to an understanding of the distinction between the
two expressions.

"The kingdom ofGod"occurs as follows in Matthew.The
three most ancient manuscripts omit it in Matthew 6:33.
Now ifI am casting out demons hy the spirit ofGod,consequently
you have aforetaste ofthe kingdom ofGod.(12:28)
...for the rich to be entering into the kingdom of God.(19:24)
... the tribute collectors and the prostitutes are preceding you into
the kingdom of God.(21:31)
... the kingdom ofGod will be taken awayfrom you. (21:43)

If we can discover some element in these passages for
eign to the rest, which makes it repugnant to our spiritual
apprehension if we substitute "heavens" for "God," then

The Kingdom of the Heavens
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we will be able to enjoy the light and blessing which He
has intended by using two phrases rather than one only.
The basic thought of the "kingdom of the heavens" is
found in Daniel 2:44, where we read:"In their days, that
is, of these kings, the Eloah of the heavens will set up a
kingdom that for the eons shall not come to harm. His
kingdom shall not be left to another people. It will pul
verize and terminate all these kingdoms, and it shall be
confirmed for the eons." It will not be restricted by trea
ties with other nations, nor will it be subject to the pow
ers of darkness.

This passage, combined with a close reading of all later
references to this kingdom,show us plainly that it is con
fined to the earth. Its limits do not extend beyond this
planet. Besides this it belongs to a people. It is the sov
ereignty of one people or nation over other nations, such
as was the case with Babylon, Medo-Persia, and Greece,
which once had world-wide sway. It is a future kingdom
which is not yet set up.
In contrast to this, the kingdom of God was already in
exercise in heaven,though not on earth,as our Lord taught
His disciples:"Let Thy will come to pass, as in heaven, on
earth also"(Matt6:10).

The kingdom of God, while it will include the earth,
is not confined to it, but embraces the universe, except
such parts as are in rebellion against Him. Tbe kingdom
ofthe heavens has no place outside the earth. The former
is a present reality in heaven, but neither are yet estab
lished on earth.

The kingdom of God is the sovereignty ofa Divine Per
son. The kingdom of the heavens is a kingdom which,
indeed, finds all its authority in Him, yet is delegated to
a people."And the kingdom and the jurisdiction and the
majesty of the kingdom under the entire heavens will be
granted to the people of the saints of the supremacies.
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Their kingdom is an eonian kingdom,and all other author
ities shall serve and hearken to them"(Daniel 7:27).The

twelve apostles shall be seated on twelve thrones,judging
(i.e., ruling) the twelve tribes of Israel(Matt19:28). Oth
ers shall have authority, some over five cities, some over
ten. This authority is referred to when he tells them to
teach or disciple all the nations(Matt28:19).
An example may help to impress what we have been
seeking to set forth. What, we will ask, was the difference
between the kingdom of King George V and the king
dom of Great Britain? The king s dominion extended over
England and all its dependencies. In England he was the
king; in India he was the emperor. But there is a sense in
which every Englishman who voted in the home country
had a hand in the government of India. So, too, a place in
the kingdom ofthe heavens, includes a place of authority
over the other nations.

The earthly kingdom has no jurisdiction over demons.
So the fact that He cast them out was a sign that the king
dom of God had come upon them (Mattl2:28).
The case of the rich man (Matt.19:24) is true of both

kingdoms, but entrance is even more difficult in respect
to God s personal rule.
The tax gatherers and harlots will have nothing but
judgment in the kingdom of the heavens. The tax gather
ers were traitors to that kingdom. But the self-righteous

Pharisees, who had a great deal to say about their own
fitness for the divine presence—^they had even less right
than those whom they despised. And this shows another
characteristic distinction,arising from the fact that one king
dom involves subjection to God Himself where no decep
tion is possible, while the other has to do with authority
vested in human hands. The kingdom of God will have no
such history as the kingdom of the heavens. In the latter
there will be feigned subjection, which will break out into
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rebellion when Satan is loosed from his chains. Loyalty to

God Himself has a personal element similar to loyalty to
a sovereign, which is much more than the subjection of a
dependent realm.

Our last quotation deals with the fruits ofthe vineyard.
There is no question here of the relation of Israel to the
other nations. In subjection to God they would have fur
nished Him with the wine which cheers both God and

man (Judges 9:13). So it is not the kingdom ofthe heavens
which is taken from them, but the kingdom of God. This
will be given to a nation which will bring forth its fruits.
It will be taken from the apostates and given to the faith
ful and spiritual.
The two kingdoms,then,contain much in common and
are often equivalents. But they always keep their own col
oring and one phrase can never be used where God in His
excellent wisdom has been pleased to place the other.
The kingdom of God is very seldom mentioned in the
epistles, stress being laid upon its character. It is never,
however, spoken of as a present reality upon the earth. It
is spoken of as future(1 Gor.6:9,10; 15:50; Gal.5:21; Eph.
5:5; 1 Thess.2:12; 2 Thess.l:5; 2 Tim.4:l,18). It is associ
ated with the Gircumcision (Col.4:ll).
THE KINGDOM OF THE FATHER

The "kingdom of the Father" is another phrase which
contains a precious truth in advance of either of the ones
we are considering.Ifthe kingdom ofthe heavens expresses
the relation of dependencies to another people and the
kingdom of God the personal loyalty to a sovereign, then
the Fathers kingdom expresses the position of the Kings
children. This filial relationship promises no pohtical pres
tige, but speaks rather of provision and character, which
his fatherhood imphes. He is the Father of the righteous
(Matt13:43). He it is who is petitioned for bread and for-
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giveness (Matt6:10), and He will provide the wine in the
coming kingdom (Matt26:29). Its full and perfect expres
sion awaits the consummation, when the Son gives up the
kingdom to God, even the Father (1 Cor.15:24). It is a
kingdom in name only, for all sovereignty and authority
and power are unnecessary and unknown.
THE KINGDOM OF THE SON

There is one kingdom,however,which is in power at the
present time. This is the kingdom of Gods beloved Son
(Col.l:13). The authority ofdarkness, with spiritual forces
of wickedness, who are the real sovereigns in this sombre
scene (Eph.6:12), is strictly a spiritual kingdom. It does
not displace the sovereignties of this world at all. So also
is the Sons kingdom. It is a strictly spiritual sovereignty.
We were once subjects of the domains of darkness. Now

we are subjects of the kingdom ofthe Son of His love. All
the while, however, we are still subject to the human gov
ernments under which we live. We are not loosed from

them. We are exhorted to be subject to rulers as to Gods
ministers(Rom.13:6).

Some day the kingdom of God s Son will find expres
sion on earth. That will be after this old earth has been

replaced by a new one. Then God will dwell with all man
kind and all will be willing, worshiping subjects of His
beloved Son. So perfect will this reign be that the time
will come when all sovereignty and authority and power
will be abrogated and the Son Himself will become sub
ject to the Father(1 Cor.l5:27).
Just as the early ministry ofPaul was the spiritual coun
terpart of the millennial reign, in which he acted as a
priest in the evangel of God (Rom.15:16), so the present

kingdom is a spiritual foretaste of the succeeding king
dom of the Son, which follows it, in the eon of the eon

(Heb.l:8). We have not the powers ofthe coming eon, but

The Goal of God
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the affectionate perfection which characterizes the rule
of Gods Beloved.

So long as sin and insubordination hold sway, there can
be no happiness apart from government. But when, at
length, ail is perfect, when sin is gone, and not the least
breath stirs contrary to His wish, what need for govern
ment? The''kingdom" will exist only in name,giving place
to the Fathers guiding hand.
Then, when government itselfis gone, will we learn the
real lesson it was meant to teach: that His will alone is

good—good for His glory and for our welfare. And when
this is acknowledged by every heart then will God indeed
be All in all.

A. E. Knoch

GOD ALL IN US

Perhaps it would not be too much to say that God is something in
everyone in this life. Even the unbeliever and the atheist, especially
in their earher years, have at least a tinge of God-consciousness,espe
cially when overwhelmed with sudden terror or dismay. But it is not

until He reveals Himselfto His chosen, that they begin to realize the
part He plays in their lives,and that He becomes the focus oftheir con
sciousness. At first this may be very weak; but, as they become mature.
He takes a larger and larger place in their experience. The heathen

have idols made by human hands. Let us beware lest we also worship
a deity who is not and will not be our all, made by human heads.
Most dehghtful, then, is it to contemplate that distant day when
God will be All in all Because ofthe unbeliefof Ghristendom we are

prone to emphasize the second all, and rightly insist that it admits of
no exceptions. Every creature of His hand will then be close to His
heart. Yet we should not confine our contemplations to the number
alone, but also maintain the full meaning of the first All. God will not
occupy a small fraction ofour lives, nor even halfor three-fourths. He
will be everything to us. There will be nothing in our experience that
will not be divine. Every occurrence, each incident, large or small,
important or trivial, will come to us consciously as a gratuity given by
God,and it will bring a constant response of adoring worship.
A. E. Knoch
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REPOSING IN EXPECTATION

We did not know Frances Stewart ofBuder,Tennessee, personally,

and learned of her recent death only by means ofthe postal return of
the latest issue of Unsearchable Riches. But we came to know some

thing of her heart through her letters and generosity (despite clear
poverty as the world deems riches), which always directed our hearts
with thanksgiving to God.
We had more personal acquaintance with Robert(^^Bob") Todd,
(living most recently in Richmond, Indiana, but formerly in southern
California), who was put to repose on February 18, at age 87. Fol
lowing in the footsteps of his late father, Harry Todd,and aunt, Grace
Todd,he spoke boldly to others and wrote with enthusiasm about God
as the God of love, Who is the Saviour of all mankind.

